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it’s Hell!” - Lord Kildari 
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Characters 

Characters 
Tales from Trinity City allows you to create any superhero you can imagine. They will 
explore Trinity City, the last unoccupied human settlement.


An alien race, calling the Serpents, conquered humanity for the Reborn Serpentine 
Empire.


Making your character is easy by following this book section by section. You will be 
able to make any character you want because of the 100s of combinations in this 
rulebook.


First, you pick your character's background. What are your origins? Are they a Kalidite 
(a non-superpowered member of humanity) who dedicated his life to being the most 
skilled fighter? Are you a Gifted who can burn down city blocks in seconds, or are you 
a mystic who explores the higher realms for truth or power? You might be a technician 
with a knack for gadgets, or you have abilities because of an experiment.


Second, you roll for your stats with six-sided dice twice (2d6) for six different scores. 
You can assign these scores to any of the six stats - Endurance, Strength, Agility, 
Perception, Judgment and Will. You can tailor your character to your preference.


Third, you choose your specialization. Are you a Protector who uses her abilities to 
help mitigate damage? Or are you a Warrior to gets up close and personal? Do you 
want to be a Shooter who takes out enemies from long range? You can even be a 
Psychic who uses the powers of their mind to see the future and alter the battlefield.


Fourth, you choose your power sets. Some protectors are bulletproof. Others bring up 
powerful shields to protect their companions. Some psychics use telepathy, while 
others move objects with telekinesis. Others use their abilities to heal their allies.


Fifth, you decide on your skills. Are you a ranged warrior using bows or a sniper who 
uses rifles? Do you use Kung fu, harnessing your body into a lethal weapon, or do you 
use a Katana to carve your opponents into small cubes?


Take some time to read the entire rulebook - imagining the character you want to play. 
You can create any super-powered character you want from a large variety of powers 
and choices count too - with the disposition and faction system!


Thanks for choosing Tales from Trinity City!
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Backgrounds 

Skilled 

In Trinity City, there are Kalidites (Kaldis for short), who devote their lives to mastery. 
They know the Serpents are one mistake away from invading, so they train to be ready. 
They will not allow the Serpents to steal humanity’s last hope. 


They may not have superpowers - but who needs super strength when you know the 
arts of ambush. Skilled heroes are a mixture of support and combat. They are versatile 
- capable of adapting to any new situation they face.


Benefits - Skilled Characters have the highest Skill points, attack rolls and skill checks.


Weaknesses - Skilled characters cannot choose any ability within power sets. While 
they may have some technical skills, they cannot take Technician power sets.


Background - Skilled
Level Experience Skill Points Attack Roll Mod Stat Bonus Skill Check Mod

1 0 4 1 0 1

2 1000 6 2 0 2

3 3000 8 3 1 3

4 6,000 10 4 0 4

5 10,000 12 5 0 5

6 15,000 14 6 1 6

7 21,000 16 7 0 7

8 28,000 18 8 0 8

9 36,000 20 9 1 9

10 45,000 22 10 0 10

11 55,000 24 11 0 11

12 66,000 26 12 1 12
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Gifted 

Gifted are one of the most feared people in Trinity City. Many Citizens of the City blame 
the Gifted for two riots that rocked the city. The Friends of the Shaper cult says the 
Gifted will destroy the city, and many older generations still blame them for two world 
wars. Nobody trusts anybody with superpowers. Some can heal from their wounds in 
minutes, while others can burn everything down for fun. Most Gifted use anonymity to 
protect themselves. They rarely use their powers in public because of the reaction 
people have. They often choose to wear a disguise if they intend on going out in public 
to fight crime.


Benefits - You gain the most power points of any character. They can also use up to 
three different power sets.


Weaknesses - You must be careful. If Kaldis figure out you’re Gifted and post it on the 
CentralNet, the Friends of the Shaper Cult will start hunting you. Also, many people will 
be less inclined to help you, with -4 on persuasion checks. Many will call the Peace 
Officers if they feel threatened by you. Anonymity is your best friend.


Background - Gifted
Level Experience Skill 

Points
Power 
Points

Attack Roll 
Mod

Stat Bonus Skill Check Mod

1 0 2 2 0 0 0

2 1000 3 3 1 1 1

3 3000 4 4 2 0 1

4 6000 5 5 3 1 2

5 10,000 6 7 3 0 2

6 15,000 7 8 4 1 3

7 21,000 8 9 5 0 3

8 28,000 9 10 6 1 4

9 36,000 10 12 6 0 4

10 45,000 11 13 7 1 5

11 55,000 12 14 8 0 5

12 66,000 13 15 9 1 6
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Technician 
Technicians are the lifeblood of any squad. Their expertise with gadgets, devices, high-
tech weapons and defences are invaluable. They can get you into high-security 
installations without a problem. They can create force fields that protect against 
powerful attacks. They can blast through any defences.


The most common type of technician is a Kaldi, but Gifted with technopathy also 
choose this path.

 

Benefits - Technicians have all technical power sets at their disposal. They can use 
power armour, create an army of robots and use the famous tech gun.


Weaknesses - EMP blasts damage your abilities, lowering your effectiveness in battle 
until you repair your equipment.


Background - Technician
Level Experience Skill 

Points
Power 
Points

Attack 
Roll Mod

Attribute Bonus Skill Check 
Mod

1 0 2 1 0 0 0

2 1000 3 2 1 0 1

3 3000 4 3 1 0 2

4 6000 5 4 2 1 2

5 10,000 6 5 2 0 3

6 15,000 7 6 3 0 4

7 21,000 8 7 3 0 4

8 28,000 9 8 4 1 5

9 36,000 10 9 4 0 6

10 45,000 11 10 5 0 6

11 55,000 12 11 5 0 7

12 66,000 13 12 6 1 8
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Mystic 
On the surface, most Kaldis consider mystics either charlatans or Gifted. Many Mystics 
are members of the Asian Community who seek universal truth. They seek their 
answers in the deepest parts of the astral plane — the place believed to be creation‘s 
origin. The deep spirituality Asians have has helped many become great mystics.


Benefits - Mystics can learn any power set, including power armour - often called 
mystic mail.


Weaknesses - The deeper a mystic goes in the Astral Plane, the more dangerous the 
spirit world gets. There is darkness and light in the astral plane. The answers and 
power you seek can come at a high price.


Many people also assume they’re Gifted, so they also have the same penalties.


Background - Mystic
Leve

l
Experience Skill 

Points
Power 
Points

Attack Roll 
Mod

Stat Mod Spiritual 
Warfare Mod

Skill Check 
Mod

1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0

2 1000 3 3 1 0 1 1

3 3000 4 4 1 1 2 2

4 6000 5 5 2 0 3 2

5 10,000 6 6 2 0 4 3

6 15,000 7 7 3 1 5 4

7 21,000 8 8 3 0 6 4

8 28,000 9 9 4 0 7 5

9 36,000 10 10 4 1 8 6

10 45,000 11 11 5 0 9 6

11 55,000 12 12 5 0 10 7

12 66,000 13 13 6 1 11 8
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Experimental 
Science-based heroes have powers because experiments changed them. Sometimes 
this happens by accident. Sometimes it was government experiments that created the 
powers the people have.


Some people don’t survive these procedures, but it’s worth the risk to gain 
superpowers.


Most people consider them Gifted, even if they are not.


Benefits - Because of how experiment-based powers work, your abilities can be much 
more powerful.


Weaknesses - During your early career, you have a 50% chance of having weaker 
abilities for that mission. Because most people think they are Gifted, they have the 
same weaknesses.


Background - Science
Level Experience Skill 

Points
Power 
Points

Attack Roll 
Mod

Stat 
Mod

Science Mod Skill Check 
Mod

1 0 2 1 0 0 + 10%/ - 20% 0

2 1000 3 2 1 1 + 10%/ - 15% 1

3 3000 4 3 2 0 + 10%/ -10% 1

4 6000 5 4 2 1 + 15%/ -10% 2

5 10,000 6 5 3 0 + 15%/ -7.5% 2

6 15,000 7 6 4 1 + 15%/ -5% 3

7 21,000 8 7 4 0 + 15%/ -2.5% 3

8 28,000 9 8 5 1 15% 4

9 36,000 10 9 6 0 17.5% 4

10 45,000 11 10 6 1 20% 5

11 55,000 12 11 7 0 25% 5

12 66,000 12 13 8 1 30% 6
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Experience Table Legend - 


Level - the expertise the character has within their current background. 

Experience - The amount of experience a character needs to achieve that level. You 
gain experience by finishing objectives, defeating enemies and various activities. 

Skill Points - The number of slots the character has to improve various skills. 

Attack Roll Mod - A positive modifier the character applies to their various combat 
rolls. 

Stat Bonus - The number of extra points a character can put into their stats. Once 
chosen, that allocation is permanent. A Skilled character cannot have any stat above 
12. Technical characters cannot have any stat above 12 except for judgement and 
perception. 

Science Mod - The positive or negative modification of the strength of powers an 
experimental character has on a mission. 

Spiritual Warfare Mod - The modifier a mystic has to negate spiritual attacks and 
curses. The modifier also affects characters abilities while dealing with dark spiritual 
entities. 

Skill Check Mod - This modifies any skill-based dice roll check.
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Stats 
Now, you can roll for your stats. Roll two six-sided dice (2d6) six times and assign them 
to Endurance, Strength, Agility, Perception, Judgement and Will. As detailed in the level 
trees, you can enhance your stats. Skilled characters can have 12 in any stat. 
Technicians can have up to 24 in Judgement and Perception. For Gifted, Science and 
Mystic, you can have up to 24 in any stat.


Endurance 

Endurance is the lifeblood of your character. The higher this ability is, the longer your 
character will survive in combat. You can resist diseases, poisons and continue to fight 
after others falter. Endurance is a vital stat for any hero, especially Protectors and 
Warriors.


Endurance
Score Health Poison/Disease resist Physique Mod Action Points Revive Chance

2 50 -2/+50% -1 5 20%

3-4 65 -2/+50% -1 7 40%

5-6 80 -1/+25% 0 8 60%

7 100 0 0 10 70%

8-9 125 0 0 12 80%

10-11 150 0 0 13 90%

12 200 1/-10% 1 15 100%

13-14 250 1/-10% 1 18 100%

15-16 300 1/-10% 1 20 100%

17-18 350 2/-15% 2 20 100%

19-20 400 2/-15% 2 20 100%

21-22 450 2/-15% 2 20 100%

23 500 3/-20% 3 20 100%

24 600 4/-25% 4 20 100%
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Health - The total amount of life points. If you take damage that reduces you to 0 
health or lower, you become defeated. You die if no one heals or revives you in 5 
rounds.

Poison/Disease Resist - This helps your character resist natural poisons and diseases 
- allowing you to avoid their effects. It also helps reduce the poison's damage as well.

Physique Mod - This modifier helps you avoid physical status effects, like holds, 
knockback and knockdown.

Action Points - the number of points your character has to activate powers.

Revive Chance - This is the percentage a revival ability or power has to revive you.


Strength 

Strength is the physical power of a character. With it, they can lift massive loads of 
materials, inflict Minagnus (the strongest man ever to live) damage, bash through 
obstacles and even break through the protections of other characters. Strength is 
supreme to warriors.


Strength
Score Damage Mod Lift Capacity Bash Mod Physique Mode Damage 

Penetration

2 50% 100 -4 -1 0

3-4 70% 125 -2 -1 0

5-6 90% 150 -1 0 0

7 100% 200 0 0 0

8-9 125% 250 1 0 0

10-11 150% 300 2 0 0

12 200% 400 2 1 0

13-14 250% 500 3 1 5

15-16 300% 600 3 1 5

17-18 350% 800 4 2 10

19-20 400% 1050 4 2 10

21-22 450% 1300 5 2 15

23 500% 1600 5 3 15

24 600% 1900 6 4 25
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Damage Mod - the amount of bonus force and physical damage bows, melee 
weapons, and unarmed attacks will do. Anything above or below 100% adds or 
subtracts from bonus damage, not base.

Lift Capacity - The amount, in pounds, a character can lift.

Bash Mod - the modifier the character applies to bash down a door.

Physique Mod - This modifier helps negate holds, knock back and knockdowns.

Damage Penetration - This modifier helps mitigate physical damage reduction. 


Agility 

If you want a character who is quick on their feet, Agility is a must. It allows you to fight 
before anyone else can, dodge attacks and block incoming melee attacks. You can 
avoid nasty traps and area of effect powers. Agility saves many heroes lives.


Agility
Score Dodge Armour Rating Melee Deflect Armour Rating Agility Mod Speed

2 -2 -2 -4 9

3-4 -1 -2 -2 10

5-6 -1 -1 -1 11

7 0 0 0 12

8-9 1 0 0 12

10-11 1 1 0 12

12 2 1 1 13

13-14 2 2 1 13

15-16 3 2 1 13

17-18 3 3 2 14

19-20 4 3 2 14

21-22 4 4 2 14

23 5 4 3 15

24 6 5 4 16
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Dodge Armour Rating - The modifier that allows the character to dodge out of any 
attack.

Melee Deflect Amour Rating - The modifier that allows the character to block 
incoming melee attacks - adds to the Dodge AC.

Agility Mod - This determines if you can avoid an effect with your fast reflexes.

Speed - determines how fast you can move.


Perception 

There is one thing about being quick on your feet, but to be quick with your mind is 
better. With a high perception, a character can change the flow of battle. They have 
high attack rolls and higher critical chances. Their mental reflexes allow them to dodge 
effect requiring quick reactions. They can even pick up on things others would miss in 
the environment. Warriors, Shooters and Engineers covet a high perception.


Perception
Score Damage Mod Attack Roll Mod Agility Mod Awareness Mod Critical Range

2 50% -4 -1 -4 No Crit

3-4 70% -2 -1 -2 No Crit

5-6 90% -1 0 -1 No Crit

7 100% 0 0 0 20

8-9 125% 1 0 0 20

10-11 150% 2 0 0 20

12 200% 3 1 1 19-20

13-14 250% 4 1 1 19-20

15-16 300% 5 1 1 19-20

17-18 350% 6 2 2 18-20

19-20 400% 7 2 2 18-20

21-22 450% 8 2 2 18-20

23 500% 9 3 3 17-20

24 600% 12 4 4 16-20
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Damage Mod - the amount of bonus using ranged weapons like guns, rifles and 
energy weapons.

Attack Roll Mod - the modifier you apply to attack rolls against an opponent.

Agility Mod - This determines if you can avoid an effect with your fast reflexes.

Awareness Mod - The modifier that allows you to perceive something amiss in the 
environment.

Critical Hit Mod - This is the range for a character to score a critical hit on a natural 
roll.


Judgement 

Judgment is the general intelligence of a character. It helps them prepare for every 
eventuality. You can find traps, perform complicated tech tasks and prepare for 
ambushes or avoid them. It also helps to make tech powers even more powerful.


Judgment
Score Surprise Mod Tech Mod Trap Mod Will Mod Tech damage mod

2 -4 -4 -4 -1 50%

3-4 -2 -2 -2 -1 75%

5-6 -1 -1 -1 0 90%

7 0 0 0 0 100%

8-9 1 1 1 0 125%

10-11 1 1 2 0 150%

12 1 2 3 1 200%

13-14 2 2 4 1 250%

15-16 2 3 5 1 300%

17-18 2 3 6 2 350%

19-20 3 4 7 2 400%

21-22 3 4 8 2 450%

23 4 5 10 3 500%

24 5 6 12 4 600%
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Surprise Mod - This modifier allows you to both surprises other groups and avoid 
ambushes.

Tech Mod - The modifier you add to technical expertise rolls.

Trap Mod - The modifier make traps harder to see and make it easier to see hostile 
mines.

Will Mod - This modifier helps you avoid anything that would affect your free will.

Tech Damage Mod - the amount of damage your technical powers will do.


Will 

Will is the strength of a hero or villain's resolve. A character with a powerful will can 
command potent elemental and psychic powers. They can remain in control while 
others panic or succumb to stuns and psychic abilities. They can use their inspiring will 
to inspire allies and put fear into their enemies. Their resolve and steadfastness can 
convince even the cowardly.


Will
Score Elemental/Psionic 

Damage
Will Mod Ally Buff/Opponent 

Debuff
Conversation 

Mod

2 50% -1 0 -4

3-4 70% -1 0 -2

5-6 85% 0 0 -1

7 100% 0 0 0

8-9 125% 0 1/-1 1

10-11 150% 0 1/-1 2

12 200% 1 2/-2 2

13-14 250% 1 2/-2 3

15-16 300% 1 3/-3 3

17-18 350% 2 3/-3 4

19-20 400% 2 4/-4 4

21-22 450% 2 4/-4 5

23 500% 3 4/-4 5

24 600% 4 4/-4 6
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Elemental/Psionic Damage - the amount of damage a character does when they 
channel their powers.

Psionic Defence - the resistance the character has to telepathic attacks.

Will Mod - The modifier for rolls and abilities involving your will.

Ally Buff/Enemy Debuff - This is the bonus to attack rolls and skill checks allies gain 
when you attempt to inspire them. The negatives are for enemies when you fear them

Conversation Mod - This modifier allows you to convince others in conversations.


Stat Based Challenge Check 

As the character adventures around, they may encounter different obstacles. It could 
be a large boulder blocking your progress or a complex computer system. With both 
skills, power sets and ability mod scores, you can overcome these obstacles.


When such an obstacle happens, the Game Master will know how you can overcome 
this in a difficulty rating. A large boulder could have a physique Difficulty check of 25. A 
player rolls a 20-sided dice and adds their physique mod to their roll. If the result is 
over that number, you can move the boulder.
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Specialization 

Protector  

When the chaos of battle begins, Protectors try to focus it on themselves, protecting 
their allies and innocents around them. While they are capable of fighting, they are the 
stalwart defender. They absorb gunshots, walkthrough fires or protect the group with 
force fields.  

Heroes from every background become defenders. 

Important Stats - Because Protectors want to mitigate damage, the two most 
important stats are Endurance and Will. Endurance ensures they can keep on pushing 
themselves to their limits to protect their allies in combat. Strength helps them fight 
opponents within melee range.

Power Sets recommendations -  

Travel Powers - Flying or Super Leaping.

Protections - Invulnerability, Mystic Powers, Force Fields, Elemental Powers.

Super Stats - Will, Endurance, Judgement.

Combat Powers - Elemental Powers. 

Strategy - Your character will do well to focus on survivability. If your character fights in 
melee, you will want to have high endurance. If you choose external protections, like 
force fields, a high Will mod will be more beneficial. 

Expertises - Upon Level 4, a Protector can choose a style that best fits their character. 

Tank - This character focuses on personal protection and crowd control. They draw 
heat from other characters onto themselves. This expertise works well with melee-
based Protectors. 

Brawler - Instead of focusing on protecting the party, this protector balances fighting 
and protection. They love wrestling with entire groups of villains on their own. If you 
want to do more damage, this expertise is for you. 

Defender - Defenders use their powers to protect the entire party. They use their 
elemental, force field or mystical powers to help their party.
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Expertises  

Tank - Tanks exist to do one thing, control a battle around them. They are there to help 
keep the party alive when they face overwhelming odds. Their ability to mitigate 
damage is second to none. 

Players buy expertise levels through skills points.


Abilities 

Bring it (taunting/crowd control)

Action Points - 3. 

Description - This ability taunts a group of enemies to face you, fighting you instead of 
your companions. You affect up to 2 people per Tank level. Opponents can prevent the 
compulsion with a Will save - DC - 10 + Tank level + will mod. 

Shock and Awe (taunt enhancement) - All taunted enemies now suffer -1 to their attack 
rolls because of your fearful demeanour. 

Fearful Roar (crowd control)

Action Points - 5.


Description - This ability has a chance to make your taunted opponents stand in fear. 
The ability stuns for 1 round unless they make a will save - DC - 10 + tank level + will 
mod. 

Passives - Tanks gain +15 damage reduction against physical, force and energy 
attacks.


Tank
Level Passive Ability Executable Abilities

1 +2.5 physical damage reduction per level

2 Bring it

3 +2.5 force damage reduction per level

4 Shock and Awe

5 +2.5 energy damage reduction per level

6 Fearful Roar
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Brawler - Some Protectors like fighting as much as defending their companions, so 
they become brawlers. They use their inborn resistances to get into the thick of combat 
to fight large amounts of enemies. Fighting one on one is boring. 

Characters gain expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities 

Rough and tumble (attacking/crowd control)

Action Points - 3

AOE - 1 target, three targets within 5 feet of the original target. 

Description - You grab one of your opponents and throw them at their allies. The target 
can escape the hold - Reflex DC 6 + physique mod + brawler level. If you succeed in 
holding them, you can throw the opponent at up to 3 other people. The attack does 
Normal force damage to all opponents, with Knockdown for 1 round. 

Defensive Stance (defensive power)

Action points - 3/per round. 

Description - you start to use their rough and tumble movements to keep your 
opponents at bay. +1 dodge armour rating/level. 

Full Nelson (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You grab one of your opponents and hold them in place. They can resist - 
Reflex DC 10 + physique mod + brawler level. If they don’t resist, they can’t attack or 
move. Your allies gain +4 to their attack rolls.


Brawler
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 Rough and Tumble

2 +1 attack per level

3 Defensive Stance

4 Full Nelson

5 +2.5 base damage per level

6 Body Slam
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Body Slam (attack)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You attempt to grab an opponent and slam them to the ground. They can 
resist with a Reflex DC 10 + physique mod + brawler level. If you succeed and hold 
them, you knock them down for 1 round. 

Passives - Attack Rolls can go up to +6, and damage increases to +15 base damage.


Defender - This type of protector doesn’t focus on personal resistances. They create 
almost impenetrable fields to protect their allies. 

Characters level their expertise with skill points.


Abilities 

Protect Other (protection)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - You can use your protection field to protect someone else as well. 

Push Wave (PB AOE crowd control)

Action Points - 4

AOE - 10’ 

Description - Instead of creating a field to protect, you create a bubble to push 
opponents away from you with knock back 10'. They can resist the knock back with a 

Protector
Level Passive Abilties Executable Abilities

1 Protect other

2 +1 deflection Armour rating/level

3 Push Wave

4 +2.5 damage reduction/level

5 Stasis Field

6 Particle field
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Physique DC - 10 + Protector Level + Will Mod. 

Stasis Field (crowd control)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - You can trap an opponent in a field that prevents them from moving or 
performing actions. Physique DC - 14 + Protector Level + Will Mod. 

Passives - Protective fields will add up to 6 deflection Armour rating for anyone 
protected, +15 damage reduction to all covered damage. 

Enemies cannot move into a Particle field without a Physique DC - 10 + Protector Level 
+ Will Mod. 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Warrior 

Warriors are mighty combatants, with abilities and skills honed to deadly proportions. 
They prefer a straight-up fight where they defeat their enemies. There is no better 
defence than DPS. 

Warriors are abundant for characters of all backgrounds. If you like to fight, you want to 
be a warrior. 

Important Stats - Warriors are only as good as the damage they deal, so they need 
exceptional abilities to be valuable. The first is strength. It helps increase their damage 
and helps penetrate resistances. The second is Perception, which increases attack 
rolls and critical hit chances. The third is agility - this allows them to defend themselves 
and manoeuvre on the battlefield. Endurance is also vital, with more action points and 
health to survive and do damage for longer.


Power Sets recommendations - 

Travel Powers - Super Speed or Teleport.

Protections - Tough Guy, Regeneration, Super Reflexes.

Technologies - Cyberlink. 

Super Stats - Strength, Agility, Perception. 

Strategy - Warriors are there to do as much damage in as little time possible. While you 
should focus on damage-dealing abilities, you need to think about defensive powers as 
well. The protective power sets can be the difference between life and death for a 
Warrior. 

Expertises - Warriors can decide on one of three expertises when they achieve level 4. 

Assassin - They use stealth and misdirection to surprise their foes. They take care of 
opponents that are too entrenched to get through by slugging things out. 

BodyGuard - This warrior protects their most vulnerable allies, using limited crowd 
control abilities. They also have more defensive capabilities than regular warriors. 

Scrapper - This character focuses their combat abilities to take on large groups of 
opponents. They thrive against large groups - often working with tanks. 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Expertises 

Assassin - Some warriors prefer to be silent and undetectable. They want to cause as 
much damage to their opponents and then slink into the shadows.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities 

Stealth (defensive)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - The ability to meld into the shadows. Perception DC - 6 + agility mod + 
stealth mod. 

Backstab (attack)

Action Points - 5 

Description - While unnoticed, this ability will do 300% bonus physical damage. 

Critical Disable (backstab mod) - if an opponent survives the attack, it disables them. 
Their attack rolls and movement are lowered by 3 for two rounds. 

Smoke Bomb (defensive)

Action Points - 5

 

Assassin
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 Stealth

2 +1 stealth/level

3 Backstab

4 +2.5 physical damage/level

5 Smoke Bomb

6 Critical Disable
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Description - to ensure they go unnoticed after they backstab, they can detonate a 
smoke bomb. Perception DC - 10 + stealth mod. 

Passives - The assassin can have up to +6 to their stealth and +15 base physical 
damage.


Body Guard - Some Warriors act as a personal body guard for their allies. Some 
characters would be hard pressed if a melee opponent attacked them. The Bodyguard 
protects them from those opponents.


Body Guards benefit most from the regeneration power set.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Draw Away (crowd control)

Action Points - 3 

Description - You can draw one opponent who is attacking an ally away from them to 
face you. 

Insult (Draw Away Mod) - Your taunt is so insulting the attacker suffers -1 attack rolls/
level for 1 round. 

Body Flip (combat ability/crowd control)

Action Points - 5 

Body Guard
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 Draw Away

2 Insult

3 Body Flip

4 +2.5 physical damage/level

5 Disarm

6 +1 melee deflect armour/level
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Description - As your opponent attacks you, you can use their momentum to flip them 
over. Reflex DC check - 10 + physique mod + bodyguard level. Failure - Normal force 
damage, knock over for 1 round.

 

Disarm (defensive ability)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You can choose to disarm your foe's melee weapon or hand gun if they 
are within melee range. Roll a Reflex DC 14 to disarm. 

Passives - Your attacks can do up to +15 physical damage, and you can gain up to a 
+6 melee deflection armour rating.


Scrapper - some warriors want to rumble in the Projects. The more people they can 
fight, the better. They specialize in punishing vast groups of opponents. They dodge, 
weave and counter-attack like no other. 

Scrappers work best with the Super Reflexes defensive set. 

Characters gain expertise levels through skill points.


Abilities -


Block Kick (attack/disarm)

Action Points - 2 

Description - You attempt to kick a weapon out of an enemy's hands. The attack does 
normal force damage. Disarm attempt - Reflex DC 14.


Scrapper
Level Passive Ability Executable Abilities

1 Block Kick

2 +.5 melee deflect ac/level

3 Take Down

4 +.5 dodge ac/level

5 Rumble in the Projects

6 +2.5 physical damage/level
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Take Down (attack)

Action Points - 2 

Description - against an opponent below half their health, they can do double bonus 
damage. 

Rumble in the Projects (Defensive)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - The Scrapper increases their dodge and melee deflection armour rating 
by 1 for each opponent they face. The character can counter attack any attack that is 5 
points lower than his current armour rating. Each counter-attack that round has an 
increasing -2 penalty (-2 first counter, -4 next counter, -6, -8) 

Passives - The Scrapper will increase +3 melee deflect and +3 dodge ac. They also 
add up to +15 physical damage to their attacks. 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Shooter 

Nobody is safe once a shooter aims. Their mission is to take out the enemies of the 
group from a distance. Shooters come in all kinds of shapes and sizes. Some use 
bows, while other uses guns and some use technological gadgets. 

While anybody can be a shooter, most shooters are from Skilled, Gifted or Technology 
backgrounds. 

Important Stats - Shooters need to maximize their combat abilities - which is why 
Perception is crucial. The ability to hit and find weaknesses will always help their 
cause. Agility is also vital because the ability to dodge attacks can help keep them 
alive. If someone does get up close and personal, taking a melee weapon helps - so 
many have high strength. 

Power Set Recommendations - 

Travel Powers - Flying, SuperSpeed.

Technologies - Gadgets, Cyberlink.

Protections - Super Reflexes, Tough Guy.

Super Stats - Perception, Agility. 

Strategy - The shooter is there to do one thing, cause mayhem from range. They stay 
out of the way from the front lines, using their ranged abilities as their first line of 
defence. From there, they can help deal with the opponents facing the Protectors and 
Warriors. 

Expertises - Upon obtaining the 4th level, a Shooter can choose from one of 3 
professions to suit their play style. 

Sniper - This character uses stealth and their keen eyesight to take out one opponent 
at a time. 

Commando - This kind of shooter likes to be in the thick of things. They specialize in 
short-range weapons and melee attacks to pulverize their opponents. 

Explosives Expert - This type of shooter prefers to set up ambushes with mines, 
bombs and grenades. 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Expertises 

Sniper - Snipers mix awareness, stealth and lethal accuracy to take out their 
opponents. They use cover and their keen eyesight to take out one opponent at a time 
- seeing weaknesses that others can't find. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities - 

Sniper Shot (attack)

Action Points - 5 

Description - This is a delayed action - it takes the entire round to perform, so you are 
the last person to act. This shot does 300% bonus damage and increases your critical 
range by 2. 

Stealth (defensive)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - You learn techniques to help you remained hidden from view. If you hit an 
opponent by surprise, it is an automatic critical hit. Perception DC - 6 + agility mod + 
sniper level. 

Exit Strategy (defensive)

Action Points - 3


Sniper
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 Sniper Shot

2 +1 Awarness/level

3 Stealth

4  +1 attack roll/level

5 Exit Strategy

6 +0.5 critical range/level
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Description - If someone notices you, you use your stealth ability to make a discrete 
getaway. Perception DC - 6 + agility mod + sniper level. 

Passives - Up to +6 awareness and attack rolls. Up to +3 critical range for attacks.


Commando - Commandos want to get up close and personal against any of the 
opponents they face. They would rather stab you in the throat or put a bullet in the 
back of your head.


Characters earn expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Commando - Commandos want to get up close and personal against any of the 
opponents they face. They would rather stab you in the throat or put a bullet in the 
back of your head. 

Characters earn expertise levels with skill points. 

Pistol Whip (attack/crowd control)

Action Points - 3 

Description - the character smacks their opponent in the head with their pistol. Normal 
physical damage, which can Stun the target. Will DC - 10 + strength mod + 
Commando Level. 

Execution (attack)

Action Points - 7 

Commando
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 Pistol Whip

2 +0.5 dodge armour rating/level

3 +1 attack roll/level

4 +2.5 physical melee damage/level

5 +0.5 melee deflection armour rating/level.

6 Execution
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Description - against a disabled opponent, they can execute an assassination, 
shooting them in the head. The attack does 500% bonus physical damage. Executing 
someone is an Anti-Heroic or Villainous act. 

Passives - Commandos can get up to +3 dodge and melee deflect armour rating, +6 to 
attack rolls, +15 physical damage for melee attacks.


Explosives Expert - Question - What is better than opening up with an assault rifle and 
blasting your opponents to Nelk?

Answer - Using trip mines and grenades to do it instead. Explosives experts use their 
talents to take out large groups of enemies with all manners of devastating devices. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Frag Grenade (Thrown AOE attack)

Action Points - 3

AOE - 10’ 

Description - throws a frag grenade that does triple force damage + normal physical 
damage + normal fire damage. The grenades must be in your inventory. 

Trip mines (trap)

Action Points - 3

AOE - 10’ 

Explosive Expert
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 1 grenade slot/level Frag Grenade

2 +2.5 physical shrapnel damage/level

3 0.5 mine slot/level Trip Mine

4 +2.5 fire damage/level

5 Plasma Grenade

6 +1’ radius/level
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Description - instead of throwing, they lay the mine that does the same damage as the 
grenade. The detonator is laser-based which executes when an enemy comes within 5' 
of it. 

Plasma Grenades (Thrown AOE attack)

Action Points - 3

AOE - 10’ 

Description - does triple fire damage, reduces armour rating by 3 points and physical 
damage reduction by 10 points. The grenades must be in your inventory. 

Passives - You gain up to 6 grenade slots and three mine slots. Mines and grenades do 
up to +15 fire and shrapnel damage. The radius of the explosions increases up to 6 
feet. 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Engineer 

Engineers are some of the greatest allies a group of superheroes can have. They focus 
their minds on creating the best gadgets and technology to help the party. They can be 
stalwart protects with Power Armour. You may be using the Tech Gun with surprising 
capabilities. They can act as both tanks and attackers, giving them a versatile position 
in the party.


Only characters with technology or gifted backgrounds can become an engineer.


Important Stats - The key stat for an engineer is Judgement. The higher their ability to 
figure things out, the more powerful their abilities. Perception helps them with their 
ranged attacks and critical hits. For Engineers who use Power Armour, endurance is 
also essential.


Power Set Recommendations - 

Travel Powers - Flying and Teleport.

Technologies - Robots, Power Armour, Gadgets, Technopathy (Gifted only).

Protections - Force Fields

Super Stats - Judgement, Perception.


Strategy - Engineers are a jack of all trades type of character. They protect the party 
through superior technology. A higher Judgement means they will do much more 
damage.


Expertises - Once an Engineer achieves the 4th level, they can choose one of three 
expertises to maximize their play style.


Techno Knight - This expertise maximizes the potential of power armour. You 
maximize the strength of the suit's protection and the strength of their attacks.


Gadget Master - This type of character maximizes their gadgets and protections to 
keep their allies alive.


Roboteer - Characters who can create the best kinds of robots to fight on the 
battlefield. 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Techno Knight - Hundreds of years ago, brave men would don on armour and fight 
against their foes. After humanity developed guns, knights in armour, sword and shield 
became a liability. But with the advent of industructium, this is no longer the case. 
Cleaver engineers can create potent suits capable of protecting almost any kind of 
attack. 

Character gain expertise levels with skills points.


Abilities - 


Pulsar Fist (Attack/Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 3


Description - implanting a motor in their palm of the armour’s gauntlet, they can push 
their enemies backwards. Knockback 20’ - unless they pass a Physique DC - 10 + will 
mod + Knight Level.


Heat Beam (Attack/Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 5


Description - Heat Beam increases the heat severity (discussed later) in the area by 1. 
It also shoots an heat beam attack at the target, doing double heat damage and setting 
them on fire for 1 round.


Shock Armour (Defence) 
Action Points - 5/round.


Techno Knight
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 Pulsar Fist

2 +0.5 Shield AR/level

3 Heat beam

4 +0.5 armour AR/level

5 Shock Armour

6 +2.5 physical melee damage/level
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Description - You electrify your armour. Any opponent who hits you in melee takes 
normal electrical damage. It can stun your opponent. Physical DC - 10 + judgement 
mod + Techno Knight level.


Passives - Techno Knights shield can gain +3 shield ac, armour +3 ac, and sword +15 
physical melee damage.


Gadget Master - The Gadget Master takes all the abilities of the Gadgeteer and puts 
them on steroids. Plus, their drone is that much more powerful - becoming an 
invaluable asset for a party.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Drone Diffuse (Tech Support)

Action Points - 2 

Description - The drone has an electrical device that defuses bombs. 

Drone Shock (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You improve the electrical device to shock an opponent. Normal electrical 
damage. Chance for stun - Physique DC - 10 + judgement mod + Gadget Master 
Level. 

Gadget Master
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 +5 healing/level for Healing Gun

2 Drone Diffuse

3 +1 attack rolls for Stimulant

4 Drone Shock

5 Nanite Grenade - -2.5 resistance

6 Drone Destruct
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Drone Destruct (combat)

Action Points - 10 

Description - One-time use for each mission. The Drone has explosives. On command, 
you can trigger them to explode doing triple force damage + normal physical damage + 
normal fire damage. 

Passives - The Gadget Master healing gun does up to 30 more healing. Their 
stimulants will give a +1 to attack rolls. Furthermore, their nanite grenades will lower 
the resistances by an additional 15 points.


Roboteer - This tech expert wants to follow the steps of Clyde McGrylis, the Tech 
Master. He controls 1000s of robots through an integrated network. Many technopaths 
and engineers want to create the same feat. The Roboteer is the closest level to what 
Clyde has done.


Characters level their expertise with skill points.


Abilities - 


Robotic Coordination (Robotic Support)

Action Points - 5 

Description - Your Robots will work together, granting them +1 dodge armour rating 
and attack rolls for 1 round. 

Robotic Service (Robotic Support)

Action Points - 5


Roboteer
Level Passive ability Active Ability

1 Auto repair features - 1health/level/round

2 Robotic Coordination

3 Reinforced Armour - +1 armour ac/level

4 Robotic Service

5 Robots repair 10 damage/robot defeated

6 Domination - +1 mod/level Robotic Recombination
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Description - the Servant robot will use its abilities to repair a robot for 25 repairs per 
level. 

Robotic Combination (Robotic support)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - All the robots combine into a super robot which is much more capable 
than any other robot. 

Armour Rating - 20 (plus roboteer bonus - 26)

Durability - 500

Resistances - Electricity - 25 damage reduction/50% resistance.

Force/Physical - 30% reduction.

Defences - Roboteer self-repair - 16 repair per round. Robotic cannibalize - 10 
durability per robot defeated.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 9 

Attacks - 

Energy Cannon (6 action) - 3 times photonic damage. 

Robotic Punch (4 action) - This attack does three times force damage, normal physical 
damage. Can Knockback opponents up to 20’ unless they pass a Physical DC check - 
10 + judgement mod + Roboteer level. 

Stomp (6 action) - This attack does normal force damage in 10 feet radius. Knock back 
up to 10 feet. Physical DC check - 10 + judgement mod + Roboteer level. 

Passives - With your skills, your robots all gain self-repair - up to 6 repair/round. Plus, 
they have reinforced armour - +6 armour rating. Also, they gain robotic cannibalization 
- 10 repair per robot defeated. 

Roboteer’s domination also has up to a +6 modifier.
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Psionic 

People with psychic powers are some of the most dangerous people in the city. How 
can you fight someone who sees what is happening before it happens? How about one 
who can trick your mind, or create telekinetic barriers that can stop bullets?


Only Gifted and Mystics can become Psionics. Humanity has not figured out how to 
replicate their powers.


Important Stats - Because of their abilities, Will is the most important stat. The greater 
their Will the stronger their psychic powers get. For Telekinetics Perception and 
Endurance helps their ability to stay in combat. Judgement helps their Will, the more 
prepared they are, the stronger their wills.


Power set recommendations -

Travel Powers - Super leaping and Flying.

Protections - Psionic Powers.

Super Stats - Will, for Telekinetics - Endurance.

Combat Powers - Psionic Powers.


Strategy - The strategy for a psychic character is up to the player's decisions to build 
them. Telekinetics are short-ranged fighters - high Perception and Endurance make 
them powerful. For a telepath, they want as high a Will as possible for crowd control. 
Turn your enemies against themselves. Characters with Biopathy are supporter 
characters, healing and buffing their aliens are helped by high Endurance and Will.


Expertises - Once a Psychic gets to level 4, the player can choose one of three 
expertise that complements their play style.


Psionic Warrior - This psychic uses telekinetic powers to amplify their melee 
capabilities. They perform powerful telekinetic jumps, throw their weapons and 
opponents and protect themselves with their abilities.


Psionic Controller - This character uses telekinesis or telepathy to control the 
battlefield. They focus on abilities that hinder and confuse their enemies. Their crowd 
control powers put fear inmost hearts.


Voyant - Using a mixture of biopathy and psychic senses, the Voyant ensures their 
party's success. They provide healing and instruction that often tips the battle in their 
favour.
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Psionic Warrior - some Psionics use telekinetic combat powers that some consider 
miraculous. They can perform devastating jumps to decimate opponents before they 
can react. They can break through protection and resistances with ease. They can 
repel the most powerful attacks with their Will. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Telekinetic Slam (Movement)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - the Psionic Warrior uses telekinesis to jump up to 30 feet in one leap. This 
attack causes normal force damage against opponents within a 5’ radius, which also 
gets knockback 10', unless they can resist - Physique DC - 10 + will mod + Psionic 
Warrior level. 

Telekinetic Penetration (Melee Enhancement)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - This ability grants 2.5 penetration/warrior level against damage reduction. 

Telekinetic Implosion (Attack)

Action Points - 10

AOE - Pull - 10’ radius, Wave - 10’ radius + 15’ * 6’ cone.

Range - 3 squares

 

Psionic Warrior
Level Passive Abilities Executable abilities

1 +2.5 force damage/level

2 Telekinetic Slam

3 +1 deflection armour rating/level

4 Telekinetic Pentration

5 Knockback check on every melee attack

6 Telekinetic Implosion
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Description - The Psionic Warrior uses an inverse telekinetic field to pull their 
opponents into one location. They can resist this effect - Physique DC 10 + Will mod + 
warrior level. Those who fail their rolls lose their actions in this round. The Psionic 
Warrior jumps up to 30 feet to cause a Telekinetic Slam to anything in a 10’ radius - 
doing double force damage.  

After that, the Telekinetic blasts a 15’ * 6’ cone that does normal force damage. Both 
effects cause a knockback 10' against all opponents unless they resist - Physical DC 
check - 10 + Will mod + Psionic Warrior level. 

Passives - All melee attacks can do up to +15 extra force damage. The deflection 
armour rating goes up to +6. All melee attacks can cause knockback 10’ at level 6. 
Physique DC - 10 + will mod + Psionic Warrior level to resist.


Psionic Controller - This character uses their abilities to control everything against 
them. They use telepathy and their wills against anyone in their path, convince those 
who never budge. They immobilize foes on the battlefield and even turn people into 
puppets. 

You can buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Immobilize (crowd control) 
Action Points - 3 

Description - The Psionic uses their telepathic powers to immobilize a foe. They can 
resist this, but they have to pass a Will DC - 10 + will mod + psionic controller level. 

Psionic Controllers
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 +1 negotiation mod/level

2 Immobilize

3 +1 control power mod/level

4 Psionic Persaude

5 +1 Concealment mod/level

6 Telepathic Puppertry
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Psionic Persuade (conversation power) 
Action Points - 5 

Description - The Psionic uses their abilities to charm an NPC to do something. Unless 
they resist the attempt - Will DC - 10 + will mod + psionic controller level, they will 
agree. 

Telepathic Puppetry (crowd control) 
Action Points - 5 

Description - The Psionic’s control over a person is so absolute they become their 
puppet. They say what they want them to say. They perform all the actions as if the 
telepath is using their body as a puppet. A person can resist - Will DC - 10 + will mod + 
psionic controller level. 

Passives - This character can add up to +6 on Persuade checks, + 6 DC to their 
telepathic control powers and +6 to their stealth abilities.


Voyant - Voyants are so used to travelling with their minds it becomes second nature 
to them. They can potent allies in any party, giving everyone a heads up on what they 
can expect ahead so the party can prepare. It also helps them heal wounds better. 

Characters use skill points to buy expertise levels.


Abilities -


Detect Motion (awareness) 
Action Points - 2


Voyant
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 +1 awareness/level

2 Detect Motion

3 +5 healing/level - all healing abilities

4 Detect Weakness

5 +0.5 critical range/level

6 Detect Heartbeat
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Description - The Voyant can notice small changes in an environment, even if a target 
may be in stealth. That allows them to show the person or object's general location for 
the Voyant and their allies.


Detect Weakness (awareness combat buff) 
Action Points - 4


Description - The psionic can see into an foe's defences, find a weakness. They gain 
+2.5 penetration/level.


Detect Heartbeat (awareness) 
Action Points - 5


Description - Unless an opponent doesn’t have a heartbeat, the Voyant can find them - 
this reveals their location on the map.


Passives - A Voyant’s powers give them +6 awareness, +30 bonus to healing powers 
and items - because they know the area of need and gives a +3 to their critical range.
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Elementalist 

Elementalists are feared. They wield the energy of the universe like it's their plaything. 
Whether it is pure energy, fire, electricity, nature, ice, water - they are very dangerous. 
They can destroy their enemies in seconds.


Only Gifted, Scientist and Mystics can become Elementalists.


Important Stats - Will is the most important stat for the Elementalist. It allows the 
character to channel more and more of their strength into their attacks. Endurance also 
helps, allowing them to have more action points to keep their abilities going. The more 
action points they have at their disposal, the better it is. Of course, Perception allows 
elementalists to maximize their combat abilities.


Power set recommendations -

Travel Powers - Flying, Teleportation.

Protections - Elemental powers.

Super Stats - Will, Endurance.

Combat Powers - Elemental powers.


Strategy - Some Elementalists use their powers to cause infernos, electrocutions or 
freeze them solid from range. Others like to be upfront and personal - fighting with their 
elemental abilities. Will allows each kind to inflict insane amounts of damage on their 
opponents. Endurance also gives them two advantages - the ability to keep using their 
powers and extreme health. Perception also allows them to maximize their damage 
potential.


Expertises - When an Elementalist becomes 4th level, they choose one of three 
focuses to maximize their play style.


Summoner - This type of Elementalist uses their powers to create powerful elemental 
minions to do their bidding. Not only will they incinerate their opponents, but they also 
call upon minions that will do the same.


Annihilator - These elementalists maximize their combat abilities to destroy any who 
oppose them.


Manipulator - These elementalists focus their abilities to hinder opponents. They love 
rendering foes helpless against them and their allies.
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Annihilator - There is nothing more dangerous than an Elementalist with a red hot 
desire to burn the world down. With intense fires, energy and lightning bolts, they can 
do amazing feats with their elemental powers. Few people can go face to face with an 
annihilator and come back to tell the tale. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -

Elemental Cloak (Combat Reactive)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - The annihilator creates a field of elemental energy that does 1/2 elemental 
damage to anything within melee range. The damage goes up to normal elemental 
damage if they attack and hit the annihilator. Also, if the field is fire, they receive the 
burn status effect. If electricity, the attacker will have to resist the physical stun - 
Physique DC - 10 + Will mod + annihilator level, they also get a static charge. If energy, 
the attacker will have to resist knockback - Physical DC - 10 + Will mod + annihilator 
level. 

Elemental Torrent (Attack)

Action Points - 5

Range - 1 square 

Description - The Annihilator focuses their strength on a short-ranged torrent. This 
attack only has a 5’ range and does three times elemental damage fire adds the burn 
effect for three rounds. Electricity does stun - Physical DC 16 + Will mod + annihilator 
level and adds a static charge. Energy does knockback of 20’ - Physical DC 16 + will 
mod + annihilator level.


Annihilator
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 +5% bonus damage/level

2 Elemental cloak

3 +2.5 base damage/level

4 Elemental torrent

5 +2.5% stronger side effect/level

6 Elemental blast
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Elemental Blast (PB AoE)

Action Points - 10

AOE - 5’/annihilator level 

Description - The Annihilator unleashes a massive attack centring from them to 
consume as many enemies as possible. It does three times elemental damage. A Fire 
attack adds the burn status effect. Electricity variant stuns - Physical DC 16 + will mod 
+ annihilator level and adds a static charge. Energy fields knock back 20' - Physical DC 
16 + Will mod + annihilator level. 

Passives - The Annihilator has 30% more bonus damage, up to +15 base damage, and 
enhances status effects by 15% more powerful side effects (burn, stun, knock back).


Manipulator - This character uses their elemental powers to control the battle field. 
They prevent combat through control of their crowd controlling powers. They cause 
fatigue from extreme heat or cold. Their ability to stun and immobilize is legendary.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities - 
Elemental Ring (crowd control)

Action Points - 3

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/manipulator level 

Description - the character surrounds the opponent in an elemental ring that prevents 
the opponent from moving. They may continue to use powers and skills. Fire rings burn 
the opponent every round. Electric rings do 1/2 electrical damage per level. Ice does 

Manipulator
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 Elemental Ring

2 +1 elemental severity on crowd control

3 Elemental Distraction

4 -1 action point/level on crowd control 
powers

5 Mass Elemental Ring

6 +2.5% side effect on control powers
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1/2 freeze damage per round. Nature gives one dose of venom per round. 

Elemental Distraction (crowd control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Manipulator level 

Description - You produce minor elemental effects to confuse your foes. They do 1/4 
elemental damage/round and can Confuse your opponents. Will DC - 10 + Will Mod + 
Manipulator Level. Confused opponents may attack their allies, be stunned or go into a 
berserk rage against everything. 

Mass Elemental Ring (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You create two elemental rings/manipulator level. All previously stated 
effects are the same. 

Passives - Manipulators crowd control powers have +1 elemental severity. They reduce 
the action points of all control powers by 6 points. Their side effects on control powers 
have up to 15% more potency.


Summoner - Many elementalists can create elemental minions. The summoner takes 
these minions and makes them an unstoppable force. At higher levels, they create 
rocky/fire/ice monstrosities putting fear in their opponent's hearts. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Summoner
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 +10 minion health/level Fire/Ice/Bramble Minion

2 Minion Aura

3 +1 minion attack rolls/level

4 Minion Destruct

5 +2.5 physical/force/energy resistance/level

6 Elemental Mountain
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Abilities -


Fire/Ice/Bramble Minion (Summon Power) 
Actions Points - 3/round 

Description - the Elementalist (fire starter, Ice Manipulator, or Nature Controller) can 
summon either fire, ice, or bramble minion. The minion can attack its masters' 
opponents or perform simple tasks. Fire minions attacks burn the opponent for three 
rounds. Ice causes level 1 hypothermia for three around. Bramble minions cause a level 
1 venom effect for three rounds. Opponents can resist the effect - physique DC 10 + 
will mod + summoner level. 

Fire 

Armour Rating - 12

Durability - 100

Resistances - physical - 100%. Force - 50%. All Elements except Ice and Water - 
100%. They take double damage from water and ice attacks. Fire attacks heal at a 1:2 
ratio (1 healing per 2 damage).

Action Points - 10

Movement - 12 

Attacks -

Basic attack (melee) - does normal fire damage.

Fire Fling - does Ten damage to the minion but does normal fire damage. The attack 
has a 3 square range. 

Ice 

Armour Rating - 12

Durability - 100

Resistances - Physical/Force - 30%. Electricity/Energy - 50%. Fire - 100%. Double 
Water Damage. Ice damage heals 1:2 ratio (1 healing per 2 damage)

Action Points - 10

Movement - 12 

Attacks -

Basic attack (melee) - does normal Ice damage.

Ice Fling - does ten damage to the minion but does normal Ice damage. The attack has 
a 3 square range.
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Bramble 

Armour Rating - 12

Durability - 100

Resistances - Takes double fire damage. No damage from water attacks. Heals from 
venom doses.

Defences - when hit in melee, the opponent receives one dose of venom. Physique DC 
- 10 + Will mod + summoner level.

Action Points - 10

Movement - 12 

Attacks - 

Basic attack (melee) - does normal physical damage.

Thorn Fling - does ten damage to the minion but does normal physical damage. The 
attack has a 3 square range. 

Minion Aura (crowd control)

Action points - 1/round 

Description - Minions increase the environmental severity by 1 - or one dose of venom 
to anyone in a 5‘ radius. Also, if something hits the minion within melee range, they 
take 1/4 elemental damage. 

Elemental Destruct (PB AoE)

Action Points - 3/minion 

Description - The summoner can sacrifice a minion, causing it to explode. All 
opponents in a 10’ radius take normal elemental damage and will suffer from the burn 
(fire)/knockback (rock)/freeze (ice) status effects. 

Elemental Mountain (Summon)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - The Summoner create a massive minion that fights on its behalf. 

Armour Rating - 20

Durability - 250 (+60 for summoner level - 310)

Resistances - 15 force/physical/energy resistance (summoner bonus)

Defences - +1 elemental severity 

All attacks against the mountain do normal elemental damage to melee opponents, 
with a chance for knock back (rock), burn (fire), freeze (ice), or poison (nature). 
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Physique DC - 10 + Will mod + summoner level. 

If your opponents defeat the elemental mountain, it will explode in a 10’ radius for three 
times elemental damage. It will affect all opponents with burn, hypothermia, knockback 
10’ or venom. 

Attacks - 

Elemental Toss - Rock/fireball/ice ball - does normal elemental damage to an 
opponent, which knockback/burn/freeze effect. 

Elemental Fist - ‘punches’ at targets, doing normal elemental damage with a chance of 
knockback, burn, or freeze. 

Elemental Slam - The Elemental uses its immense size to attack its opponents. PB AoE 
- normal elemental damage. 

Passives - All minions of the summoner get a bonus of +60 health, +6 to their attack 
rolls, and up to 15 force/physical/energy resistance.
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Mystic 

Throughout history, there have been mighty men whose faith was so steadfast they 
could remove mountains out of their way. The Mystic seeks to understand the 
mysteries of the universe. They command the very energies of the universe to perform 
many miraculous deeds.


Only characters with Mysticism and Gifted background can become a mystic.


Important Stats - Because of the dangers of connecting to the Astral Plane, a high Will 
is crucial. Also, Judgement is vital - a prepared mind can go a long way. Perception 
helps them see the hidden dangers of the spirit realm.


Power Sets recommendations - 

Travel Powers - Flying, Teleportation.

Protections - Mystical Protections.

Super Stats - Will, Judgement.

Combat Powers - Mystical powers.


Strategy - Mystics can perform a variety of roles in the party. They can play as a 
protector - using their powers to shield the party from harm. They can call down 
infernal/celestial energies to devastate their enemies and empower their allies. A Mystic 
with a strong will can perform many miracles.


Expertises - When a Mystic has ascended to the 4th level, they may choose expertise 
that complements their play style.


Enchanter - This character focuses all their knowledge on runic powers. They can 
create temporary or even permanent enchanted weapons and armours through their 
intense study.


Traveller - This character lives as much in the spiritual realm as the material plane. 
Their angelic/demonic powers become much more powerful, but that kind of control 
comes at a risk to the traveller.


Seer - Focusing on astral projections, the Mystic can see into the past and future like 
we see water flow. The visions allow the Mystic to prepare their allies for whatever 
comes at them. 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Enchanter - While most people consider mysticism parlour tricks and smoke and 
mirrors, the Enchanter knows better. They infuse items with energy from the Astral 
Plane with powerful ancient symbols binding the heavens on Earth.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities - 


Word of Knowledge (item enhancement) 
Action Points - 3 

Description - the Enchanter, while uttering the word of knowledge, can see a weakness 
in any piece of equipment. They will improve its quality for a short time - 1 turn/level of 
the summoner. 

Word of Wisdom (item enhancement)

Action Points - 5 

Description - the Enchanter improves a piece of equipment's quality for good. 

Word of Power (item enhancement)

Action Points - 10 

Description - the Enchanter applies a rune to any equipment, enchanting it for a short 
while. 1 turn/level of the summoner. 

Passives -Enchanters are the only mystical character who can guarantee an 
enchantment on an item. They can also provide enchantments that are 30% stronger. 
Very skilled enchanters can add a second effect on a piece of equipment.


Enchanter
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 Enchanting guareenteed

2 Word of Knowledge

3 +5% stronger enchanting/level

4 Word of Wisdom

5 +1 more enchantment/item

6 Word of Power
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Traveller - For most, the only place they travel is to work and back home. The traveller 
is so much more than that. They travel into the spiritual realm to explore all the 
possibilities. They learn how to manipulate arcane energies that create the universe in 
ways that make people wonder if they are the Gifted.


Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Guardian Spirit (divination)

Action Points - 3 

Description - the Traveller can call upon his Guardian Spirit for guidance on the 
mission. They can also ask them to help against a spiritual attack. 

Spirit of Darkness/Light (crowd control)

Action Points - 5 

Description - the Guardian Spirit is now more powerful - it can smite the Traveller’s 
opponents with Blindness. Other Travellers can use their Guardian Spirit’s to help their 
allies as well, removing spiritual caused Blindness. 

Spirit of Weakness (combat)

Action Points - 8 

Description - The Guardian Spirit assumes its full strength for the Traveller, striking his 
opponents with Sickness. 

Traveller
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 Guardian Spirit

2 +2.5 demonic/celestial energy resistance

3 Spirit of Darkness/Light

4 +2.5 demonic/celestial damage

5 Spirit of Weakness

6 +5 non-enchanted damage reduction/level
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Passives - The Traveller has up to 15 resistance to nega/celestial damage. They also 
have 30 damage reduction against any non-magical weapons. Their attacks gain up to 
15 nega/celestial damage.


Seer - The seer travels through the spiritual realm in search of the answers to the 
mysteries of the universe. Their life long quest gives them extraordinary astral 
projection abilities. They have knowledge of many prophecies that will help their allies. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Sanctuary (defense)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - the Seer uses their connection to the astral plane to hide them from their 
enemies. Unless the opponent is looking for the seer, they can't see them. If they are 
looking, the Mystic can escape detection - Awareness DC - 10 + Will mod + Seer level. 

Spiritual Aid (defense/buff)

Action Points - 5

Duration. - 1 round/seer level 

Description - The seer calls upon the guardians to help their allies. The party gains a +1 
deflection armour rating/level. 

Redemption (revival)

Cost - 10 

Seer
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 +1 awareness/level

2 Santuary

3 +5 healing/level

Supernatural aid

5 +0.5 dodge/melee deflect ac/level

Redemption
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Description - the Seer revives a fallen ally and blesses them. They gain Empowerment 
and have 50% health as well. 

Passives - The Seer sees all, gaining up to +6 awareness mod on all checks. Their 
healing abilities gain +30 more healing. They gain +3 melee deflect and dodge ac, 
seeing into the future.
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Shapeshifter 

Few citizens in the city know shape shifters who can assume any identity in seconds 
exist. The government assassinates anyone with proof and most people reject the idea 
outright, calling others insane. Shape Shifters focus on combat abilities, they are 
perfect assassins.


Only characters with Experimental, Gifted and Mysticism backgrounds can become 
Shape Shifters.


Important stats - The most crucial stat for shapeshifters is Strength. They use melee 
weapons or natural attacks to do as much damage as possible. Next is Endurance, 
because of the demands shape-shifting has on their bodies. Agility also helps this 
character by allowing them even higher speed in combat. A good Judgement helps 
them prepare to ambush their opponents.


Power Sets recommendations - 

Combat/Defence - Shape Shifting.

Super Stats - Strength, Agility, Endurance.


Strategy - Remember, a Shape Shifter is all about stealth and surprise. The 
shapeshifter needs to use their imagination to overcome obstacles, so they need good 
Judgment. A high strength, good Endurance can help them stay alive.


Expertises - When a Shape Shifter becomes level 4, they can choose one of three 
expertises that fit their play style.


Infiltrator - This type of Shapeshifter can infiltrate almost any place.


Assimilatior - This kind of character can assume the properties of almost any object or 
person they touch.


Flexiform - This kind of character can maintain many different kinds of shapes at any 
time.
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Infiltrator - Some shapeshifters can change their forms into remarkable things. They 
blend into the environment without people noticing. This kind of Shapeshifter excels in 
getting into places that others may not want them to. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Escape Artist (defence shifting)

Action Points - 3 

Description - This character uses their abilities to change to avoid detection during a 
battle. 

Phasing Defence (defence shifting) 
Action Points - 5 

Description - The character prevents 100% of the damage by a catastrophic attack 
with their shapeshifting abilities. This defensive measure is a Quick action. 

Phasing Attack (attack shifting)

Action Points - 10 

Description - The character changes their form to enter an opponent and then return to 
regular form. This will kill their opponent in the process. Invulnerability negates the 
effect and will kill the character. This is a villainous or anti-heroic act. 

Infiltrator
Level Passive Ability Executable Ability

1 +1 stealth mod/level

2 Escape Artist

3 +1 dodge ac/level

4 Phasing Defence

5 +1 attack rolls/level

6 Phasing attack
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Passives - Infiltrators can have up to a +6 stealth mod, +6 dodge ac and up to +6 
attack rolls.


Assimilator - A true master of disguise, the assimilator can turn into anything they 
have touched. They are one of the most potent types of Shapeshifters in Trinity City. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities -


Assume Form (shifting ability)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - The character can approximate the appearance of anything they have 
touched. While some inconsistencies can happen, only the most observant will see 
through the disguise. Perception Check - 10 + will mod + assimilator level. 

The character's voice will not be the same, anyone knowing that person will notice and 
call the Shapeshifter out. Once the character gets to level 4, they can mimic their voice. 

Passives - The Assimilator has Memory Touch. They can change their body into 
anything they have touched making their skin much harder, giving them up to a +6 
armour rating. They can also redirect blood flow to prevent up to 3 bleed levels. At level 
5 they can duplicate the powers of someone they are copying. Exacting Form makes 
detection almost impossible - Perception Check - 16 + Will mod + assimilator level. 

Assimilator
Level Passive Abilities Executable Abilities

1 Memory Touch Assume Form

2 +1 armour ac/level *

3 Bleed prevention

4 Assume Voice

5 Duplicate Powers

6 Exacting Form
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Flexiform - Whether it is a dual shifter or a metamorph who likes assuming a variety of 
forms at all time, this kind of Shapeshifter is ready for combat. 

Characters buy expertise levels with skill points.


Abilities - 


Flexi Attack (Shifting Attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - The Character assumes a form that allows them to perform a shape-
shifting attack - doing normal physical damage. For duo forms, this makes their natural 
form attacks more powerful - granting +1 to their critical range. 

Flexi Move (Shifting Move)

Action Points - 4 

Description - The Character assumes a form that allows them to do some kind of 
unusual movement. For duo entities - this makes their duo movement form that 
manoeuvrable - +10% speed, gliding, swimming. 

Flexi Sense (Shifting Awareness)

Action Points - 4 

Description - allows the character to assume the natural senses of something to ensure 
they can see/smell/hear something. +1 awareness/level. The ability adds to a Duo 
Form's sensing abilities. 

Passives - Characters who have Flexi Forms have up to +6 natural ac, +6 attack rolls 
and +6 awareness mod.


Flexiform
Level Passive abilities Executable abilities

1 +1 armour ac/level

2 Flexi Attack

3 +1 attack roll/level

4 Flexi Move

5 +1 awareness/level

6 Flexi Sense
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Power Sets 
We’ve come to the step of deciding which superpowers your character has. There are 
several categories of powers that a player can choose. 

These Include - 

• Travel powers - You know - teleportation, flight, super leaping.

• Defensive Powers - Like invulnerability or lightning reflexes.

• Super Abilities - You’re just tougher, faster, or more intelligent than a Kaladite.

• Elemental Powers - Command the very forces of the universe.

• Psychic Powers - alter the world with your mind.

• Technical Powers - everything from gadgets to power armour.

• Mystical Powers - tap into the Astral Plane to bring untold power into the world.

• Shape-Shifting - Who wants just one form?

• Altered Anatomy - maybe your senses or anatomy is very different from Kaladites. 

Take some time and learn about the strengths and weaknesses to build the character 
you want to create.


Travel Powers 

Super Speed - Who needs a car when you can be anywhere you want in a few 
minutes by running at warp speed? 

Your character adds speed, stealth and dodge at extraordinary levels. That makes 
them perfect scouts for any army or strike force. The best way to use this character is 
with the warrior specialization. 

Background Availabilities - Gifted, Science, Mystic.


Super Speed
Level Passives Executable Abilities

1 +5 speed/level Speed Burst

2 +1 dodge armour rating/level 1000 punches

3 +1 static Vortex

4 +1 stealth/level Static Release

5 Static Conversion Mirage

6 Phase Run Sonic Boom
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Passives - You can gain up to +30 to your movement as you level up the character. You 
can gain up to +6 dodge armour rating, and +6 to your stealth abilities. At the final 
level, as you run, you can phase through any physical object or wall.  

Characters can enhance their melee attacks with static charges - 5 electrical damage/
charge. At level 5, a character can convert static charges into action points one per 
round. 

Unfortunately, Static charges make this character vulnerable to electrical attacks. If 
you’re within 5’ of an ally hit by an electrical attack, it will chain to you If you have 1 
static charge. 

Powers - 

Speed Burst (combat Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You slam into an opponent in an instant, running at full speed to do a 
body slam against them. The opponent takes four times force damage, with a chance 
to knock the character back 20’. Opponents can avoid the knock back if they pass a 
Physique Check - DC 10 + Agility Mod + Speed Level. Adds +1 static charge. If the 
opponent slams into a wall, they take normal force damage. 

1000 punches (Combat Action) 
Action Points - 5 

Description - Your character will attack everything in a speed frenzy. They attack four 
times in one round, each has a progressive -2 penalty to their attacks (-2, -4, -6, -8). 
Each does normal damage for the weapon, plus any static charge you may have built 
up. 

The penalty goes down 1 point for every level they gain (0, 0, -1, -3). 

Vortex (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5 action points

AoE - 10’ radius 

Description - you start twirling around in one location, which creates a vacuum that 
sucks people towards you. It gives a +2 static charge. 

No damage. 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Knocks down anybody unless they pass a Physique Check - DC 10 + agility mod + 
speed level. 

Static Release (Combat Ability)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares


Description - you consume your static charges to attack one opponent with a static 
bolt. You do 1/2 electrical damage per charge you use, up to 5 times electrical damage.


The charge can stun the opponent, they can resist with a Physique Check - DC 10 + 
Agility mod + speed level. 

Phase Mirage (Defence Ability)

Action Points - 5 points/round 

Description - the character runs so fast they become a mirage instead of an image. 
Successful attacks only have a 50% chance of hitting because they could attack the 
mirage. 

In this state, the character gains +2 static charge. 

High Perception can negate this ability - Perception DC - 10 + agility mod + speed 
level. 

Sonic Boom (Combat Ability)

Action Points - 10

AoE - 10' * 3' from Target. 

The character runs so fast they cause a sonic boom. The attack does five times force 
damage with Knock Back 20' - Physique Check - DC 10 + Agility mod + Speed Level. 

The attack also causes a cone of compressed air that can Knock Back 10' any 
opponent caught in it. Physique Check - DC 10 + Agility mod + Speed Level.


The power adds +3 static charges.


Teleport - Teleporters are some of the most deadly assassins. They can attack and be 
out of range in seconds. 

Teleporters thrive on surprise and quick movements. 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This character has bonuses to surprise, initiative and dodging. And if combat goes 
turns on them, they can be out of battle in an instant. 

Background Availabilities - Gifted, Technician, Mystic.


Passive - First, a Teleporter can travel any amount of space within eyesight - this is a 
Quick Action. They can surprise and flee better than almost any other character. 
Teleporting into combat gives a +3 to surprise rolls. They gain up to +6 for their 
initiative and dodge armour rating. 

Powers - 

Teleport confusion (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5 

Description - The character teleports to 10 locations within the round, confusing the 
enemies. The power taunts the enemies, causing them to focus on the Teleporter 
instead of their party. 

They can resist the taunt with a Will DC - 10 + Will mod + teleporter level. The affected 
opponents suffer a -5 penalty to their attack rolls. 

Teleport Attack (Combat Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - The character uses their teleportation abilities to teleport right behind 
someone. The attack is a quick action, so nobody can try to block it - unless they have 
a future sense. You attack your opponent with mighty bonuses. +5 bonus to attack roll 
+ 1 for each level of teleportation level. The attack does 100% bonus damage, 200% 
bonus damage at level 5.


Teleport
Level Passive Executable Abilities

1 Travel in eyesight Teleport Confusion

2 Teleport Attack

3 +3 surprise roll Teleport Drop

4 +1 initiative/level Teleport Mirage

5 Teleport Door

6 +1 dodge/level Teleport Dodge
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Teleport Drop (Combat Action)

Action Points - 7 

Description - The Teleporter grabs someone and teleports in the air, up to 50’ + 10’/ 
teleporter level to drop them. The opponent loses their turn (unless they are a Flyer or 
Teleporter). The opponent takes fall damage defined under combat in this manual. 

This action is an Anti-heroic or Villainous action, depending on who you are dropping. 

Teleport Mirage (Defensive Power)

Action Points - 5 action/round 

Description - the character teleports between two or more places, to help them evade 
attacks. 

First, they gain a +1 dodge armour rating/level.  

Second, for each location they are teleporting, the attacker may be attacking the wrong 
Teleporter. They only have a 50/50 chance to strike the right Teleporter. 

Teleport Door (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 7 

Description - this ability allows the Teleporter to teleport others instead of himself. You 
can either teleport someone to you, allowing you to perform a bonus attack with the 
same levels as Teleportation Attack. 

Or, they can teleport the person far away from them. 

The power only affects an opponent that is within the Teleporter's eyesight. And they 
can only send the opponent as far as their eyesight. 

Teleport Dodge (Defence Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - For one successful attack, the Teleporter can try to dodge it by 
teleporting out of the way. There is a 50 + 5/level per cent chance to evade the attack. 
This power is a Quick Action, so they can teleport by declaring it.


Super Jumping - Froggers, as they called, have strong muscles in their legs. They can 
leap over tall buildings effortlessly and perform powerful kick attacks. 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The best power sets to combine with this set is Super Strength and Invulnerability. 
Together they become almost invincible. 

Background Availabilities - Gifted, Science, Mystic.


Passives - A Froggers can leap up to 60 feet in the air and 120 feet forward in one leap. 
They also gain up to +6 bash against locked doors and up to +6 dodge armour rating. 

Powers -

Jump Kick (Combat Action)

Action Points - 4

Range - 2 squares 

Description - In an explosive jump manoeuvre, the Frogger leaps and kicks their 
attacker to do three times bonus damage. They can also knock back the attacker 10’, 
unless they pass Physique check - DC - 10 + physique mod + Jump level. 

Leap Frog (Combat Action)

Action Points - 5

Clearance - 20’

Range - 1 square 

Description - the Frogger can sneak attack an opponent by leaping high in the air and 
landing right on top of them.  

If they go unnoticed, they gain bonuses to their attack rolls - The attack has a +4 attack 
roll. This attack does four times bonus damage. 

If someone is looking out, they can notice them with a Perception check. 10 + agility 
mod + Jump level. The opponent gets to counterattack if they discover them. The 

Super Jumping
Level Passive Ability Executable Powers

1 +10 jump height, + 20 horizontal jump/level Jump Kick

2 Leap Frog

3 +1 bash mod/level Ground Pound

4 Leap it off

5 +1 dodge armour rating/level Ping Pong

6 Leaping Parry
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Frogger has -4 dodge ac and -4 to attack roll if noticed. 

Ground Pound (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 6

Clearance - 30’

AoE - 10’ radius

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The character jumps 30 feet high and lands down with all their might 
producing a shockwave that does normal force damage. The shockwave may Knock 
back opponents 10' - Physique DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Jump Level. 

Leap it off (combat defence action)

Action Points - 5

Range - 2 squares 

Description - If an opponent can affect a character with a status effect like stunned, 
knock down or confused, they can retaliate instead. They remove the status effect and 
attack the opponent with a bonus attack. 

They jump back to a wall and then leap forward. +1 attack roll/level. Double bonus 
damage. 

Ping Pong (Combat Action)

Action Points - 8

Range - 2 squares + 1 square per target. 

Description - The character jumps to body slam three different targets. The character 
does double bonus damage and knock back 10’ their opponents unless they pass a 
Physique Check DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Jump Level. 

Leaping Parry(Defence Combat Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You can dodge an attack and then counterattack by doing a summersault 
kick. The character gains +1 dodge Armour Rating/level. 

Attack made an unsuccessful attack. 

Kick does double bonus damage, with a chance for knock back 10’. Physique check 
DC - 10 + physique mod + jump level.


Flying - Up, Up and Away. This character may not be a bird or plane, but they soar 
over the skies of Trinity City to fight at a moment’s notice. As a sign of inspiration - 
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many people believe flyers are like the "Guardians of the Shaper", coming to and throw 
to protect the citizens. 

Flying is a great power set for many elementalists, alloying them to avoid annoying 
melee attackers. 

Background Availabilities - Gifted, Technologist, Scientist, Mystic.


Passive - First, Flyers can fly. You know, up, up and away. They can manoeuvre around 
any obstacle without much difficulty. They can move up to 30 speed/round and climb 
in altitude by 15 speed/round. As they level, they can dodge more effectively, up to a 
+6 dodge armour rating. They also gain perception bonuses since they survey 
battlefields so much unnoticed by many, +6 perception. 

Powers -

Aerial Slam (Combat Ability)

Action Points - 4

Clearance - 30' 

Description - Starting from about 30' the character flies at a target at full speed, doing 
double bonus damage, triple at level five. 

This attack can cause Knock Back 10’ unless they make a Physique check - DC - 10 + 
Physique mod + fly level. 

Aerial Drop (Combat Ability)

Action Points - 7 

Description - The flyer grabs a person and flies up to 50’ + 10’/level and drops them. 

Flying
Level Ability

1 Flying - 2.5 vertical speed, 5 speed/level. Aerial Slam

2 Safe Distance

3 +1 dodge armour rating/level Aerial Drop

4 Grounded

5 +1 perception mod/level Whirlwind

6 Eye Spy
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This act is anti-heroic or villainous, depending on the foe's disposition. 

Safe Distance (Defensive Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - the Flyer flies so high up in the air nobody can hit them so they can 
prepare for their subsequent action. 

Grounded (Combat Action)

Action Points - 6

AoE - 10’ 

Description - The Flyer smashes in the ground so hard, it does normal force damage, 
with a chance for knock back 10’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + physique mod + level. 

Whirlwind (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 6

AoE - 10’ 

Description - flying around the area so fast, the character creates a whirlwind to knock 
down any opponent in range. They can avoid this with a Physique check - DC - 10 + 
physique mod + level. 

Eye Spy (defence/scout power)

Action Points - 2 

Description - Using your altitude to go unnoticed, you survey the area ahead to ensure 
the party has the needed information to plan. +2 to judgement checks if the enemies 
didn't see them. 

Perception DC check - DC 16 + agility mod + level.
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Defensive Powers 

Invulnerability - This character’s skin and body are resistant to physical forces. They 
brush off almost any kind of Energy, Physical or Force damage. 

This defensive power set works best with Protectors, especially those of mystic 
backgrounds. 

To maximize their survivability, taking super endurance is also recommended. 

Background Availability - Gifted, Mystic, Science.


Passives -

Thick skin - the character’s unarmed attacks do physical damage now - their body is 
as dense as metal. Also, they have 30 + 5/level + physique mod Physical Damage 
reduction. Their damage resistance for physical and force damage is 5%/level + 
physique mod. 

Energy Touched - the character can absorb elemental damage at 5%/level + physique 
mod. They also convert elemental damage into action points at a rate of 1 action point 
for every 25 damage absorbed. The resistance and conversion become even more 
potent with the Energy Absorption power. 

Deflection - this character’s skin is so invulnerable it adds a +1 armour rating/level. 

Powers -


Stalwart Defence (defensive power) 
Action Points - 3/round 

Invulnerability
Level Passives Executable Powers

1 Thick Skin

2 Stalwart Defence

3 Energy Touched

4 Energy Absorption

5 Deflection

6 Bull Strength
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Description -The character increases their resistance to physical and force damage by 
+7.5%/level, adding to the resistances provided by Thick Skin. 

Energy Absorption (defensive power)

Action Points - 3/round. 

Description - The character becomes an energy sponge, absorbing elemental energies 
- photonic, electricity, cold, fire at a rate of 7.5% resistance/level. 

It works with Energy Touched passive, adding more resistance and converting all the 
damage to action points. 

Bull Strength (defensive last stand power)

Action Points - 9

Duration - 2 rounds 

Description - If the character is below 30% of their health, they can engage bull 
strength boosting their resistance to physical, force and elemental damage to 90%.


Mystical Protections - Mystics who focus their energies on the protective arts of 
mysticism are powerful. Their protections shield their companions from all types of 
damage, unlike other protections. 

But as a jack of all trades, they are not as resilient as any one type of protector. 

While Endurance is important to this character, Will is also an important stat as well. 

Background availability - Mystic


Mystic Protections
Level Passives Executable Powers

1 Mystical Protection Shimmering Shield

2 Stasis

3 Tower of Psyche

4 Invisibility

5 Not of this World

6 Shimmering Orb
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Passives -

Mystical Protection - 5/level + Will mod damage reduction to celestial/Nega energy 
damage. +5%/level damage resistance + Will mod. 

Tower of Psyche - By hiding their mind in the Astral Plane, Telepaths can’t affect this 
character with their mind powers, including mind attacks. Only other Mystics can 
detect and attack the mystic with mind attacks. 

Not of this World - 5/level + Will mod damage reduction to physical/force/energy 
attacks. +5%/level + Will mod damage resistance. 

Powers -

Shimmering Shield (Defensive Power)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - the mystic concentrates their abilities to summon a shield that protects 
against all kinds of damage. +7.5%/level damage resistance against all damage types. 

Stasis (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/level 

Description - Puts on opponent into a pocket dimension, so they cannot affect the 
natural material plane. The opponent can avoid the effect with a Will check- DC - 10 + 
Will Mod + Mystic level. 

Invisibility (Defensive Stealth Power)

Action Points - 4/round. 

Description - Renders the character invisible until they attack. (Perception Check DC - 
16 + will mod + protection level. 

Shimmering Orb (AoE Defensive Power)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - Shimmering shield extends 10’ around the mystic now, providing extra 
damage reduction to anyone within it.


Tough Guy - This defensive set is all about the character's willpower. These characters 
keep going through all obstacles, no matter what their enemies do. The more severe 
the obstacles, the angrier they get and the more punishment they can endure and deal 
out. 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The Tough Guy defensive power set good for warriors and shooters. They will continue 
to shake off any mental hardship to keep going and do more damage.


Background availability - All.


Passives -

Will Power - Your character can resolve stuns and confusion status effects, adding +1 
to will dc checks for those powers. Resisting the attack will add one anger. 

Anger tokens last three rounds and give +1 to attack rolls, +1 to ability and will check 
plus +10% bonus physical/force damage. 

Shake it off - if the character fails a Will check, you have a 50/50 chance to shake it off 
and gain +1 anger. 

Always Angry - The character always has one anger that never dissipates. 

Endure pain - Lowers damage by 2%/anger. 

Powers - 

Tower of Will (Defensive Status Remover Power)

Action Points - 5 

Description - The character shakes off all negative Will status effects and gains +1 
anger for each effect removed. 

Berserk (Combat Buff)


Tough Guy
Level Passives Executable Abilities

1 Will Power

2 Shake it off Tower of Will

3 Always Angry

4 Beserk

5 Endure Pain

6 Rise of the Pheonix
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Action Points - 7 

Description - Turns all your anger into an attack with +2 attack rolls and +25% bonus 
damage/anger. 

Rise of the Phoenix (Defensive last stand power)

Action Points - 10 

Description - If you've been incapacitated (0 health), you can rise and fight again. You 
have half health, +1 anger/level and +1 health regen for 1 round/level.


Regeneration - The very first Gifted person in the world was a regenerator. They had 
extreme resistance to disease and poisons. They could heal physical injuries in an 
instant and even regrow limbs. 

Warriors find regeneration very useful. Health regeneration keeps them alive in battle. 
Also, action point regeneration keeps them going so they can inflict severe damage. 

Having high Endurance is very important for a regenerator. 

Background Availability - Gifted, Science, Mystic.


Passives -

Quick Healing - Regenerators regenerate their health at 2.5 health/level + Physique 
Mod/round. 

Disease Resistance - Your immune system is also highly resistant to disease. Diseases 
that infect your character only last half the duration and only have 1/2 the effect. Also, 
you gain a +1 physique check against diseases. 

Regeneration
Level Passives Executable Ability

1 Quick Healing Concentrated Healing

2 Diseases resistance

3 Adrenal Healing

4 Poison Resistance

5 Endless Energy

6 From Death’s Door
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Poison Resistance - Your immune system will protect against poisons. All poisons that 
infect your character only last half the duration and only have 1/2 the effect. Also, you 
gain a +1 physique check against venom doses. 

Endless Energy - Characters gain an extra +.5 action points/level/round. 

Powers - 

Concentrated Healing (Self-Heal)

Action Points - 5 

Description - instead of attacking, you can focus on healing yourself instead - allowing 
you to keep fighting. 15 health/level + physique mod self-heal. 

Adrenal Healing (Regen Buff)

Action Points - 5/round. 

Description - You focus your energies to keep you going. First, it removes stun and 
confusion status effects. It also adds +7.5 health/level + Physique mod round on top of 
quick healing to your regeneration rate. 

From Death’s Door (Defensive Last Stand Power)

Action Points - 10 

Description - If you fall in combat, you can revive with half health, full action points and 
automatic activation of Adrenal Healing.


Lightning Reflexes - not to be mistaken with Super Speed, this power set gives the 
superhero the ability to dodge and weave around their opponents. They are powerful 
because they are untouchable. 

This power set works well with warrior specialization characters. They are likely to be 
up close and personal with their opponents. Characters choosing this set will want to 
maximize their agility to ensure they are virtually impossible to hit. 

Background Availability - Gifted, Mystic, Science.
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Passives -

Quick Reflexes - This character can dodge, parry and block at higher speeds than 
others. +1 dodge armour rating, +1 deflection armour rating for melee, +1 bonus for 
Parry DC rolls, +1 agility mod/level. 

Keen Senses - The ability to notice changes in the environment, giving the character an 
extended sense of what is happening. +1 Awareness DC checks/level. 

Blind Luck - A character with lightning reflexes gains +1 bonus to Agility checks/level, 
they are so quick they can avoid the effects of traps or AoE attacks. 

Counter Attack - if the attacker has an attack roll that is 5 below your defence, you 
counter-attack with a -2 penalty - this is a quick action.


Powers - 

Hot Potato (Defensive Reflect Power)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You can use your reflexes to take a physical AoE weapon, like a grenade 
or mine, and throw it back at your opponents. Agility Check DC - 16. 

Can’t touch this (Personal Defence Power)

Action Points - 10

Duration - 2 rounds 

Description - The character dodges all attacks, saves against all AoE attacks, and 
parries all attacks. You also counter-attack with a -2 attack roll against every opponent 
who attacks them.


Lightning Reflexes
Level Passives Executable Ability

1 Quick Reflexes

2 Hot Potato

3 Keen Senses

4 Blind Luck

5 Can’t Touch This

6 Counter Attack
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Force Fields - In recent history, people have learned how to create powerful force 
fields to protect themselves and their allies. Force Fields are the best way to protect 
your allies from overwhelming odds. 

Being a Protector is the best kind of specialization for this, going down the Defender 
expertise. 

High Will helps with this power set. Having High Endurance also helps them. 

Background availability - Gifted, Tech.


Passives-

Personal Forcefield - You create a protection filed repels physical/energy/force attacks. 
10 + 5/level + Will mod damage reduction, +10%/level + Will mod damage resistance. 
+1 deflection Armour Rating/level. 

Powers - 

Stealth (Defensive Power)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - the character remains invisible to the naked eye, blending light rays 
around them with their force fields. Telepaths will detect your character. Stealth 
Strength - 10 + Will Mod + Protection Level. 

Force Shield (Defensive Power)

Action Points - 3/round. 

Description - The character creates a shield of force in a 90-degree arc, covering about 
5 feet. While this leaves them vulnerable to flanking in open areas, it makes a great 
defence in enclosed areas by providing everyone the same protections as Personal 

Force Fields
Level Passives Executable Ability

1 Personal Force Field

2 Stealth

3 Force Shield

4 Force bubble

5 Shield Orb

6 Bubble Push
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Force Field. 

Force Bubble (Personal Defensive Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - You fluctuate your Personal Forcefield to Knock back 10' any attack that 
strikes you. They can resist the effect with a Physique Check DC - 10 + Judgement 
Mod + Protection Level. 

Shield Orb (AoE Defensive Power)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - The character can extend their Personal Force Field completely around 
themselves in a 10’ radius. Anyone in the field gains Personal Force Field protections. 

Bubble Push (Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 8 

Description - The character uses their force field generator to create a force bubble 
that Knock back 20’ in a 10’ by 80’ line. 

Opponents can resist the effect with a Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
Protection level.
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Super Stats 

While some powers are spectacular displays that can’t be mistaken, super stats are not 
one of these. That is until the character does something that is beyond human levels. 

Back Ground Availability - Gifted (all), Mystic (all), Science (all), Technologist 
(Judgement and Perception). 

Super Strength - This character’s muscles are so dense they are capable of 
extraordinary feats of strength. There are no stronger characters in Trinity City as 
people with Super Strength. 

This ability is perfect for Warrior type characters. They can do startling damage against 
their foes. Protectors can pick this as well, especially those who choose the Brawler 
expertise.


Passive - Super Strength gives the character a +2 strength/level, up to 24. When they 
get to level 6, they gain Unmovable Object - they gain a +6 physique bonus to knock 
back checks. 

Powers - 

Super Punch/swing (Combat Action)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you use all your might in a punch attack. It does double bonus damage, 
triple at level 5. The opponent must pass a Physique Check to avoid Knock back 10’. 
DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Stat/level. 

Super Strength
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 strength per level

2 Super Punch

3 Break Free

4 Hurl object

5 Body check

6 Unmovable Object
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Break Free (Status Cancel)

Action Points - 4 

Description - Using their strength, a character can break free of any immobilizing ability 
used against them. 

Hurl Object (Combat Range)

Action Points - 5 

Description - the Character picks up something massive and throws it at an opponent, 
possibly knocking them back. Double force damage, normal Physical damage. Knock 
Back 10’ check - Physique DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Stat/level. 

Body Check (Combat Attack)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You smash an opponent into a wall, with a chance for stun and Knock 
back 10’. Triple Bonus Damage. Stun Check - Will DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Stat 
level. Knock Back - Physique DC - 10 + Physique Mod + Stat level.


Super Endurance - This character's lungs, heart and immune system keeps them 
going. They survive damage that would kill others, shrug off disease and poison. They 
also have extraordinary vitality. 

This power set is best for protectors, especially for front line defenders.


Passives - Characters with Super Endurance gain +2 endurance per stat level. They 
also gain Fast Recovery at stat level 3 - +1 health regen/round and + 1 action point/

Super Endurance
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 endurance per level

2 Back in the Fight

3 Fast Recovery

4 Marathon

5 Good Health

6 Pull Through
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round. They also gain good health - they gain +1 resistance to disease and poison/
level.


Powers -


Back in the fight (Status Cancel)

Action Points - 3 

Description - If they succumb to a physical condition, the character ignores it and 
keeps going instead, ignoring Poison and Disease effects for two rounds. 

Marathon (Self-Recovery)

Action Points - 3 

Description - Once a Character is down to zero action points, they can recover all their 
action points, minus the three for the cost of the power. 

Pull Through (Self-revival)

Action Points - 10 

Description - Instead of succumbing to defeat, the character can revive themselves 
instead, reviving with a 10% health/stat level.


Super Agility - The character’s hand to eye and reaction speed is extraordinary. They 
can move at miraculous speeds on the battlefield and beyond. 

Because of its functional advantages, this is both useful for Warriors and Shooters. The 
ability to avoid damage outright is always beneficial.


Super Agility
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 agility per level

2 Switch-a-roo

3 Be Quick

4 Disarming Kick

5 Opportunist

6 Precision Attack
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Passives - Super Agility gives +2 agility per stat level. At level 3, the gain Be Quick - +1 
DC check against AoE attacks/level. At level 5, they gain Opportunist - +1 attack roll/
level. 

Powers - 

Switch-a-roo (Combat Reflection Power)

Action Points - 3 

Description - If an opponent in melee range points a gun at the character, they can 
disarm the foe and shoot them instead. Agility DC - 10 + attack roll of character 
prevent the steal. 

Disarming Kick (Defensive Disarm Power)

Action Points - 3 

Description - if someone in melee range attacks the character, they can do a backflip 
and kick the weapon out of their hands. Agility DC - 10 + attack Roll of the Character. 
The attack does normal force damage. 

Precision Attack (Combat Power)

Action Points - 5 

Description - The character manoeuvres around an opponent and flanks them. They 
gain a +6 melee deflection armour rating and gain an attack of opportunity if the 
opponent misses, doing double bonus damage with a +6 attack roll. Precision Attack is 
a quick defence.


Super Perception - With Super Perception your character can pick up the slightest 
changes in the environment that give them profound advantages in combat.


This power set is perfect for both Warriors, Shooters and Engineers.
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Passives - Characters with Super Perception gains +2 perception/stat level. At level 
three, the gain Detect traps - gaining +1 to their perception checks/level to find traps.  

Insight allows them to see something to give them and their allies an advantage, 
determined by the game master - Awareness DC 16. 

Powers - 

Exploitive attack (Combat Action)

Action Points - 5 

Description - With an Awareness check of 10, The character sees a weakness in their 
foe's defences to bypass 50% of the damage reduction, with a +3 to their attack rolls. 

Mindful Defence (Defensive Combat Power)

Action Points - 5 

Description - With an Awareness check of 10, The character can see their opponents 
attack patterns, allowing them to block and riposte the next attack. 

Domino Effect (Defensive Combat Power)

Action Points - 10 

Description - With an Awareness Check of 14, the character reacts to all upcoming 
attacks before it happens. They block all attacks and attack each opponent for normal 
damage.


Super Judgement - Like the ultimate Boy Scout, characters with Super Judgement 
plan for everything. They can almost predict what will happen and counter it. 

Super Perception
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 perception per level

2 Exploitive attack

3 Detect Traps

4 Mindful defence

5 Insight

6 Domino Effect
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This power set is perfect for engineers and mystics– When you prepare for the worst, 
you usually come out on top. They prepare their minds for every possible outcome.


Passives - Character with Super Judgement gain +2 judgement/stat level. Because 
they are always prepared, they can avoid surprises with a +1 awareness check/stat 
level against them. They can also escape status effects with stimulants, +1 status resist 
DC mod. 

Powers - 

Traps (Combat Prep Power)

Action Points - 2 

Description - The character lays down two traps designed to maximize the carnage on 
the battlefield per round. The traps have to be in inventory. 

Tactical Awareness (Combat Prep Power)

Action Points - 2 

Description - with a quick review of the area, the character can give the party +1 
initiative speed and +1 surprise rolls. 

Sneak Attack (Combat Power)

Action Points - 5 

Description - This character prepares against any foe that reaches them, using a 
hidden blade that they can strike their opponent as they get within melee range. Sneak 
Attacks are Quick Actions.


Super Judgment
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 judgment per level

2 Traps

3 Boy Scout

4 Tactical Awareness

5 Escape Artist

6 Sneak Attack
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Super Will - This character’s Will is so powerful it inspires their allies and put fear into 
their foes. This character can use their sheer force of Will to bend anything to their 
power. 

This power set is valuable for psychics, elementalists and mystics. Many gain massive 
bonuses from the Will Modifier and inflict much more damage with their attacks.


Passive - Characters with Super Will get +2 will/stat level. With Resist, your character 
DC check against psionic attacks is +1/stat level. With Persuade, you have a 50% +5% 
/stat level chance to rebut an NPC to gain their co-operation.


Powers -


Inspirational Demeanour (party buff) 
Action Points - 2/round


Description - you can inspire allies with +1 attack rolls and +1 challenge rolls/level.


Frightful Stance (opponent debuff) 
Action Points - 2/round


Description - The character can scare his opponents with -1 attack rolls and -1 
challenge rolls/level.


Charm (crowd control) 
Action Points - 5


Description - The character can charm an opponent into stopping combat. Will Check 
DC - 10 + Will Mod + Stat/level. 

Super Will
Level Passive Executable

1 +2 will per level

2 Inspirational Demeanour

3 Resist

4 Frightful Stance

5 Persuade

6 Charm
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Elemental Powers 

Elementalists command the very powers of nature and the universe - fire, ice, lightning 
and energy. They bend animals to their wills and direct the currents. Nothing is more 
dangerous than an angry Elementalist. 

Background Availability - Gifted, Science, Mystic. 

Fire Powers - As seen in the First World War, the War of Principles, Fire Starters 
represent one of the most dangerous Gifted in the world. Men cower in fear if decide 
their time has come.


Passives - 

Internal Heat - The character has +10%/level + Will mod damage resistance to all fire. 
The heat improves their melee attacks by doing 1/4 fire damage, and Heat Severity 
can't affect them.


Warming Touch - They can remove hypothermia and freeze from a companion with 
their touch in a Quick Action, costing one action point.


Warm Aura - the Fire Starter warms the environment, reducing hypothermia effects by 
-1 severity.


Fire Control 

Heat Severity -

Level 1 - -1 Will mod, armour rating, attack rolls.

Level 2 - - 2 Will mod, armour rating, attack rolls, agility mod.

Level 3 - -4 Will mod, armour rating, attack rolls, agility mod.


Fire Powers
Level Passives Fire Control Fire Combat

1 Internal Heat Fire Wall Flaming Fist

2 Inhalation Heat Vision

3 Warming Touch Smoke Screen Incinerate

4 Flame Shield Fireball

5 Warming Aura Heat Frustration Fire breath

6 Heat Wave Inferno
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Level 4 - -7 Will mod, armour rating, attack rolls, agility mod. -3 more for each level 
after.

Heat Severity levels can stack - level 1 with a level 2 would be a level 3. 

Fire Wall (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/elemental level

Range - 3 squares

AoE - 5’/elementalist level * 5’ 

Description - the Fire Starter creates a wall of flames in a location. Within 10’ of this 
location, producing one heat severity. Anyone takes normal fire damage when they 
come within 5’ of the wall. 

The wall has dimensions of up to 5’/level wide by 5’ deep and 10’ tall. 

Inhalation (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round

Range - 2 squares


Description - You create fiery embers that go up a foe’s nose, causing them to choke. 
The attack stuns them for 1 round unless they pass Physique Check - DC 10 + Will 
mod + elemental level. 

Smoke Screen (Concealment Power)

Action Points - 3/round

Range - PBAOE 20’ radius 

Description - The character creates a smokescreen around the party, which helps 
conceal them from view, which gives +1 to stealth checks/level for their allies. 

Flame Shield (personal attack aura)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - anyone coming within 5’ of the Fire Starter’s vicinity will suffer from 1 heat 
severity. If they attack the character in melee, they suffer from 1/2 fire damage. 

Heat Frustration (crowd control)

Action points - 5

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Elemental level. 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Description - The Fire Starter increases the temperature around an opponent, 
increasing their heat severity by 2. It can cause disorientation - Will check DC - 10 + 
will mod + elemental level.

 

Heat Wave (crowd control)

Action Points - 5/round

AoE - 10’ + 5’/level + Will mod.


Description - causes a level 1 heat severity on opponents within the area. 

Fire Combat 

Burn Status - Your fire has set your foe on fire. They will take 1/4 fire damage per round 
for three rounds. Characters who are burning take 50% more fire damage. 

Flaming Fist (combat melee)

Action Points - 3

Range - melee 

Description - You superheat the area around your fist/weapon so that it can set 
opponents on fire. Not only will you do your normal damage for the attack, but you will 
do normal fire damage as well. 

Heat Vision (ranged combat)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - the character unleashes fire from their eyes, causing normal fire damage 
to an opponent. The attack will inflict the burn status on the opponent. 

Incinerate (combat melee)

Action Points - 5

Range - melee 

Description - creates an enormous amount of fire between their hands to cause an 
extreme amount of fire damage, doing double damage and inflicting the burn status 
effect. 

Fire Ball (AoE Range)

Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 2 squares 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Description - You launch a compressed fireball at a target, which explodes when it hits. 
Anything the blast hits takes double fire damage and has the burn status effect. 

With a Reflex check - DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level, you can halve the damage. 

Fire breath (Short Range Cone)

Action Points - 7

Range - 10’ * 5’ cone 

Description - the character unleashes fire from their breath, with the potential of hitting 
everything in the cone four times. Each hit does normal fire damage and gives the burn 
status effect. You can attempt to dodge each attack with a reflex DC - 10 + will mod + 
elemental level - reducing the damage by one hit each dodge. 

Anyone can disrupt this attack by attacking and hitting the Fire Starter, limiting the 
damage by reducing attacks. 

Inferno (Last Stand Attack)

Action Points - 10

AoE - 10‘ + 5’/level + Will Mod. 

Description - once the character is below 30% of their health, they can execute a final 
attack to defeat their opponents. First, they increase the heat severity of all opponents 
by 2, plus they do triple fire damage for two rounds as fire falls from the skies or swirls 
around them.


Ice Powers - Ice Dancers can be one of the best defenders for a party, with crowd 
control powers that will put many sets to shame. Their abilities make it hard for anyone 
to advance and take advantage of their party.


Ice Powers
Level Passives Ice Control Ice Combat

1 Ice Water Blood Ice Armour Ice Knives

2 Ice Wall Icicle Blas

3 Cooling Touch Ice Shield Freeze

4 Hypothermia Hail Storm

5 Air Cooler Freezing Temperature Ice Breath

6 Flash Freeze Ice Storm
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Passives -

Ice Water Blood - The character’s touch puts the Freezing status on an opponent. They 
do progressively worse damage for each round they hold - 1/4 cold, 1/2, 3/4, normal. 
etc, etc, etc. It also inflicts 1 level of Hypothermia/round. They are also immune to 
Hypothermia. 

Cooling Touch - They can touch a companion to help companions suffering from heat 
severity or stuns due to Fire attacks with their touch, it is a quick action if they are 
within touch, and costs one action point. 

Air Cooler - radiates coolness, so hot areas will have one less severity level in a 10’ 
radius around the character.


Ice Control 

Hypothermia - Freezing prevents movement and defence for three rounds.

Level 1 - -3 movement, -1 armour rating, -1 attack rolls.

Level 2 - -3 movement, -2 armour rating, -2 attack rolls, -2 agility mod.

Level 3 - -3 movement, -4 armour rating, -4 attack rolls, -4 agility mod.

Level 4 - -4 movement, -7 armour rating, -7 attack rolls, -7 agility mod. - 1 movement, - 
3 Armour rating, attack rolls, agility mod per level after. 

Freeze Severity stacks. 

Ice Armour (personal defence) 
Action points - 3/round 

Description - The power encases your body with living ice, helping you defend 
yourself. First, you again +1 deflection Armour Rating/level, and +10% resistance to 
heat attacks/level. The Ice Armour protects against any heat severity and the burn 
status effect. 

Ice Wall (crowd control wall) 
Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/level

Range - 3

AOE - 5’/level wide, 5’ deep, 5 feet tall. 

Description - The Ice Dancer creates a wall of ice. The wall inflicts a Level 1 
Hypothermia to opponents within 10' of it and provides a physical barrier against 
ranged attacks. 

Ice Walls negate Flame Walls and vice versa. 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Freeze Shield (personal defence power) 
Action Points - 4/round

 

Description - The character lowers the temperature around them to such a degree, 
anyone in a 5’ radius suffers from level 1 Hypothermia. Anyone who hits the combatant 
with a melee attack also suffers from 1/2 cold damage and an additional 1 
Hypothermia. 

Hypothermia (crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/level

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The character lowers the temperature of an opponent to such a degree 
they suffer from Level 2 Hypothermia. You must pass a Physique check or be Stunned 
- DC 10 + Will Mod + Elemental Level. 

Freezing Temperature (PB AoE Crowd Control)

Action points - 7

Duration - 1 round/level

AoE - 10’ + 5’/elemental level + Will mod 

Description - the character lowers the temperature of the environment inflicting a level 
1 Hypothermia. 

Flash Freeze (AoE Crowd Control)

Action Points - 8

AoE - 5’/elemental level + Will mod 

Description - Lowers the temperature of the environment, inflicting level 2 Hypothermia 
and opponents must make a Physique check or be Stunned - DC 10 + Will Mod + 
Elemental Level. 

Ice Combat 

Ice Knives (weapon summon)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - makes two ice knives appear in your hands. Not only do they do 1/2 
physical damage, but they do normal cold damage each. Adds 1 Hypothermia.

 
Icicle blast (ranged combat)
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Action Points - 5 points

Range - 3 squares

Description - hits an opponent with an ice shard that does normal physical damage 
and normal cold damage. Adds 1 Hypothermia. 

Freeze (melee combat)

Action Points - 5

Range - melee 

Description - a stream of ice goes between your hands, doing extreme damage to an 
opponent. They take double ice damage and adds 2 Hypothermia. 

Hail Storm (AoE Attack)

Action Points - 4/round

Range - 3 squares 

Description - causes hail to hit an area as long as you maintain the power. Everything 
hit will take normal ice damage and suffer from a Level 2 Hypothermia. 

Ice Breath (PB Cone attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 10’ * 6’ cone 

Description - the character blows ice shards out of their breath, freezing their 
opponents attacking anything in the cone 4 times. Each attack does normal Ice 
damage and 1 Hypothermia. Characters can dodge attacks - 10 + Will mod + 
Elemental level.  

Injuring the character causes them to stop the attack, reducing the damage and 
Hypothermia. 

Ice Storm (Last Stand AoE attack)

Action Points - 10 

Description - Causes ice chunks to form and smash against the character opponents. 
It does three times force damage, normal physical damage and normal ice damage and 
3 levels of Hypothermia.


Water Powers - Swimmers, a nickname favoured by many citizens, are vital members 
of society. They often work with nature controllers to ensure the tide brings in all the 
seafood the city needs.
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Passives -

Water Breathing - You can breathe underwater and move 3+1/elemental level faster 
than other characters. 

Always hydrated - the character alleviates 2 Heat Severity and Hypothermia due to 
proper hydration. 

Slide - on puddles, they can go +1 movement/level faster. 

Water Control 

Puddles (crowd control)

Action Points - 3

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The character creates a puddle around someone, and as they step, they 
may slip and fall unless they pass an Agility Check DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental 
level. Even if they succeed, the puddle slows their movement to 1/2. 

Water blast (crowd control cone)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 10’ * 6’ 

Description - The character shoots out a cone of water that sweeps anything away 
from the character, knock back 10’. The affected parties can resist with a Physique 
Check DC - 10 + will mod + level. 

Water Powers
Level Passives Water Control Water Combat

1 Water Breathing Puddles Compressed Punch

2 Water Blast Compressed Water blast

3 Always Hydrated Illness Drowing

4 Water Breathing 2 Water Spout

5 Slide Waves Lung Fluid

6 Whirlpool Water Sprouts
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Illness (crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/level

Range - 3 squares 

Description - by disrupting the flow of plasma in the body, the character incapacitates 
an opponent. They suffer -2 movement, attack rolls, DC checks and armour rating. 

Water Breathing (Ally Buff)

Action Points - 3 

Description - the character can grant another person the ability to breathe water for 1 
hour/elemental level. 

Waves (crowd control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 5 squares 

Description - You cause open bodies of water to splash everywhere, putting 2+1/
Elemental Level Puddles in the area. 

Whirlpool (crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/level

Range - 10 squares

AOE - 10’/level 

Description - in open bodies of water, they cause a whirlpool that can sink anything. 
People who can't breathe underwater will drown, an Anti-heroic or Villainous act. 

Water Combat 

Compressed Punch (melee buff)

Action Points - 3 

Description - adds compressed water around your fist doubling the force damage. 

Compressed Water blast (Debuff attack) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares
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Description - this concentrated attack will weaken damage resistances by 5%/level for 
three rounds. It does normal force damage. Chance for knock back - Physique Check 
DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level. 

Drowning (Insta Kill Power)

Action Points - 5

Range - melee 

Description - So channel so much water between your hands you do double force 
damage with a chance to kill your opponent. Physique Check DC - 6 + will mod + 
elemental level. 

Drowning is an Anti-heroic or Villainous act. 

Water sprout (Crowd Control Attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares 

Description - causes water to rupture out of the ground, weakening damage 
resistances by 5%/levels for three rounds and doing triple force damage. Chance for 
Knockdown - Physique Check DC 10 + will mod + elemental level. 

Lung fluid (Crowd Control Bypass Attack)

Action Points - 8 

Description - The character chokes an opponent by causing water to fill their lungs, 
doing triple force damage without damage mitigation. The attack stuns the opponent 
for 1 round and can kill someone by drowning them - Physique DC 6 + Will Mod + 
Elemental level. 

Drowning is an anti-heroic or Villainous act. 

Water Spouts (Last Stand Crowd Control AoE power)

Action Points - 10 

Description - If this character is below 30% health, this power causes Water Spouts (as 
power) against all opponents in a 10’/level radius.


Earth Powers - Rock Heads are some of the most defensive elementalists in Trinity 
City. Not only do they have powerful crowd control abilities, but they can also turn their 
bodies into rock. They are very resistant to physical and force damage. Many 
opponents will run in fear when they see their eyes turn stone cold!
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Passives -

Rooted - the character cannot be Knocked down. 

Stone Cold - against confusion and stun attacks, you gain +1 Will mod/elemental level. 

Rock Skin - The bleed status effect cannot affect this character. 

Earth Control 

Rock Armour (personal defence)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - your skin turns even more rocklike, which provides you with many 
benefits. First, your punch attacks do physical damage, instead of force damage. 
Second, your damage reduction for physical and force attacks gain +2.5 damage/level 
+Will mod. And you receive 7.5% damage resistance/level + Will mod against physical 
and force attacks. 

Rock Minions (Summoning)

Actions Points - 3/round 

Description - the Rock Head can summon a rock minion that can attack his opponents 
and perform simple tasks. They can cause knock back 10’ on their opponents on 
successful hits. Opponents can resist the effect - physique DC 10 + will mod + 
summoner level. 

Earth Powers
Level Passives Rock Control Rock Combat

1 Rooted Rock Armour Rock Fist

2 Rock Minions Sling Shot

3 Stone Cold Unstable Ground Rock Stomp

4 Rock Encasement Stalagmite

5 Rock Skin Rock Wall Stalactite Storm

6 Tremours Stalagmited
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Rocky


Armour Rating - 14

Durability - 100

Resistances - Physical - 60%. Fire and Water Damage - 100%. Electricity and Photon - 
50%. Force Damage - double.

Action Points - 10

Movement - 9 

Attacks -

Basic attack (melee) - does normal physical damage. 

Rock Fling - does ten damage to the minion but does normal physical damage to the 
opponent. Three range. 

Unstable ground (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4/round

Range - 3 squares 

Description - the character makes the earth around their opponents much harder to 
move through, reducing speed by 1/level.


Rock Encasement (crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/elemental level

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You surround an opponent in pure rock, causing them incapable of 
moving or acting. Attacking the opponent is an Anti-heroic or Villainous act. Opponents 
can resist the effect - Physique DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level. 

Rock Wall (Crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

AoE - 5’/elemental level wide * 5’ deep * 5’ tall. 

Description - creates a wall of pure rock to provide cover against ranged attacks. 

Tremors (PB AoE crowd control)

Action Points - 5/round

Area of Effect - 5’/elemental level.
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Description - Causes the ground to shake under your foes' feet, which may cause them 
to fall. Agility Check DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level. 

Earth Combat 

Rock Fist (melee buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - Surrounds the character’s hand in rock. Double physical damage. Chance 
for Stun - Will check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. 

Sling Shot (combat ranged)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - shoots a rock at high speed - double force damage, normal physical 
damage. Chance to Knock Back 10' - Physique DC 10 + Will Mod + Elemental Level. 

Rock Stomp (PB AoE attack)

Action Points - 7 

Description - You turn your leg and foot into living rock and stomp on the ground to 
create a shockwave in a 10’ radius. Normal force damage with Knock back 10’ chance. 
Opponents can resist with a Physique check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level. 

Stalagmite (ranged bypass attack) 
Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares 

Description - you command a stalagmite to shoot up from the ground, which always 
hits for double damage. 

Stalactite storm (enclosed AoE attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares 

Description - In enclosed underground areas, the character makes stalactites fall on 
opponents doing double physical and normal force damage. 

Opponents who fail a Physique Check - 10 + Will Mod + Elemental Level experience 
Knock down. 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Stalagsmited (Last Stand AoE attack)

Action Points - 10

Range - 3 squares 

Description - When the character has 30% or less health, they can cause dozens of 
rocks to shoot up from the ground, damaging everything inside a 30’ radius. The 
Stalagmites and Stalactites do triple physical damage and double force damage. 

Chance for Knock back 10’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level.


Wind Powers - Wind powers may not be very offensive, but Wind Walkers' defensive 
abilities are astonishing. You can slow your opponents, toss them aside, wind helps 
you move on the battlefield. Your control of the winds can deflect many elemental 
attacks.


Passive - 

Wind on my Back - the character moves with the wind propelling them, +3 to your 
movement. Wind Resistance - slows an opponent who is focusing on them by 3. Lift 
Wind gives - +6 jump distance and +3 jump height. 

Wind Control 

Wind Armour (personal defence)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - the character creates winds that protect them. They add +1 deflection 
armour rating/elemental level. Also, supplies force and Elemental resistance of 5%/
Elemental level + Will mod. 

Wind Powers
Level Passives Wind Control Wind Combat

1 Wind on my Back Wind Armour Wind Punch

2 Wind Shield Wind Kick

3 Wind Resistance Gale Force Wind Crunch

4 Mass Wind Armour Vibrate Air

5 Lift Wind Wind Wave Vortex

6 Air Boom Mass Vibration
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Wind Shield (personal defence)

Action Points - 3 

Description - creates a shield of wind that gives +1 deflection armour rating/to any kind 
of elemental attack against them or others they protect in a Quick action. 

Gale Force (crowd control)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The character pushes gale-force winds against one opponent, using the 
wind to knock back 10’. Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level. 

Wind protection (AoE protection)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - creates a wind shield around the character 10’ radius, providing Air 
Armour protections to all within the shield. 

Wind Wave (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 7

Range - 10’ * 5’ cone 

Description - The character creates a current of wind to knock as many opponents 
away. The winds Knock back 10' all foes in the effect unless they pass a Physique 
check - DC 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. 

Air Boom (crowd control)

Action Points - 9

AOE - 10’ + 5’/elemental level radious 

Description - A sonic boom causes deafness and knock back of 20’. Physique Check 
DC to avoid knock back and deafness - DC 10 + will mod + elemental level.  

Wind Combat 

Wind Punch (melee buff)

Action Points - 3 

Description - Winds enhance your melee attack - you can do double force damage. 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Wind Kick (melee buff)

Action Points - 5

Range - 2 squares 

Description - Uses the winds to make a jump kick much more powerful. Double bonus 
damage. Chance for knock back 10’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental 
level. 

Wind Crunch (Crowd Control Attack)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The character lifts an opponent in the air, around 20’, and then slams 
them down on the ground - does 20’ fall damage and normal force damage and loses 
their turn from being Knocked down. 

Vibrate Air (Opponent debuff)

Action Points - 4/round

Range - 2 squares 

Description - The character uses distracting and stripping air flows to reduce an 
opponent's protections. The foe's damage resistance will lower by 5%/Elemental level 
+ Will mod. The power does normal force damage. 

Vortex (crowd control Attack)

Action Points - 8

Range - 2 squares 

Description - The character uses both Wind Crunch and Vibrate at the same time. They 
reduce an opponents defences while delivering fall and force damage. 

Mass Vibration (Mass Opponent Debuff)

Action Points - 6/round

Range - all opponents in combat 

Description - the character creates Vibrate Air currents against all opponents on the 
field.


Electricity Powers - While many say Fire Starters are the most potent elementalists, it 
was a Lightning Thrower who saved the city. Their command of the electricity of the 
City destroyed every single mech and ship the Serpentine Empire sent. It would be 
well-advised not to anger anyone who is a walking death machine.
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Passive - 

Living Lightning - This character has 20+5/elemental level electrical damage reduction 
and 15%+ 10% electrical damage resistance. They convert absorbed electrical attack 
energy as 25 damage to 1 action point. Their melee attacks also do regular electrical 
damage.


Reviving touch - if a character has fallen, this character may attempt to revive them. 
Will DC check - 16. The revived character only has one health. 

Lightning Travel - This character can use power lines to move around the City - +3 
move/Elemental level if there are open power lines. 

Electricity Control 

Static Charge - This leaves a character or opponent vulnerable to nearby electrical 
attacks. They will be affected by the same power if they are within 5' of the affected 
opponent. 

Stun (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 2 squares 

Description - Overloads an opponent's nervous system with electricity, stunning them 
for two rounds. Adds a static charge to the opponent. Can chain to another person, 
stunning anyone with a static charge. Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental 

Electricity Powers
Level Passives Electricity Control Electricity Combat

1 Living Lightning Stun Shocking Grasp

2 Overload Electric Shock

3 Reviving Touch Charged Surface Static Charge

4 Electrical Shield Chain Lightning

5 Lightning Travel Electrical Barrier Call Lightning

6 Electrical Globe Electrical Blasts
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level. 

Overload(Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - PBAOE 5’/elemental level. 

Description - Causing an EMP explosion - The character can disable any advanced 
tech power, including Power Armour, Cyberlink and Force Field Generators. Judgement 
Check DC - 6 + Will mod + Elemental level to avoid the disabling. 

Charged surface (Elemental Trap) 
Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description - the character can cause any surface to have a strong static charge. 
Anyone stepping on the area will cause a static release of a 10’ radius, causing normal 
electrical damage with a chance to Stun. Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
Elemental level. Everyone affected will have a Static Charge. 

Electrical Shield (personal defence) 
Action Points - 6 

Description - Creates a shield of electrical power in front of the character in a 90-
degree arc. It reduces Electrical and Force damage by 10%/elemental level of anyone 
behind the shield. Anyone within the melee range will gain one static charge. And 
anyone attacking the character takes 1/2 electrical damage. 

Electrical barrier (Elemental Barrier) 
Action Points - 7

Duration - 1 round/elemental level

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 5’/elemental level wide * 5’ deep * 5’ tall 

Description - The character creates a wall of electricity. Anyone with 5 feet of the wall 
gains a static charge. Anyone who attempts to cross the wall will take regular electrical 
damage with a stun chance. Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level. 

Electrical Globe (PB AoE defence) 
Action Points - 5/round 

Description - the character creates a bubble of electrical current around them - 10’ 
radius, protecting the character and others. Gives electrical and force damage 
reduction of 10%/elemental level. 
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Anyone coming within the melee range gains an electrical charge. Anyone attempting 
to breach the barrier takes normal electrical damage with a stun chance. Physique 
Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. 

Electricity Combat 

Shocking Grasp (melee buff) 
Action Points - 3 

Description - Surrounds the character’s hand with electrical power. Any attack does 
normal damage plus double electrical damage and chains to all affected by a static 
charge. 

Electric shock (combat ranged) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - the character shoots electrical bolts at an opponent for normal electrical 
damage. Will chain to anyone with a static charge for normal electrical damage.


Static Charge (combat prime) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - instead of doing damage, this power gives a static charge to anyone with 
a 10’ radius, allowing for massive amounts of chain lighting carnage.


Chain Lightning (Mass Attack) 
Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares 

Description - Chain lighting does the same damage as Electric Shock, but it chains to 
anything with a static charge, doing double electrical damage to their opponents. 
Chance for Stun - Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. 

Call Lightning (Mass Outdoor Attack) 
Action Points - 8

Range - the immediate outdoor area
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Description - The character calls the clouds to blast lightning against their opponents 
doing double electrical damage and gives a Static Charge. This power strikes one 
opponent per Elemental level. Anyone with a static charge takes quadruple electrical 
damage. 

Electrical Blasts (Last Stand PB AoE Attack) 
Action Points - 10

Range - 10’ radius. 

Description - Electricity starts to flow around the character in a 10’ radius. Anything 
affected takes triple electrical damage and gains a Static Charge. Anything with a static 
charge close to an affected opponent also takes Triple electrical damage. Only useable 
when you have 30% health left.
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Nature Powers - Nature Controllers are one of the most vital Gifted in Trinity City. They 
provide most of the protein that the inhabitants eat. But there is a deadly duo nature to 
them. Yes, they can control animals, but they also have deadly powers.


This power set has a mixture of buffs that help them and others, including healing 
abilities. They also have astonishing combat abilities - because of can deliver doses of 
venom through different attacks.
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Passives -

Commune with nature - Nature Controllers can "converse" with animals and plants. As 
long as something of that nature is in the area, they will know what is going on. 
Because of their insight - they gain a +3 bonus to surprise rolls and judgement rolls.


Poison Immunity - Venom and poison can’t affect you.


Control Animals - They can now control animals - birds, fish, rodents and other simple 
life. They can use these animals to do all kinds of tasks for the Nature controllers.


Nature Control 

Fowl wounds (crowd control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares


Description - the Nature Controller uses birds to create a diversion as dozens dive at 
their opponent. The opponent must make a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mode + 
Elemental level.


Briar Patch (crowd control) 
Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/elemental level

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 5’/level radious


Description - The nature controller creates so much vegetation so quick it slows their 
enemies down to 50% movement.


Nature powers
Level Passives Nature Control Nature Combat

1 Commune with Nature Fowl Wounds Envenomed Fangs

2 Briar Patch Thorn Throw

3 Poison Immunity Toughen Skin Venom Strike

4 Antidote Thorn Burst

5 Control Animals Toughen Others Thorn armour

6 Walking Trees Thorn Javelin
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Toughen Skin (personal defence) 
Action Points - 3/round


Description - Grans 5% force/physical damage resistance/elemental level + will mod, 
with a +2 natural armour rating bonus.


Antidote (curing) 
Action Points - 6


Description - By laying their hands on an injured party member, they cure 15 health/
level + Will mod and expunge any venom in their system.


Toughen Others (mass protection) 
Action Points - (3+1/person)/round - 3 people would be 3+3 = 6/round

Range - 10’ radius


Description - you give Toughen Skin to as many people as you can.


Animated Trees (summoning) 
Action Points - 10

Duration - 1 round/elemental level


Description - The nature controller turns trees into minions who attack their opponents.


Tree -

Armour Rating - 25

Durability - 750

Resistances - force/physical - 30% damage resistance.

Defences - Rooted - trees can’t be knock down, stunned or confused.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 0


Attacks -

Branch Punch (4 action) - 3 times force damage, normal physical. Knock back 20’. 
Physique DC - 10 + judgement mod + Elemental level.


Stomp (6 action) - normal force damage in 10’ radius. Knock back 10’. Physique DC 
check - 10 + judgement mod + Elemental level.


Nature Combat 

Venom Debuff - This character can infect people with dangerous venom - each dose 
lasts three rounds.
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1 dose - -1 strength/endurance/agility, - 5 health/round.

2 doses - -1 strength/endurance/agility, - 10 health/round.

3 doses - - 2 strength/endurance/agility, - 15 health/round.

4 doses - -2 strength/endurance/agility, -20 health/round.

5 doses - -3 strength/endurance/agility, -25 health/round. - 1 strength/endurance/
agility, -5 health/round every dose after.


You can resist venom with a physique check - DC - 10 + Will mod + Controller level.


Envenomed fangs (melee buff) 
Action Points - 3


Description - does normal physical damage. Chance for one dose of venom.


Thorn Throw (ranged attack) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares.


Description - creates and launches a poison thorn from their hands. Thorn does normal 
physical damage. Chance for one dose of venom.


Venom Strike (ranged debuff) 
Action Points - 6

Range - 1 square.


Description - spits a double dose of venom at an opponent. Shooting at their eyes, 
with a -4 to the attack roll, can cause Blindness for three rounds if it hits.


Thorn bust (PBAoE attack) 
Action Points - 7

AOE - 10’ radius


Description - explodes spines out of their body. Spines do normal physical damage 
with a chance for one dose of venom. 


Thorn Armour (melee reaction defence) 
Action Points - 4/round


Description - you sprout small spines that can splinter off and poison someone who 
hits the character with a chance for one dose of venom when injured.


Thorn Javelin (ranged critical attack) 
Action Points - 8
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Description - creates a thorn that is 6 feet long from their body. The thorn does triple 
physical damage and delivers three doses of venom.


Metal and Magnetism - while some gifted command lightning, others use magnetism. 
These controllers are some of the most deadly Gifted in the world. They combine 
powerful attacks and defences at the same time.


This set is almost invincible against people who will use metallic weapons. But it is 
weak against those who use force and energy attacks.


Passive - 

Personal Magnetism - +2 deflection armour rating against all metal weapons, 5% 
damage resistance to electricity/Elemental level + Will mod. They are immune to Static 
Charges as well.


Weapon Disarm - The Elementalist can attempt to disarm any metallic weapon once 
per round. Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level.


Ammunition Stop - The Elementalist can attempt to block any metallic ammunition. Will 
Check DC 10+1  per 10 bullets/arrows.


Metallic powers can cause bleed damage. Each effect lasts for three rounds.


Level 1 - 5 health/level.

Level 2 - 10 health/level

Level 3 - 20 health/level.

Level 4 - 40 health/level. + 20 health/level after.


Metal and Magnetism
Level Passives Magnetism Control Metal Combat

1 Personal Magnetism Stop There Metallic Glove

2 Magnetic Blast Metallic Blast

3 Weapon Disarm Immobilize Metals Metallic Burst

4 Metal Shield Metallic Spin

5 Ammunition Stop Magnetism Shield Metallic Crush

6 Metallic Shields Cave in
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Magnetism Control 

Stop there (crowd control) 
Action Points - 3

Range - 3 squares


Description - This character can stop any opponent wearing metallic objects. They can 
resist it with a Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. The affected 
characters can still perform actions.


Magnetic Blast (Tech Control) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 5’/level


Description - they unleash a powerful EMP pulse that completely fries any kind of 
technical equipment. Anyone with Cyberlink Technologies loses their abilities. Power 
Armour will have reduced functioning as well - unless they have a faraday cage.


Immobilize Metals (AoE crowd control) 
Action Points - 3/round

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 5’/level


Description - Using magnetic powers, the Elementalist starts to hamper the movement 
of anyone with metal objects. Opponents are either slowed or held depending on how 
much metallic equipment they have. They can resist the effect with a Physique Check 
DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level.


Metal Shield (Personal Melee Reaction Defence) 
Action Points - 4/round.


Description - The Elementalist uses his powers to create swirling metal around them to 
block attacks. +1 deflection armour rating/elemental level. Any character hitting the 
character in melee range takes 1/2 physical damage and adds one bleed level.


Magnetism Shield (PB AoE Defence) 
Action Points - 5/round

AoE - 10’ radius
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Description - Creates a shield of magnetic energy, protecting everyone from electrical 
attacks. They gain 5% damage resistance/level + Will Mod. Also adds a +1 deflection 
armour rating/level.


Metallic Shields (PB AoE Reaction Defence) 
Action Points - 7/round


Description - the Elementalist can command metallic objects around them within a 10’ 
radius. All people within the shield receive the same protections as Metallic Shield.


Metal Combat 

Metallic Glove (Melee Attack) 
Action Points - 3


Description - You use magnetism to put a gauntlet of metal objects around their hands. 
When you attack, you do physical damage and force damage with each punch. Adds 
one bleed level.


Metallic blast (Ranged Attack) 
Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares


Description - Shoots metallic shards at someone - normal physical damage. Adds two 
bleed levels. Chance for knock back 10' - Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
elemental level.


Metallic Burst (PB AoE) 
Action Points - 6

AOE - 10’


Description - Shoots metallic shards from out of the character's location. Normal 
physical damage. Adds one bleed level.


Metallic Spin (PB AoE) 
Action Points - 4/round


Description - creates a circle of metallic objects revolving around the character within a 
5’ radius. Anyone trying to enter takes double physical damage and gains 2 levels of 
bleed.
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Metallic crush (Ranged Devastation Power) 
Action Points - 7


Description - You use magnetism to implode metal objects against your opponents. 
Does double physical damage, causes three levels of bleed damage and can Stun the 
opponents. Will check DC - 10 + Will mod + level.


Cave In (Indoor Last Resort Power) 
Action Points - 10


Description - using your powers, you tear at the metallic foundations of buildings to 
cause as much mayhem as possible. Every metallic object in 5’/elemental level radius 
implodes into the centre of the effect. Anything in the line of fire takes triple physical 
damage with three levels of bleed damage.


The destruction also immobilizes them for 1 round.


Photon Manipulation - This Elementalist can control photon and force. They sweep 
their foes away with concussive blasts - flinging them like rag dolls. With both melee 
and ranged attacks, this set can be very devastating.


Passives -

Force Absorption - Characters absorb 5% of force and photon damage/elemental 
level. They gain 1 action point for every 25 damage they absorb.


Force Reflection - After the absorb, the character has a +1 deflection armour rating/
elemental level against force attacks.


Force Reaction - Anyone rushing within melee range of the Elementalist can be 
Knocked Down. Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level.


Energy Manipulation
Level Passives Energy Melee Energy Blasts

1 Force Absorption Energy Push Energy Bolt

2 Energy Punch Energy Wave

3 Force Reflection Energy Slam Energy Torrent

4 Energy Butt Concussive Blast

5 Force Reaction Energy Kick Sniper Blast

6 Energy Smash Nova
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Energy Manipulators charge up through kinetic energy. Kinetic energy charges last 
three rounds and stack.


Level 1 - +1 action point regen/round.

Level 2 - +1 action point regen/round, +1 deflection ac.

Level 3 - +1 action point regen/round, +1 deflection ac, +1 movement.

Level 4 - + 2 action points regen/round, + 2 deflection ac, + 2 movement. + 1 action 
point, deflection ac, +1 movement per level after.


Energy Melee 

Energy Push (melee crowd control) 
Action Points - 3


Description - You funnel force through your hands. It does normal force damage and 
normal energy damage with a chance for knock back of 10’. Physique Check DC - 10 + 
will mod + elemental level.


Energy Punch (melee crowd control) 
Action Points - 4


Description - you funnel force through your hands and punch an opponent in the face 
normal photon damage and normal force damage, stunning the opponent unless they 
make a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Elemental level. Adds one kinetic energy 
charge.


Energy Slam (PB AoE) 
Action Points - 6


Description - you funnel force as you slam your leg down on the ground. It creates a 
shockwave that does double force damage and normal photon damage to anything in 
a 10’ radius. Chance for knock back 10’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
Elemental level.


Energy Butt (Melee crowd control) 
Action Points - 6


Description - you funnel force as you smash someone in the head with your head. 
Does double force damage and normal photon damage with a chance to stun for one 
round/2 elemental levels. Will Check DC - 14 + Will mod + Elemental level. Adds one 
kinetic energy charge.
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Energy Kick (melee crowd control) 
Action Points - 6


Description - you funnel force as you forward kick someone. Does double force 
damage and normal photon damage, with a chance of knock back 20’. Physique 
Check DC - 10 + Will mod + elemental level. Adds two kinetic energy charge.


Energy Smash (melee crowd control) 
Action Points - 8


Description - you funnel force into a body slam your opponent. Does double force 
damage and double photon damage, with a chance of knock back 30’. Physique 
Check DC - 14 + will mod + elemental level. Adds three kinetic energy charge.


Energy Range 

Energy Bolt (ranged crowd control) 
Action Points - 3

Range - 3 squares


Description - Shots a bolt of condensed force, doing normal force damage and normal 
photon damage. Chance for knock back 10’. Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + 
elemental level.


Energy Wave (cone crowd control) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 2 squares * 1 squares cone


Description - You shoot an energy wave that affects everything in a 20’ by 10’ cone, 
doing normal force damage and normal photon damage with a chance of knock back 
20’. Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level.


Energy Torrent (short-ranged overwhelm power) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 1 square


Description - You unleash a huge amount of photons against a short-range target, 
doing double force damage and double photon damage. Chance for knock back 20’. 
Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level.
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Concussive Blast (ranged AoE crowd control) 
Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 5’/elemental level


Description - The Elementalist shoots a concentrated blast of force that explodes on 
impact doing double force and normal photon damage to all opponents.


Chance for knock back 10’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level.


Sniper Blast (Long ranged Attack) 
Action Points - 7

Range - 5 squares


Description - shoots a concentrated blast of force at one opponent. Does double force 
damage and double photon damage with a chance for knock back 20’ and stun for 1 
round. Knock back Physique Check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level. Stun Will 
check DC - 10 + will mod + elemental level.


Nova (Last Resort PB AoE) 
Action Points - 10

AOE - 30’


Description - In a final effort, while the character is under 30% health, they unleash 
massive forces that blast anything in a 30’ radius away, doing triple force damage and 
triple photon damage. Chance for Stun - Will check DC - 14 + Will mod + Elemental 
level. Knock back 30’ - Physique check DC - 14 + will mod + elemental level.
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Psychic Powers 

Amongst the Gifted, people with psychic powers are amongst the most dangerous. 
They can see things others hid from others viewing things miles away or seeing the 
future. Telepaths can read thoughts and manipulate what their opponents see, hear 
and experience. They can move objects with their minds. No one wants to fight them - 
they can kill at the speed of their thoughts.


Psychics often mix and match from other psychic power sets.


Background Availability - Gifted, Mystic.


Extrasensory perception - This psychic power set allows you to detect things hidden 
from others. From seeing remote events to seeing small changes, nothing escapes 
your notice.


Expanded Senses 
Keen Eyesight - People with ESP start to notice details that others will not see because 
they train themselves to see the differences. +1 awareness.


Keen Hearing - As they learn how to listen to remote locations, they can hear even 
better in the present, gaining +1 on awareness rolls.


Keen Smelling - As you develop the ability to smell remote locations, your awareness 
of smells in the environment grows stronger. You gain +1 for awareness rolls.


History Touch - By touching an object, you can see its entire history - who has owned it 
and how they used it.


Remote Experience 

Clairvoyance (remote information gather) 
Action Points - 2/round


Extra Sensory Perception
Level Expanded senses Remote Experience

1 Keen Eyesight Clairvoyance

2 Keen Hearing Clairadoyance

3 Keen Smelling Clairanausence

4 History Touch Future Sense
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Description - The character sends their astral body leaves to view something - whether 
it is down the hall, past a door, or anywhere they have seen. The character can only 
see what is happening. These visions do not allow you to hear unless they have 
Clairadoyace and smell things if they have Clairanausence. Mystics can move objects, 
but Gifted can't. Seeing the environment gives +1 Will mod and +1 Surprise rolls.


Clairadoyance (remote information gather) 
Action Points - 3/round


Description - The character can now listen to what is happening in the environment - 
improving the Will Mod and Surprise Roll to +2.


Clairanausence (remote information gather) 
Action Points - 4/round


Description - Now the character can smell what is in an environment, allowing them to 
help their companions prepare for poisonous gases.


Future Sense (remote information gather) 
Action Points - 5/round


Description - the character can see the future when they leave their body, allowing 
them to see what may happen before it happens so they can prepare.


Telepathy - The citizens of Trinity City are afraid of telepaths. They are the most 
dangerous information brokers in Trinity City and they can take your free will away 
instantly. Telepathy is the most potent crowd control set in the game.


Telepathy
level Mind Tricks Psychic Warfare Illusions

1 Mind Link Mind Reading Mind Cloak

2 Send Thought Mind Leach Fear

3 Mind Control Psionic Protection Enrage

4 Mass Mind Link Synaptic Break Mass Mind Cloak

5 Confusion Mind Shield Mass Fear

6 Mass Mind Control Mass Mind Leach Mass Enraged
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Mind Tricks 

Mind link (telepathic intrusion) 
Action Points - 3

Range - eyesight


Description - creates a psychic link between you and another person. You may choose 
to share sensory experiences if you want, but it allows you to affect anyone with your 
control powers. It is a Quick action.


Send thought/experience (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - eyesight


Description - You use your telepathy to confuse an opponent - sending intruding 
thoughts or distracting experiences. They can escape the effect with a Will Check DC - 
10 + Will mod + telepathy level.


Mind Control (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 4/round

Range - eyesight


Description - the Telepath takes over one mind completely, leaving them vulnerable 
because they can't take any action themselves. The Telepath knows what powers this 
character has and can use them, a character can resist with a Will Check DC - 14 + 
Will mod + Telepathy level.


Mass Mind Link (telepathic intrusion) 
Action Points - 6

Range - eyesight


Description - The Telepath can link to every mind within 5’/telepathy level, which allows 
them to attack with mass telepathic attacks.


Confusion (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 7

Range - eyesight

Duration - 1 round/telepath level.


Description - The Telepath confuses all those they have mind linked. Opponents can 
resist the effect with a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + telepathy level.


Mass Mind Control (telepathic mind control) 
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Action Points - 10

Range - eyesight


Description - This powerful ability allows the Telepath to control any person they have 
mind linked. Will Check DC - 10 + will mod + telepathy level.


Psychic Warfare 

Mind Reading (Psychic Passive) 
Action Points - 0


Description - The character can hear the thoughts of anyone within a 10’ radius/
Telepathy level. Unless someone has a mind cloaking power, they cannot surprise the 
Telepath.


Mind Leach (Psychic Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - eyesight


Description - Any mind linked character can have their action points leached from them 
to you. You gain one action point, while they lose one action point/telepathy level.


Psionic Protection (Psychic Personal Protection Passive) 
Action Points - 0


Description - Your mind is so powerful it radiates a hedge around all around you. You 
can reject any mind link - Attacking character must make a Will DC of 10 + Will mod + 
Telepathy level to overcome your defence. Also reduces telepathic damage by a 10%/
telepathy level.


Synaptic Break (Telepathic Attack) 
Action Points - 7

Range - eyesight


Description - Creates such a telepathic intrusion, you can cause massive damage - 50/
telepathy level. Can stun the target for three rounds unless they pass a Will Check DC - 
14 + Will mod + Telepathy level.


Mind Shield (Telepathic Defence) 
Action Points - 4/round

AoE - 10' radius
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Description - The telepath can extend the protections of their mind to protect their 
allies.


Mass Mind Leach (Psychic Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 8

Range - eyesight


Description - You can drain any person you are mind linked. The character does gain 
one action point per person affected, and they are all drained for one action point/
Telepathy level.


Illusions 

Mind Cloak (telepathic personal protection) 
Action Points - 3/round.


Description - the Telepath can make their mind undetectable to other telepaths. Stealth 
is normal against telepaths.


Fear (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - eyesight

Duration - 1 round/telepath level.


Description - The opponent sees visions that scare him. They can resist with a Will 
Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Telepathy level.


Enrage (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 4

Range - eyesight

Duration - 1 round.


Description - The target becomes agitated to the point of rage attacking their allies and 
anyone around them. They can resist with a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Telepathy 
level.


Mass Mind Cloak (telepathic protection) 
Action Points - 3+1/person/round - if they are protecting 3 other people, it would be 
3+3 = 6/round.


Description - They now shield the minds of their allies so they can remain hidden from 
telepaths and resist telepathic attacks.
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Mass Fear (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 8

Range - eyesight

Duration - 1 round/telepath level


Description - This power puts the Fear effect on all they have mind linked with, 
stunning them. They can resist with a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Telepathy level.


Mass Enrage (telepathic crowd control) 
Action Points - 8

Range - eyesight

Duration - 1 round


Description - This power enrages all mind-linked targets, making them attack each 
other in rage. They can resist with a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Telepathy level.


Telekinesis - There is nothing more scary than someone who can move their hand and 
throw boulders like rag dolls. The Telekinetic can do things that put people in awe. 
Their abilities make them powerful melee combatants. Few can survive an angry 
telekinetic.


Passives -

Mind over Matter - You gain +3 movement, +1 deflection armour rating/telekinetic level. 
They use their Will attribute instead of Strength to determine melee damage. Also, 
Physique Checks add their Will mod as well. 

Unhindered - their telekinesis abilities prevent any immobilization or movement 
reduction debuffs. 

Telekinesis
Level Passives Telekinetic Control Telekinetic Combat

1 Mind over Matter Telekinetic Pull/Push Telekinetic Punch 

2 Telekinetic Shield Boomerang Throw

3 Unhindered Immobolize Telekinetic Strip

4 Telekinetic Jump Telekinetic Wave

5 Inertial Barrier Telekinetic Shell Telekinetic Rip

6 Telekinetic Lock picking Mass Immobilize Telekinetic Vortex
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Inertial Barrier - reduces fall damage by 30 feet.


Telekinetic Lock picking - their powers are so refined they can open any simple lock. 

Telekinetic Control 

Telekinetic pull/push (Telekinetic control)

Action Points - 3

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The telekinetic uses their abilities to pull or push any object. The 
telekinetic can use these objects as projectiles - doing normal physical damage. You 
cannot use this power on objects heavier than what your strength/will can carry. 

Objects may stun opponents if they fail a Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + telekinesis 
level.


Telekinesis Shield (personal defence)

Action Points - 4

Duration - 1 round 

Description - the character creates a telekinetic shield in a 90-degree arc, 5 feet wide. 
The field will provide a +1 deflection armour rating/telekinesis level. They also gain a 
+2.5 physical damage reduction/telekinesis level + Will mod. And finally, they gain + 
10% physical, force and elemental resistance/telekinesis level + Will mod. 

Immobilize (telekinetic crowd control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/telekinetic level 

Description - using your telekinetic powers, you encase an opponent in a shell where 
they can not move, attack or perform any action. They can attempt to break free with a 
Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Telekinetic level. Attacks on the character are 
Anti-heroic or Villainous acts. 

Telekinetic jump (Telekinetic Movement Buff)

Action Points - 5 

Description - using their powers, they can jump higher and farther than normal. Adds 5 
Jump distance and 2.5 Jump height/telekinetic level. 

Telekinetic Shell (AoE Defence)
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Action Points - 5/round

AoE - 5’ + Will Mod. 

Description - They use their telekinetic powers to surround themselves and their allies 
in a protective cocoon. It provides the protections of a telekinetic shield. 

Mass Immobilize (Telekinetic AoE Crowd Control)

Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares 

Description - puts anyone in a 10’ radius into an Immobilize field. They can’t move, 
perform actions or attack. They can attempt to break free with a Physique check - 10 + 
Will mod + Telekinetic level. Any attacks will be Anti-heroic or Villainous acts.


Telekinetic Combat 

Telekinetic punch (melee buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - using Telekinesis, you imbue your melee attack with normal force damage 
and adds + 2.5/Telekentic level + Will mod damage vulnerability to your weapon. 

Boomerang throw (Ranged Melee Attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - 2 squares 

Description - You throw your melee weapon/weapons doing normal physical and force 
damage to an opponent within range. The weapons always return to the telekinetic 
after the attack. 

Telekinetic Strip (Telekinetic Armour Debuff)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 3 rounds 

Description - using your telekinetic powers, you lower the armour rating value of an 
armour piece by 1/Telekinetic level. It also reduces damage reduction by 2.5/Telekinetic 
level + Will mod. 

Telekinetic wave (Telekinetic Cone attack)

Action Points - 6

Range - 2 square * 1 square cone 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Description - You use your powers to create an unrelenting telekinetic cone. It does 
double force damage with a chance for knock back 20’ - Physique Check DC - 10 + 
will mod + telekinetic level. 

Telekinetic Rip (PB AoE)

Action Points - 7

AOE - 10’ 

Description - Using your powers, you Telekinetic Strip against any opponent within 
range. 

Telekinetic Vortex (Last Resort PB AoE)

Action Points - 10

AOE - 30’ radius


Description - Usable only when you’re below 30% Health. Using your Telekinesis, you 
lift any opponent in the air. Then you do a Telekinetic Strip on them and then slam them 
on the ground for triple force damage and 30’ fall damage.


Biopathy - Some psychics read minds, some see things, others move objects. 
Biopaths manipulate the body - healing, buffing and hindering anyone as they choose. 
Biopaths are sought out for their abilities to heal people quickly.


Passives -  
Immunity - This character immune to diseases, poisons or other harmful intrusive 
conditions. 

Accelerated Metabolism - +1 action point regen/round. 

Biofeedback - +1 physique, will and reflex dc check/level. 

Biopathy
Level Passives Biopathic Buff Biopathic Debuff

1 Bio Immunity Accelerate Healing Sickness

2 Harden Skin Lethargy

3 Accelerated Metabolism Metabolize Sphere Slowness

4 Healing Sphere Mass Sickness

5 Biofeedback Hardening Sphere Mass Lethargy

6 Revive Mass Slowness
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Biopathic Buff 

Accelerate healing (Targeted Heal)

Action Points - 5

Range - 2 squares 

Description - using your ability to manipulate bodies and healing processes, you can 
help anyone recover from many ailments and heal their wounds. You stop bleeding, 
poisons and diseases. You also heal 25 health/Biopath level + will mode. 

Harden Skin (Self Protection)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - Using various techniques, they add damage resistance to physical, 
energy and force damage by 5%/biopath level + Will mod. 

Metabolize sphere (PB AoE Buff)

Action Points - 4/round

AoE - 10’ radius 

Description - Grants allies +3 initiative, + 25% + will mod damage bonus and +1 action 
point regen/round. 

Healing sphere (PB AoE heal)

Action Points - 7

AoE - 10’ radius 

Description - heals anyone for 15 health/level + Will mod. 

Hardening sphere (PB AoE Buff)

Action Points - 7/round. 

Description - The Metabolize sphere adds Harden Skin to allies as well now. 

Revive (Revive power)

Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares 

Description - This power brings a fallen companion back into the battle. They have 
25% health. 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Biopathic Debuff 

Sickness (Targeted Debuff)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath Level 

Description - Uses biomanipulation to reduces health regen by five health/round and 
reduces healing abilities by 1/2. Opponents can resist this effect with a Physique check 
- DC - 10 + Will mod + Biopath level. 

Lethargy (Targeted Debuff)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath level 

Description - You use your powers to lower Physique, Reflex and Will DC checks by 1/
biopath level. It also reduces action point regen by 1/round. Opponents can resist this 
effect with a Physique check - DC - 10 + Will mod + Biopath level. 

Slowness (Targeted Debuff)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath Level 

Description - You use your powers to slow an opponent’s movement by 3. Opponents 
can resist this effect with a Physique check - DC - 10 + Will mod + Biopath level. 

Mass Sickness (Targeted Debuff AoE)

Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath level. 

Description - Using your powers, you affect two opponents/biopath level with 
Sickness. Opponents can resist this effect with a Physique check - DC - 10 + Will mod 
+ Biopath level. 

Mass Lethargy (Targeted Debuff AoE) 
Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath level.
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Description - Using your powers to affect two opponents/biopath level with Lethargy. 
Opponents can resist this effect with a Physique check - DC - 10 + will mod + Biopath 
level. 

Mass Slowness (Targeted Debuff AoE)

Action Points - 10

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Biopath level 

Description - Affects two opponents/biopath level with Slowness. Opponents can resist 
this effect with a Physique check - DC - 10 + Will mod + Biopath level.




Support my work


 Ethereum	 	      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    BitCoin

Social Media


Twitter - https://twitter.com/amazinggamepro

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/gaming/
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Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/
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Technologies 

Engineers are the City’s most comprehensive resource. They provide so much 
automation that keeps the city living. If there weren’t 10s of thousands of engineers 
working hard, many would-be starving. Some have also taken up the mantle of hero. 
They go out to protect the citizens and ensure they disrupt criminal activities. 

Technopathy - there are some Gifted who can communicate with technology with a 
simple touch. They can send their thoughts to computer systems, bending the device 
to their Will's. 

Background Availability - Gifted.


Passives - upon touch, you start communicating with any computer system, learning 
anything you want from it. 

Implant Perfection - If the character has CyberLink technology, he can hide them from 
detection. They also provide +1 bonus stat/2 technopathy levels - up to +9 stat. 

Device Optimization - Technology devices have 5%/technopathy level bonuses. 

Technopathy
Level Passives Computer Systems Communication Devices

1 Techno Touch Security Bypass Daisy Chaining

2 Security Switch Device Overload

3 Implant Perfection IFF redirection Device Alarm

4 Misdirection Mass Daisy Chaining

5 Device Optimization Remote connection Device Shutdown

6 Traffic Redirection Mass Device Alarms
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Computer Systems 

Security Bypass (System Hacking)

Action Points - 2

Range - Touch 

Description - You hack a computer system to open up doors and security locks, get 
area maps and view cameras. You can also cancel any alarm currently active.


Security Switch (System Hacking)

Action Points - 3

Range - Touch 

Description - Once you connect with the computer system, you can command armed 
security devices to deactivate. This change is undetectable, except for cameras. 

IFF Redirection (System Hacking)

Action Points - 7

Range - Touch 

Description - You communicate with the turrets in an area to consider you a friend and 
your opponents as foes. 

Misdirection (System Hacking)

Action Points - 7

Range - Touch 

Description - you communicate with security camera systems - and they will remove 
any footage with you in it. 

Remote connection (System Hacking)

Action Points - 5

Range - Touch 

Description - Connecting with two systems, you can copy, move or delete any 
information from one device to another. 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Traffic Redirection (System Hacking)

Action Points - 5

Range - Touch 

Description - you can communicate with traffic lights to ensure you get the fastest 
movement to your destination. 

Communication Devices (Com Network Range)


Daisy Chaining (System Hacking)

Action Points - 3 

Description - using your communication device, you start talking to other 
communication devices. You can learn anything you want from the data on that device. 

Device overload (System Hacking)

Action Points - 4 

Description - now you can cause the other device to overload, completely frying the 
device, causing it to become non-functional and do 1/4 fire damage against its owner. 

Device Alarm (System Hack and Crowd Control) 
Action Points - 4 

Description - you can make any connected device sound an alarm revealing any 
stealthed characters and could cause them to lose a round of combat. Will check DC - 
6 + judgement mod + technopathy level. 

Mass Daisy Chaining (System Hacking)

Action Points - 6 

Description - you can now connect with many devices. You can communicate with 
your Will Mod + Technopathy level devices at any one time.


Device Shutdown (System Hacking)

Action Points - 6 

Description - using your communication device, you can shut down other connected 
communication devices. 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Mass Device Alarms (System Hacking)

Action Points - 7 

Description - You can make all devices you are connected to sound an alarm.


Gadgets - While some engineers focus on spectacular displays of technical know-
how, some specialize in making gadgets. They can create all kinds of fascinating 
things, from healing rays to using trip mines. These gadget wielders can make a huge 
difference in combat.


Passives

Tech Gun - This multi-versatile gun can do so many things using a variety of cartridges. 
It can do anything from healing to grappling to sonic bursts and taser wires. 

Utility Belt - Along with the Tech gun, you gain a utility belt with all the cartridges. They 
have three slots + 1 slot/Gadget level. The belt recharges cartridges one charge/hour. 

Bandolier - Most characters have three grenade slots. With a Bandolier, they gain +1 
grenade slot/Gadget level. 

Tech Visor - uses various detection techniques to improve awareness checks - +1 
awareness/Gadget level. 

Gadget support 

Gadgets
Level Passives Gadget Support Gadget Combat

1 Tech Gun, Utility Belt Drone Support Taser blast

2 Mag Pulse Pop Knives

3 Bandolier Smoke Bomb Grappling Gun

4 Healing Gun Flash Grenade

5 Tech Visor Stimulant Sonic Gun

6 Nanite Grenade Trip Mines
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Drone Support (Tech Summon)

Action Points - 2 

Description - Uses a thought-controlled drone to perform scouting and espionage 
tasks. 

Drone -

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 50

Resistances - force/physical - 10% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15 

Abilities -

Block - the Drone moves between an opponent and its controller - attempting to 
provoke an attack to defend them. 

Disarm Mine/Trap - the Drone shots an electrical pulse that disarms traps or mines. 

Mag pulse (Tech Gun Ammo)

Charge Usage - 1

Range - 3 squares 

Description - this type of ammo does a magnetic pulse that disrupts technical devices 
in a 10’ radius. The first shot halves the bonuses of equipment, the 2nd fries the 
equipment. 

Smoke Bomb (Grenade Support)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 2 rounds 

Description - You throw a smoke grenade (if you have any in inventory). It lowers attack 
rolls and awareness checks of opponents by 1/gadget level. 

Healing gun (Tech Gun Ammo)

Charge Usage - 1

Range - 2 squares

 

Description - Heals one target for 25 health/gadget level + Will Mod. Also, the blast 
removes Stuns and Confusion with brain stimulants. 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Stimulant (Tech Gun Ammo)

Charge Usage - 1

Range - 2 squares

Duration - 1 round/gadget level.


Description - Stimulates the target, granting them an additional attack or action per 
round - no penalty. The character also gains a +1 to DC checks/gadget level. 

Nanite grenade (Grenade Support)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round.

AoE - 10' 

Description - This grenade uses nanites to reduce the defences and movement speed 
of opponents. It reduces opponents speed and armour rating by 1/level and damage 
reduction by 5%/level. 

Gadget combat 

Taser Blast (Tech Gun attack)

Charges - 1

Range - 2 squares


Description - Shots a Taser blast at an opponent doing normal electricity damage, with 
a stun chance. Will check DC - 10 + will mod + gadget level. 

Pop Knives (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 3 

Description - Hiding knives on springs in their sleeves, the engineer activates them to 
start stabbing people. Acts as duo knives, but the initial attack surprises and does a 
critical hit. Does double bonus damage and bleed damage. 

Grappling Gun (Tech Gun Attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - shot - 3 squares, Kick - 2 squares. 

 

Description - Shoots a grappling hook and rope from a bottom attachment. The rope 
extends 50 feet and can help characters climb up 25’/round. Shot up gun allows for 
swinging kick attack. 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The shooting attack does normal physical damage. 

Swinging kick attack does double force damage. 

Flash Grenade (Grenade Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

AoE - 30’

Duration - 2 rounds


Description - You throw a flash-bang grenade to causes Stun and Blindness in 
opponents looking at it. A Reflex check negates - DC - 10 + Will mod + Gadget level. 

Sonic Gun (Tech Gun Attack)

Charges - 3

Range - 20’ * 10’ cone. 

Description - shoots concentrated sound energy from the gun in a cone. Does double 
force damage with a chance of stunning for 1 round. Will check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
Gadget level. 

Trip mines (Bomb Attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You place mines that have a 5’ radius trigger area around the battlefield. 
They have a 10’ radius explosion field and do triple force damage, normal fire and 
normal physical damage.


Power Armour - Since PA, the soldier from the future, showed up Power armour has 
become mainstream for the City. There are divisions of soldiers in complete 
indestructium armour. With Power-Linked technologies, the City is that much more 
secure. 

Since the advancement in personal protective devices, many engineers try to create 
their versions. They may not be as powerful as PAs, but they are powerful nonetheless.
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Passives 

Armour - This suit is almost pure indestructium, the armour has a +6 armour rating + 
1/2 armour levels - up to +9 armour rating. It also has +2.5 physical damage reduction/
Armour level + Will Mod, and +5% damage resistance for physical, force and energy 
damage/Armour level + Will mod. 

Tactical Display - With an advanced AI and improved HUD, the armour grants +1 attack 
rolls and awareness/Armour level. 

Power Linked - Amplifies Gifted abilities by 5%/armour level. 

The Sword and Shield powers can be upgraded to Indestructium, giving further 
enhancements, if they can be purchased or created by the character. 

Sword - +25 physical damage, +3 to attack rolls and +15 damage vulnerability - 5 
strips.

Shield - +2 deflection armour rating, +5% elemental and force defence, +25 physical 
damage resistance - 10 strips


Combat 

Power Sword (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 3 

Description - The sword vibrates at a high frequency, improving the critical hit range by 
one, and doing normal force and physical damage to the target. 

Power Armour
Level Passives Combat Support

1 Armour Power Sword Power Shield

2 Pulse Blaster Drone

3 Tactical Display Mad Dash Spotlight

4 Pulse Wave Cluster Flash

5 Power-linked Grenade Launcher Taser Blast

6 Pulse Overload Steam Exhaust
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Pulse Blaster (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - Using internal power, you blast force energy at an opponent. Does normal 
force and photon damage with a chance for knock back 10’ - Physique check DC - 10 
+ Will mode + armour level. 

Mad Dash (Melee Rush Power)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - you use the power of the suit to propel you up to 30 feet in a few 
seconds, slamming an opponent, doing double force damage and normal physical 
damage. Chance for 20’ knock back - Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Armour 
level. 

Pulse Wave (Ranged Cone Attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 20’ by 10’ cone. 

Description - you overload the gauntlet of your suit to shoot a cone of concussive 
force. Does normal force and photon damage to all affected opponents. Chance for 
knock back 10’ - Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + level. 

Grenade Launcher (Ranged AoE attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 3 squares 

Description - you shoot an impulse grenade at your opponents. It explodes in a 10’ 
radius for triple force, normal physical damage and fire damage. Requires the grenade 
to fire. Chance for 20’ knock back - Physique check DC - 10 + will mod + armour level. 

Pulse overload (Last Resort PB AoE)

Action Points - 10 

Description - if you’re below 30% Health, you can set your armour to produce an 
extraordinary pulse that will devastate your enemies in a 20’ radius, doing triple force 
and double photon damage. Chance for knock back 20’ - Physique check DC - 14 + 
Will mod + Armour level. Chance for 1 round stun - will check DC - 10 + will mod + 
armour level.
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Support 

Power Shield (Personal Shield)

Action Points - 3 

Description - with a powered shield coming from out your arm, you defend yourself 
and anything behind the 5 feet wide shield. Provides +1 deflect armour rating, with a 
+5% physical, force and energy resistance/level against all frontal attacks. 

Drone Support (Tech Summon)

Action Points - 2 

Description - Uses a thought-controlled drone to perform scouting and espionage 
tasks. 

Drone - 

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 50

Resistances - force/physical - 10% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15


Abilities - 

Block - the Drone moves between an opponent and its controller in an attempt to 
defend them. 

Disarm Mine/Trap - the Drone shots an electrical pulse that disarms traps or mines. 

Spotlight (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - In your chest, you have a spotlight that can blind your opponent, 
reducing their armour rating and attack rolls. They can resist this with an Agility check - 
DC 10 + Armour Level + Will Mod. 

Cluster Flash (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 6

Range - 4 squares
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Description - shoots 3 flash-bang grenades, which can cause blindness and stun to 
anyone who sees it within 30’. Reflex Check DC - 10 + will mod + armour level to 
negate the effect. 

Taser Blast (Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 2 squares 

Description - Shoots a Taser wire at a target, doing 1/2 electrical damage with a 
chance to stun them. Physique check DC - 10 + will mod + armour level. 

Steam Exhaust (crowd control escape)

Action Points - 7 

Description - You release steam from the exhaust ports to obscure your presence and 
heat the area. Adds +1 heat severity. It also provides +1 stealth checks/armour level.


Robots - Some engineers obsess about creating their army of robots to do their 
bidding. Using their communication device, they control their very own minions. 

At the start, This power set is very vulnerable but ends up being one of the most 
dominant power sets in the game. They can command so many minions no one could 
get through them all.


Passives - 

AI Assistant - Using your expertise in programming, you have an AI assistant on your 
communication device that connects with your robots and even hack other systems.


Robots
Level Robotic Computational 

1 AI Assistant Drone Scout Overdrive Hack

2 Robotic Servant Hacking

3 Robot Pet Infect Robots

4 Robotic Fighter Computational Reboot

5 Robotic Server Computational Shield

6 Ultra Robot Dominate Robot
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Robotic 

Drone Scout (Technological Summoning)

Action Points - 2 

Drone -

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 50

Resistances - force/physical - 10% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15 

Abilities -

Block - the Drone moves between an opponent and its controller to defend them. 

Disarm Mine/Trap - the Drone shots an electrical pulse that disarms traps or mines. 

At level 3 -

Taser - The Drone can now shoot a taser that does 1/4 electrical damage with a stun 
chance. Will Check DC - 10 + will mod + robot level. 

At Level 5 - 

Pulse Weapon - The Drone can shoot a pulse-like bolt from a pulse pistol, doing 
normal force damage and normal photon damage. 

Robotic Servant (Technological Summon)

Action Points - 4 

Robotic Servant - 

Armour Rating - 14

Durability - 100

Resistances - force/physical/energy - 25% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Nanite Reinforce - 5 durability/round.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 12 

Abilities -

Punch (2 action) - the Robot punches an opponent doing normal physical damage.
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Kick (4 action) - the Robot kicks for normal physical damage with a chance for knock 
back 10’ - Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + robot level.


At level 4 - 

Maintenance (6 action) - uses its nanites to repair other robots for 10 durability + 1/ 
robot level. 

At level 6 -

Self-Destruct (10 action) - when the Robot is below 30 durability, it can self-destruct - 
doing triple force damage, normal physical and fire damage in a 20’ radius. 

Robot pet (Technological Summon)

Action Points - 4 

Robotic Pet - Can be a Wolf, Large Cat or Bear.

Armour Rating - 14

Durability - 80

Resistances - force/physical/energy - 20% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15 

Abilities -

Bite(4 action) - the Robot bites down, doing double physical damage with a level 1 
bleed. 

Pounce (4 action) - Propelling at high speeds, the Pet now knocks down their target 
and then mauls them. Knock down - Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Robot level. 
If the target resists the knock down, they only do normal physical damage. If maul is 
successful - triple bonus damage.


At level 5 - 

Coordinated attack (6 action) - the Pet coordinates an attack with the other robots, 
performing their basic attacks. 

Robotic Fighter (Technological Summons)

Action Points - 5 

Robotic Fighter 

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 150

Resistances - force/physical/energy - 30% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.
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Nanite Reinforcement - restores 10 durability/round.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 12 

Abilities -

Blast Attack (4 action) - Shoots a pulse out of their hand, doing normal force and 
photon damage. Chance for knock back 10’ - physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
robot level.


Shield (4 action) - The Robot extends a shield out to protect it from incoming attacks, 
providing a +2 deflection armour rating. 

Sword (4 action) - the robot extends a sword to attack opponents in melee, doing 
normal physical damage and attacks with 12 strength stat. 

At level 6 -

Self Destruct (10 action) - if this machine's durability is below 50, it can self-destruct in 
a 10’ radius for triple force, normal physical and normal fire damage. 

Robotic Server (Technical Summon)

Action Points - 7 

Robotic Server 

Armour Rating - 10

Durability - 100

Resistances - force/physical/energy - 20% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Nanites Reinforcement - restores 10 durability/round.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 12


Abilities - 

Restore (4 action points) - The Robot will restore all your robots in a 10’ radius for 10 + 
robot level durability.


Reboot (6 action points) - The Robot will restore another non-functional robot to 
activity with 25 durability.


Co-ordinated Effort (10 action points) - The Robot will cause all other robots to attack 
one opponent with their most powerful attack. 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Ultra Robot (Technical Summon) 
Action Points - 10 

Ultra Robot - 

Armour Rating - 18

Durability - 250

Resistances - force/physical/energy - 30% damage resistance.

Defences - Machine - can’t suffer from any non-technical stun or confusion effects.

Nanites Reinforcement - Restores 10 durability/round.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 12 

Abilities -

Pulse Blast (6 action) - shoots a pulse out of its chest, doing double force damage and 
double photon damage. Chance for 20’ knock back - Physique check DC - 10 + Will 
mod + Robot level. 

Taser Sword (6 action) - attacks a foe with an electrified sword, doing normal physical 
+ normal electricity damage. Electricity damage chains with static charges. The attack 
does damage based upon a 16 Strength Stat. Chance for stun - Will check DC - 10 + 
Will mod + Robot level. 

Shield (4 action) - creates a shield that is 5 feet wide from its arm, shielding others from 
attack, providing a +3 deflection armour rating. 

Ground Slam (6 action) - the Robot slams its foot into the ground, causing a 10’ radius 
shockwave, doing normal force damage. Chance for knock back 10’ - Physique check 
DC - 10 + judgement mod + robot level. 

Computational (Com Network Range)


Over drive hack (computational buff)

Action points - 3/round. 

Description - using your programming and robotics skills, you can enhance your robots 
speed, attack rolls and defences. +3 speed, + 1 attack rolls/robot level, +1 dodge 
armour rating/robot level. 

Hacking (computational debuff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - using your AI assistant, you can hack into different computer systems in 1 
round. You can gain the knowledge they have that can help you on your mission. 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Infect Robots (computational debuff)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - you infect other opposing robots with a virus that causes them to lose 
speed, attack roll and dodge ability. -3 speed, -1 attack rolls/robot level, -1 dodge 
armour rating/robot level. Robots can resist - Will check DC - 10 + will mod + robot 
level. 

Computational Reboot (Computational Purge)

Action Points - 6 

Description - using your communication device, you can reboot your robots, purging 
any computer virus affecting their performance. The Robot is vulnerable to attack and 
can't perform any actions for 1 round. 

Computational Shield (Computational Buff)

Action Points - 6

Duration - 3 rounds + 1 round/robot level. 

Description - using various anti-virus strategies, you prevent viruses from affecting your 
robots. It adds +1 to their will checks/robot level. 

Dominate Robot (Computational buff) 

Action Points - 10 

Description - using a virus, you change an enemy robot to identify you as its owner. 
Will check DC - 10 + will mod + robot level.


CyberLink - Since the Alien Invasion, some citizens worked to reverse their implants. 
They wanted to make stronger soldiers but the experiments almost always ended as 
horror stories. The City made the practice illegal for non-government workers. 

While this ended most of the experimenters, some people in the Network kept working 
on their techniques. 

The City will execute any person with active implants.
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Passives - 

Experimentation - Due to constant upgrades, your endurance is +1/Cyberlink level. 

Self Repair - If an EMP pulse takes out the implants, nanites can have implants 
functional within 10 minutes. 

Faraday Cage - The Nanites have adapted, creating shielding for all implants, 
preventing EMP pulses from taking out the implants. 

Implants 

Implants won't cost any action points to work unless you activate overdrive. 

Strengthening Implant (Implant Buff)

Action Points - 0 (3/r in overdrive) 

Description - you choose one Stat to enhance (other than endurance), which improves 
by +1/CyberLink level. The implant improves to +1.5/cyberlink level in overdrive. 

Stimulant Implant (Implant Buff)

Action Points - 0 (3/r in overdrive) 

Description - this implant stimulates the adrenaline, serotonin and dopamine centres of 
the brain, improving your ability to resist Will effects. +1 Will checks/CyberLink level. 

In overdrive the character gets +2 will checks/CyberLink level and is only affected by 
any mental impairment ability for 1 round. 

Cyberlink
Level Passives Implants Prosthetics

1 Experimentation Strengthening Implant Bulletproof Chest

2 Stimulant Implant Sword Arm

3 Self Repair Speed Implant Shield Arm

4 Health Implant Rocket Foot

5 Fareday Cage Accuracy Implant Grappling Hand

6 Phoenix Implant Blaster Hand
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Speed Implant (Implant Buff)

Action Points - 0 (3/r in overdrive) 

Description - stimulating your adrenaline, you further improve your speed and reflexes. 
You gain +3 speed, +1 reflex/CyberLink level, and +1 dodge armour rating/CyberLink 
level. 

In overdrive, this implant improves to +6 speed, and +1 attack or action/round. 

Health Implant (Implant Buff)

Action Points - 0 (3/r on overdrive) 

Description - +.5 health regen/cyberlink level/round, +1 action regen, +1 physique 
check for poison and disease. 

You can set the implant into overdrive to - +3 health regen/CyberLink level/round. 

Accuracy Implant (implant buff)

Action Points - 0 (3/r in overdrive) 

Description - this implant improves your ability to see and react. +1 attack rolls and 
awareness/level. 

In overdrive - it also increases the critical rate by +1/level and awareness by +2/level. 

Phoenix Implant (Last Resort revival)

Action Points - 10 

Description - If you get defeated, these implants activate and regenerate your health to 
1/2, and sets all implants to overdrive (with no cost) for three rounds. 

Prosthetics - Again, there are passives, unless stated otherwise. 

Bullet Proof Chest (Personal Protection)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You implant various defensive shields within the chest region of the 
character. 3 +1 armour rating, 5 + 2.5 physical damage reduction, and 10 +5% force 
and energy damage resistance/CyberLink level. 

You can improve this protection with Indestructium, which doubles the effects if they 
have enough Indestructium strips for the improvement - 20 strips.
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Sword Arm (personal weapon)

Action Points - 2 to release. 

Description - Replacing your lower arm, you now have a prosthetic that releases a 
machete to attack your opponents. It uses the swordsman skill set - and the sword 
does normal physical damage. 

You can upgrade the appendage with indestructium, which grants +25 physical 
damage, +3 to attack rolls and +15 damage vulnerability - 5 strips. 

Shield Arm (personal defence)

Action Points - 2 to release. 

Description - replacing your other arm, you now have a prosthetic that releases a shield 
that protects you. It gives a +2 deflection armour rating. 

You can upgrade the implant with Indestructium. +2 deflection armour rating, +5% 
elemental and force defence, +25 physical damage resistance - 10 strips. 

Rocket Foot (personal movement buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you now have prosthetic boots that can boost your jump height by 1.5’ 
and distance by 3’/cyberlink level. 

Grappling Hand (personal movement buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - The prosthetic arm now launches its hand up to 20’ to grab at something. 

Blaster Hand (personal ranged attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - The second prosthetic arm shoots a pulse bolt, doing normal force and 
photon damage. 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Shape Shifting 

Very few people, even amongst the Gifted, know anything about Shape Shifters. These 
individuals can alter their form, allowing them to disappear. Some types of Shape 
Shifters are experiments that few people even know about.


Background Availability - Gifted, Mystic, Science.


Duo Entity - Since the invasion, the government of Trinity City has been conducting 
experiments to create a hybrid human-animals. Choosing four of the most deadly 
forms, they have secret soldiers who patrol the city to ensure stability. These duo 
entities will take out problems before they happen.


This set prevents characters from taking super stats.


Passives - 

This character gains up to +3 strength and endurance. This stacks with their changed 
form as well, gaining +9 strength and endurance.


Powers (human form) 

Lion Form
Level Passives Human Form Changed Form Animal Powers

1 Claw Hands +1 strength and 
endurance

Lion Form

2 +1 strength and 
endurance

Short fur +2 strength and 
endurance

Lunge

3 +3 strength and 
endurance

4 +2 strength and 
endurance

Extended Canines +4 strength and 
endurance

Rake

5 Reinforced muscles +5 strength and 
endurance

6 +3 strength and 
endurance

+6 strength and 
endurance

Throat Crush
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Clawed Hands (Melee Buff)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - You turn your hands into your animalistic lion form, which allows you to 
do normal physical damage instead of force. You cannot use any tools while your 
hands are in this form. 

Short Fur (Personal Protection)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - you grow short fur around your body, which allows you to resist one 
hypothermia level. 

Extended Canines (Melee Buff)

Action Points - 3 

Description - You extend your canines to bite your opponent, doing normal physical 
damage. You can also attack with your clawed hands because this is a Quick action. 

Reinforced Muscles (Movement Buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you strengthen your muscles as you jump a great distance, adding +1.5’ 
jump height and +3’ jump distance/Entity level. 

Powers (Lion Form) 

Lion Form (transformation)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - You turn into a humanoid lion, capable of attacking with claws and 
vicious teeth each round doing normal physical damage. Your fur reduces hypothermia 
by level by one, and you gain +10 health and a +1 to physique checks/entity level. Your 
jump height and distance goes up 1.5’ and 3’/level. 

Lunge (transformation attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - 2 squares 

Description - you change from human to lion form as you lunge at an opponent, 
causing possible knock down, doing normal force damage. The opponent can resist 
the knock down with a Physique check DC - 10 + Physique mod + Entity level. 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Rake (attack)

Action Points - 3


Description - You start raking your claws against a Knocked down opponent, doing 
400% bonus damage. +1 attack roll/entity level. Five attacks all causing normal 
physical damage. Creates a level 1 bleed. 

Throat Crush (attack)

Action Points - 3


Description - against a prone opponent in the knock down, you can clamp your teeth 
down on their throat, doing triple bonus damage. Chance for death - Physique check 
DC - 6 + Physique mod + Entity level and is an anti-heroic or villainous act.


Passives - This character, in human form, has up to +3 agility and perception, which 
adds to the bonuses of the Raptor form, granting +9 agility and perception. This form’s 
shape works better for those who work with ranged weapons. 

Powers (Human Form) 

Talon Hands (Melee Buff)

Action Points - 2/round

Description - your hands turn into talons. Talons can still use ranged weapons like 
bows and arrows, but not melee weapons or guns. Your melee attacks now do normal 

Raptor Form
Level Passive Human Form Changed Form Animal Powers

1 Talon Hands +1 agility and 
perception/level

Raptor Form

2 +1 agility and 
perception/level

Hollow bones +2 agility and 
perception/level

3 +3 agility and 
perception/level

Avian Jump

4 +2 agility and 
perception/level

Eagle Eye +4 agility and 
perception/level

Surprise Drop

5 Gliding Jump +5 agility and 
perception/level

6 +3 agility and 
perception/level

+6 agility and 
perception/level

Limited Flight
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physical damage. 

Hallow Bones (personal protection)

Action Points - 3

Duration - 1 turn/level 

Description - your bone structure lowers fall damage by 20’ by hollowing out your 
bones. 

Eagle Eye (combat buff)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - You improve your eyesight by altering into your raptor form - your critical 
hit rate strengthens by +1/entity level. 

Gliding Jump (movement buff)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you start to grow the wing membrane to jump and glide - you only fall 2 
feet per 10 feet travelled. Your jump height improves to 10 feet - allowing you to jump 
up to 50’ in length. 

Powers (Raptor Form) 

Raptor Form (Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - Turns your hands into talons, hollow outs your bones and makes you 
much faster. +3 speed and +1 agility/entity level. Lowers fall damage by 20’. 

Avian Jump (Movement Ability)

Action Points - 4 

Description - using your hollow bones and expanded leg muscles, you jump +3 feet 
higher and longer/entity level. Allows you to gain tactical superiority with a higher 
vantage point.


Surprise Drop (combat stealth ability)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you drop up to 20’ from the ceiling to surprise your opponents. You gain 
two attacks this round, the free attack for surprise and the normal attack after. Surprise 
roll gains +2 while using this power. The character must be higher than your opponents 
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to use this power. 

Limited Flight (Movement ability)

Action Points - 8 

Description - you jump up to 30’ in the air and transform your arms into bird wings. You 
will lose 2 feet for every 20 feet travelled - so you can float up to 300’ in this form.


Passives - Those who have Snake Forms again up to +3 Agility and Strength. In their 
changed form, this goes up to +9 Agility and Strength. Since human form usually 
changes their face to become a snake, they have complete manual dexterity for their 
hands. 

Powers (Human Form) 

Snake Fangs (melee buff)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - You grow venom sacks and snake fangs. Every attack does normal 
physical damage plus it can infect your opponent with one dose of venom. Physique 
check DC - 10 + Will mod + Entity level. 

Heat Sense (perception bonus)

Action Points - 2/round 

Snake Form
Level Passive Human Form Changed Form Animal Powers

1 Snake Fangs +1 agility and 
strength

Snake Form

2 +1 agility and 
strength

Heat Sense +2 agility and 
strength

3 +3 agility and 
strength

Venom Spit

4 +2 agility and 
strength

Swimming +4 agility and 
strength

5 Decuffing +5 agility and 
strength

Camouflage Skin

6 +3 agility and 
strength

+6 agility and 
strength

Assassination bite
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Description - You create heat-sensitive pits that allow you to feel the heat of nearby 
objects, helping with awareness rolls. +1 awareness/entity level. 

Swimming (movement bonus)

Action points - 2/round 

Description - by removing your legs and arms, you swim like a water-born snake, 
increasing your movement by +1 speed/entity level. 

Decuffing (status removal)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you shrink your hands and arms to release yourself from handcuffs, to 
escape police custody/ 

Powers (Animal Form) 

Snake Form (Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - turns you into a snake/human hybrid. Your standard melee attack is a bite 
- normal physical damage + 1 dose of venom. Your opponent can resist - Physique 
check DC - 10 + will mod + entity level. You gain +1 awareness/entity level from heat-
sensitive pits, and your movement in water gains +1 speed/entity level. 

Venom Spit (ranged attack)

Action Points - 3

Range - 2 Squares 

Description - You spit venom at an opponent. It delivers one dose of venom with a 
chance to blind your opponent. Blind resist - Reflex check DC - 10 + Will mod + entity 
level. Venom resist - Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + entity level. 

Camouflage Skin (personal protection)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you turn your scales to allow you to blend into your environment. You 
gain +1 to stealth mod/entity level and allows you to use the next power, Assassination 
Bite.


Assassination Bite (Execution attack)

Action Points - 4 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Description - If you remain hidden, you can perform a lethal bite. It doesn't triple bonus 
physical damage and delivers three doses of venom against the target.


Passives - This character can have up to +3 endurance and perception. In Lizard form, 
this goes up to +9 endurance and perception, making them a powerful tank character. 

Powers (Human Form) 

Clawed Hand (Melee Buff)

Action Points - 2/round 

Description - you turn your hand into a clawed lizard hand. Your melee attacks will do 
normal physical damage. 

Wall Climbing (movement buff)

Action Points - 2/round


Description - you turn your hands into wall climbing appendages, allowing you to climb 
up walls of any height - no chance for falling.


Chameleon Skin (personal protection)

Action Points - 2/round


Description - you can make your skin meld into any environment, giving you stealth 
capabilities of +1 stealth/entity level, allowing you to do the next attack. 

Lizard Form
Level Passives Human Form Changed Form Animal Powers

1 Clawed Hand +1 endurance and 
perception

Lizard Form

2 +1 endurance and 
perception

Wall Climbing +2 endurance and 
perception

Tail Whip

3 +3 endurance and 
perception

4 +2 endurance and 
perception

Chameleon Skin +4 endurance and 
perception

Savage

5 Fang Bite +5 endurance and 
perception

6 +3 endurance and 
perception

+6 endurance and 
perception

Adrenal Healing
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Fang Bite (stealth attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You turn your head into the lizard head and take a bite at someone. You 
do double bonus physical damage, and if you are in stealth, you do triple bonus 
physical damage. 

Powers (Animal Form)


Lizard Form (Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - You gain +2.5 health regen/entity level/round. You can climb walls and 
attack with two claws and a bite per round (no attack penalties), doing normal physical 
damage with each attack. 

Tail Whip (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 5 

Description - Instead of your claws and bite attack, you use your tail in a roundhouse 
fashion. It does double force damage and normal physical with a chance to stun for 
one round. Will check DC - 10 + Physique mod + entity level. 

Savage (Melee Take Down)

Action Points - 5 

Description - Against stunned opponents, you tackle them and start clawing and biting 
them. You do double bonus damage for all the attacks. +1 attack roll/entity level. 

Adrenal Healing (Regen Buff)

Action Points - 3/round


Description - You supercharge your ability to heal, regrowing limbs if you need, as well 
as regenerate seven health/entity level/round.


Metamorph - Very few people in the City know anything about this kind of 
shapeshifter. Many are government agents who will work to discredit or deal with 
problematic people. They can assume the shape of anyone they touch - allowing them 
to masquerade as that person, doing something dishonest. 

Metamorphs are a dangerous member of the Gifted family.
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Passive -

Elastic Shape - Metamorph’s are so used to assuming different shapes, they will lower 
the cost of different powers by one action/metamorph level. 

Also, at the third level, they will form gills if they are underwater. 

At the fifth level, they can create a membrane that prevents poison gases from 
damaging the character. 

Powers 

Shape Change (Transformation)

Action Points - 4 - Elastic Shape bonus/round 

Description - you can assume the shape of any person you have touched. Their DNA 
has been ‘saved’ in your cells so you can copy their abilities (with power duplication), 
voice, mannerisms and appearance.


Power Duplication (Transformation Buff)

Action Points - 7 - Elastic Shape bonus/round 

Description - You can perform the super-powered feats of any copied person making 
them even more convincing as an imposter. 

Metamorphic attack (Transformation Attack)

Action Points - 5


Description - using your metamorphosis, you perform many kinds of attack, attacking 
an opponent three times. You do normal physical damage each hit with a damage 

Metamorph
Level Passives Power

1 Elastic Shape Shape Change

2 Power Duplication

3 Gills

4 Metamorphic Attack

5 Olfactory Membrane

6 Inanimate Object 
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vulnerability of 2.5/Morph level + Will Mod. It inflicts one dose of venom as well. 

Inanimate Object (Transformation)

Action Points - 9 - Elastic Shape bonus/round. 

Description - You can now change into any non-living object in the world. This kind of 
metamorphosis is challenging, and the Metamorph can only maintain it for a small 
amount of time. They become undetectable by anyone except Mystics and Telepaths.


Matter Transformations - some shapeshifters are bizarre. Mater Transformers can do 
the impossible, turning into a fog, water, salt, sand, lava, smoke and many other states 
of matter.


Gaseous forms


Passives - Can go through cracks through doors at 3/4 movement - unless they are 
airtight. Gaseous forms take no physical or force damage. 

Fog Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round

Area - 20’ * 20’

Description - You transform your matter to become fog, helping you obscure your allies 
progression, adding +1 stealth/transformer level. The power lowers the heat severity 
and hypothermia by one level. You also make it slippery, causing a trip and fall hazard - 
opponents can knockdown unless they make an agility check DC - 10 + Will mod + 
transformer level. 

You are vulnerable to electricity and cold attacks - double damage. 

Noxious Gas Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 4/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Matter transformations
Level Gaseous forms Liquid forms Mineral Forms

1 Fog Form Water Form Salt Form

2 Noxious Gas Oil Form Metal Form

4 Smoke Form Acid Form Glass Form

6 Stream Form Lava Form Sand Form
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Description - You turn yourself into a fart, reducing your opponents' stat checks and 
attack rolls by 1/transformer level. Some people may be so nauseated by the stench 
they may puke and lose their turn unless they pass a Physique check DC - 6 + Will 
mod + Transformer level.


Cold does no damage to you, but fire and electricity can do double damage. 

Smoke Form (Matter Transformations)

Action Points - 5/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Description - You turn yourself into smoke, obscuring the vision of your opponents, 
giving a +1 stealth bonus/transformer level. Also, those caught in your smoke can start 
choking, Stunning them unless they pass a Physique check DC 6 + Will mod + 
Transformer level. 

Smoke is vulnerable to cold - double damage. 

Steam Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 5/round

Area - 20’ * 20’


Description - you turn yourself into superheated steam, obscuring the vision of your 
opponents, giving a +1 stealth bonus/transformer level. It also raises the heat severity 
of the environment by one and does 1/2 normal heat damage/round. 

Fire abilities heal you instead of harm. You also increase the damage you do to normal 
heat damage/round. Cold does double damage.


Liquid Forms 

Passives - Can go through doors and cracks unless watertight. Liquid forms only take 
1/2 damage from physical and force attacks. 

Water Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Description - you turn into pure water - you take half damage from fire attacks but 
double damage from cold. You create a slippery surface to knock down opponents - 
Agility check DC - 10 + Will mod + level. 

Oil Form (Matter Transformation)
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Action Points - 4/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Description - you turn yourself into oil. You may take double damage from fire, but that 
sets you on fire, causing damage to your opponents, causing normal fire damage and 
the burn status. You also become very slippery - agility check DC 16 + Will mod + 
transformer level or fall. 

Acid Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 5/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Description - you turn yourself into acid, doing normal elemental damage/round to 
anyone in your effect. Fumes can also cause people to cough, stunning them for one 
round unless they pass a Physique check DC - 6 + Will mod + Transformer level. 

You are vulnerable to cold and base elements that neutralize acid - they inflict double 
damage to you. 

Lava Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 8/round

Area - 20’ * 20’ 

Description - you turn yourself into lava. Anyone caught in the form move at 1/2 normal 
rate and take double fire damage/round and start burning. You are immune to fire 
damage but take triple cold damage. 

Mineral Forms 

Passives - All mineral forms are 75% physical and force resistance unless stated. 

Salt Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - you turn your body into salt, which makes you immune to lightning 
attacks, as you conduct electricity very well now. Your attacks do normal physical 
damage. You take triple fire damage. Your attacks can stun people who have the Bleed 
status effect - Will check DC - 6 + Will mod + Transformer level. 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Metal Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 4/round. 

Description - You have complete immunity to physical and force damage but take 
double electricity damage. Punch attacks also do normal physical damage as well as 
force damage. 

Glass Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - you have complete immunity to all elemental damage, but take double 
physical and force damage. Your attacks do normal physical damage instead of force. 

Sand Form (Matter Transformation)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - You have immunity to physical and force damage but you take 1/2 
damage from electricity and cold but take double damage from fire. Your attacks do 
physical damage, instead of force. 

You also have the SandBlast ability - Knock back 10’ and normal physical damage. 
Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Transformer level. 

Duplicators - Some shapeshifters create copies of themselves. They call themselves 
duplicators. They can have dozens of facsimiles running around, doing what the 
Duplicator needs to do.


Duplication (Summon power)

Action Points - 1/copy/round - Duplication level.


Description - the Duplicator makes a copy of themselves to perform actions going on 
scouting missions and doing anything they need.


The master and the copy have the same information as each other at the moment of 
duplication. If the master is a telepath, they share information as they learn something. 
If not, the duplicate and master can share information as they meet each other again. 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Altered Anatomy 

Some gifted have different anatomy, making them far more dangerous than a Kaldi. All 
altered anatomy is a passive trait requiring no actions points to use. Each ability costs 
one power slot and doesn’t level.


Adhesive Hands and Feet (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - because of adhesives in your hands and feet, you can climb any structure 
without the fear of falling.


Extended Claws (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - your hands have retractable claws growing in them. If you use your claws 
in combat, you do normal physical damage per blow. Characters use duo daggers as a 
skill tree.


Extended Fangs (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - You have extended canine teeth that you can use to attack with normal 
physical damage.


Acute Hearing (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - you have even more sensitive hearing than most people. This gives you 
+1 to your awareness checks.


Acute Sight (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - you can notice details that no one can see - +1 to your awareness 
checks.


Robust Smelling (Altered Anatomy Passive) 

Description - Your olfactory senses are even more sensitive than other people, giving 
you a bonus of +1 to awareness checks. 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Mysticism 

While some say there are no great mysteries in the universe, some seek those answers. 
They are looking for the origin of the universe and the originator. Few know about the 
brave gifted who seek the higher secrets - many think they are parlour tricks. Many 
people think that Mystics are just Gifted after they see them using the greater 
mysteries. Some believe they are true explorers of the unknown, seeking truth where 
few are brave enough to tread. 

Background Availability - Mystics. 

Prayer of Faith (Mission Variable)

Background Availability - all

Action Points - 0 

Description - a cleaver game master will include a uniquely positive experiences that 
will help the party. 

Angelic Foci - These mystics find a natural affinity with the Guardians, who come to 
the mortal realms to do the will of the Shaper. Their powers revolve around preserving 
life, though they can bring fiery indignation onto the forces of evil. 

Disposition Availability - Heroic


Passives

Death Immunity - the Guardians will protect your soul from any death effects. You to 
completely ignore any power or ability that has a chance to kill.


Angelic Foci
Level Passives Wellness Wrath

1 Death Immunity Heal Curse

2 Light Blindness

3 +10% negative energy 
resistance/level

Blessings Illness

4 Healing Aura Heavy Burdened

5 True Sight Raise Fallen Holy Fire

6 Empowerment Mass Illness
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Negative Energy Resistance - You have +10% negative energy resistance/Foci level - 
protecting you from up to 60% nega energy damage + will mod. 

True Sight - you always know when someone is lying to you, and you can see through 
illusions, confusion and stuns. 

Wellness 

Heal (Ranged Healing)

Action Points - 5

Range - 2 squares 

Description - You bless someone with healing, which heals 25 health/Foci level + will 
mod. Heals diseases, poisons and other harmful substances as well. 

Light (Illuminating Wisdom)

Action Points - 4

Area - 30’ radius 

Description - You summon up Divine Light to help guide the party. Not only does it 
shine in a 30’ radius, but it also reveals things to the party - showing them hidden 
passageways, lost items and mission objectives. 

Blessings (Divine Buff)

Action Points - 3/round


Description - You call upon the Guardians to help the party. They grant +1 attack rolls, 
critical range, difficulty checks, and deflection armour rating/Foci level. 

Healing Aura (AoE Healing)

Action Points - 7

Area - 10’ radius 

Description - you call upon healing energies to bolster your allies, healing five health/
Foci level + Will mod. 

Raise fallen (Revival Power)

Action Points - 8 

Description - you call upon the Guardians to bring one of your allies back from the 
brink of death. They revive with 25% health. 
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Empowerment (Divine Buff)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - you call upon the heavenly forces to imbue one person to be the divine 
champion. They gain +1 deflection armour rating, +1 action regen, +1 health regen/Foci 
level. They also again +1 attacks per round, no penalties. 

Wrath 

Curse (Divine Debuff)

Action Points - 3/round

Range - 3 squares

AOE - 2’ * 2’ squares 

Description - you call upon the Guardians to curse those who curse you, lowering their 
speed by 3, and attack rolls and DC by 1/Foci level + Will mod. 

Blindness (Divine Debuff)

Action Points - 5

Duration - 1 round/Foci level

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You smite an enemy with blindness. They suffer -4 attack rolls and dodge 
armour rating. 

Illness (Divine Debuff)

Action Points - 3/round

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You cause a divine illness to spread through the body of an opponent. 
They can't heal or regenerate wounds, and they take double damage from all sources. 

Heavy Burdened (Divine Crowd Control)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description - Your opponent will lose his will to fight you or your allies. They must make 
a Will check DC - 16 + will mod + Foci level. 

Holy Fire (Divine Attack)

Action Points - 8

Range - 3 squares

AoE - 10' radius
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Description - You call upon divine fire to devour your opponents, causing normal 
celestial damage and a spiritual burn for three rounds (villainous characters take 
double damage). 

Mass Illness (Divine Debuff)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - This power infects all opponents you face with Illness.


Demonic Foci - while some look towards the enlightened spirits, Anti-heroes and 
Villains can take a darker road. They call upon the very demons of Nelk to cause chaos 
and destruction in the world. This path is mighty, but there are always drawbacks to 
those who choose expedience. 

Alignment Availability - Anti-Heroic, Villainous.


Passives

Immunity to Fire - Connecting with the spirits of hell give you the ability to withstand 
any fire - you have complete immunity to fire powers. 

Celestial Resistance - You can resist up to 60% Celestial damage + Will mod. 

Lying Tongue - You can lie that only Telepaths and people with Angelic Foci can tell 
you’re lying.


Demonic Foci
Level Passives Infirmity Nega Energy

1 Fire Immunity Pain Nega Punch

2 Sickness Nega Blast

3 10% celestial damage 
resistance

Demonic Smoke Nega Shield

4 Siphon Life Nega Smite

5 Lying Tongue Inner Darkness Nega Aura

6 Mass Demonic Smoke Nega Blast
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Infirmity 

Pain (Demonic Debuff)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Foci level. 

Description - Demonic spirits, at your bidding, cause pain to your opponent, lowering 
their attack rolls and dc checks by 1/Foci level. The pain is so strong it can stun them 
for 1 round when they first feel the attack. Will Check DC - 10 + Will mod + Foci level. 

Infirmity (Demonic Debuff) 
Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares

Duration - 1 round/Foci Level 

Description - This demonic power lowers the strength, endurance and agility of a target 
by 1/Foci level. 

Demonic smoke (Demonic Debuff) 
Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description - Creates demonic smoke between the mystic and their target, creating a 
bond between them, making them vulnerable to demonic attack and lowering their 
attack rolls by 1/Foci level. 

Siphon life (Life Siphon)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description — once you have bound to someone, you can steal their health and action 
points and bolster yourself. You steal and heal 25 health/Foci Level + Will mod, and 1 
action point/Foci Level. 

Inner Darkness (Demonic Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4/round

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You can cause a bound character to go Enraged, attacking their 
companions instead of you.
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Mass Demonic Smoke (Demonic Debuff)

Action Points - 8

Area of Effect - 15’ radius 

Description - The demonic smoke now expands out to a 15’ radius, blinding and 
bonding to anyone within that area. 

Nega energy 

Nega Punch (Melee Buff) 
Action Points - 4 

Description - you surround your fist with nega energy. Not only will you do normal force 
damage, but you will do normal nega energy damage in a quick punch. The nega 
energy will Blind the target - lowering their dodge ar and attack rolls by 4. 

Nega Blast (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You attack your target with a blast of nega energy. Does normal nega 
damage and causes Blindness. 

Nega Shield (Personal Protection)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - blocks all incoming frontal attacks - absorbing 5% physical, force and 
energy damage/level and 10% nega energy/level. 

Nega Smite (Rapid PB Cone Attack)

Action Points - 7

Range - 5’ * 5’ cone. 

Description - In rapid attacks, you do force and nega energy damage with four attacks 
doing normal force and normal nega damage per strike. Each attack has a -2 to attack 
roll. Effects everything with blindness, -4 dodge armour rating and attack rolls. 

Nega Aura (PB AoE Attack)

Action Points - 5/round


Description - You surround yourself with negative energy. Anyone within melee range 
takes 1/2 nega energy damage/round.
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Nega Blast (Last Resort PB AoE)

Action Points - 10

Area of Effect - 2.5’/Foci Level


Description - While you are below 30% health, You command the forces of darkness to 
consume the life around you. This does Triple Nega Energy damage and causes 
Blindness, and heals you for half the damage done.


Runic Master - Runes and symbols are power for those who understand them. They 
mould the universe around glyphs and drawings, creating spectacular feats. Not only 
can you make objects "come to life" but you can travel to different locations as well. 
Not to mention, you can create powerful artefacts with them.


Passives

Enchantment - you may enchant items with magical effects - as described in the 
enhancements section of this manual. 

Runic Sense - you can feel the magical energies of runes, allowing you to detect traps 
and other barriers created by runes, granting a +1 awareness to runic blocks and traps. 

Runic Manipulation - you can now manipulate mystic runes, changing effects or 
dispelling them. 

Animation 

Imbue Object (Item Enhancement)

Action Points - 6 

Runic Focus
Level Passives Animation Travel and Sensing

1 Enchantment Imbue Object Totem Sight

2 Rune Trap Totem Hearing

3 Runic Sense Minor Aniamtion Totem Reveal

4 Rune Mine Totem Travel

5 Runic Manipulation Major Animation Totem Mass Reveal

6 Runic Cascade Totem Mass Travel
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Description - you embed runes into any object, allowing you to connect your spirit with 
the object, allowing you to experience what is happening around it and travel to it. 
Imbue object also allows you to start to enchant an item with magic powers.


Rune trap (Crowd Control Trap)

Action Points - 3 

Description - You place a rune that immobilizes anyone entering it. They can break free 
- Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Rune level. 

Minor animation (Object Power) 
Action Points - 1/object/round 

Description - with runes, you can animate any small item, weighing less than 2 pounds. 
You will see and hear what it sees and hears. You can only enchant and control five 
objects at once. 

Minor Animation -

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 50

Resistances - force/physical - 10% damage resistance.

Defences - Non-Living Object - can’t suffer from any mental effects or kill powers.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15 

Abilities -

Block (3 points) - the object moves between an opponent and its controller to protect 
its controller. 

Disarm Mine/Trap - the object will go to a trap to trigger it, which may cause its 
destruction. 

Rune mine (Runic AoE Trap)

Action Points - 5

AoE - 10' radius 

Description - This rune will explode doing normal elemental damage with side effects 
depending on the kind of rune. 

Fire - sets a burn on the target.

Cold - reduces movement by 3.

Electricity - produces a static charge. 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Major animation (Object Power)

Action Points - 3/object/round 

Description - with a collection of runes, you can now animate a statue sized object to 
fight for you. You can only control two major animations at once.


Major Animation -

Armour Rating - 15

Durability - 150

Resistances - force/physical - 30% damage resistance.

Defences - Non-Living Object - can’t suffer from any mental effects or kill powers.

Action Points - 20

Movement - 15 

Abilities -

Attack (4 action) - does normal physical damage to an opponent, with a chance for 
knock down - Physique check DC - 10 + Will Mod + Rune level. 

Crush (5 action/round) - the statue attempts to crush its target - causing normal 
physical damage/round. It also immobilizes them, but there is a chance to escape - 
Reflex check DC - 10 + Will mod + Rune level. 

Runic cascade (Runic AoE Chain attack)

Action Points - 7 

Description - chaining runes together, you can cascade the effects together. Once one 
person touches one rune, all other linked runes will erupt as well. Each rune will do 
normal elemental damage with side effects. 

Travel and sensing 

Totem Sight (Totem Connection)

Action Points - 2 action/round 

Description - you can see through the eyes of an object that has a rune on it, which 
can be a great early warning technique - you know what’s happening before it happens 
to you. 

Totem Hearing (Totem Connection)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - you can now see and hear through an object that has a rune on it. 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Totem Reveal (Totem Connection)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - you reveal all hidden objects within the eyesight of a totem. You can now 
see stealth characters within the range of the objects. 

Totem Travel (Totem Travel)

Action Points - 6 

Description - You can now move to any place you have a totem located in a single 
step. 

Totem Mass Reveal (Connected Sensory Buff)

Action Points - 5/round 

Description - while holding hand-in-hand, all your allies can see and hear what you see 
and hear through a totem. 

Totem Mass Travel (Connected Totem Travel)

Action Points - 3+3 per person travelling. 

Description - holding hand-in-hand, you and your allies can move to anywhere you 
have a totem.


Astral Form - Mystics and some Gifted have learned everyone has an Astral Body. 
They connect with theirs to explore the Astral Plane, allowing them to move through 
objects and explore the Astral Plane. Many do this to learn from the great spirits in the 
beyond. 

Background - Mystics and Gifted

Astral Form

Level Passives Defenses Attacks

1 Astral Dreaming Premonition Dream Astral Weapon

2 Shared Dream Astral Force

3 Astral Touch Dream Defence Astral Shield

4 Nightmare Astral Wave

5 Astral shield Astral Projections Astral Wall

6 Lullaby Astral Blast
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Astral Form - Mystics and some Gifted have learned everyone has an Astral Body. 
They connect with theirs to explore the Astral Plane, allowing them to move through 
objects and explore the Astral Plane. Many do this to learn from the great spirits in the 
beyond. 

Background - Mystics and Gifted


Passives - 

Astral Form - You connect with your Astral Body, which allows you to move in the 
world unhindered. You can move through objects and walls, converse with spirits, and 
many other abilities. You also have dreams about future events, but you must decipher 
the meaning. 

Astral Touch - You can now sense what history an object has through the astral plane, 
learning who has used it for what actions. 

Astral Travel - You can now travel through the Astral Plane as you would the material 
plane in your astral form. 

Astral Defence


Premonition Dream (Future Sight)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You enter a trance that allows you to see the most challenging part of the 
mission and how to overcome it. This dream will always be cryptic. 

Share Dream (Dream Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - you cause one of your opponents to enter into the dream trance as well, 
stunning them until attacked unless they pass a Will check - DC 10 + Will mod + Astral 
level. 

Dream Defence (Future Defence)

Action Points - 4/round 

Description - your trance now allows you to move in the real world, giving you a bonus 
to defence. You gain +1 dodge and deflection armour rating/Astral level. 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Nightmare (Dream Attack)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You can inflict a nightmare on those in a dream state, causing Normal 
Celestial damage.


Astral Projections (Astral Protection)

Action Points - 5 

Description - You create three images of yourself in astral form, which opponents may 
attack instead of you. A successful attack causes an image to disappear. 

Astral Attack 

Astral Weapon (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 3/round 

Description - you summon a weapon of Astral energy. It does normal celestial damage, 
with a +1 attack roll/Astral level. 

Astral Force (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 5

Range - 3 squares. 

Description - You manifest astral energy into a bolt in the material world. It does normal 
celestial damage with a chance for knock back 10’ - Physique check DC - 10 + Will 
mod + Astral level. 

Astral Shield (Personal Defence)

Action Points - 4 

Description - You can produce a shield. You can protect yourself from 5% force, 
physical and energy damage/Astral level. With dream defence, you know exactly when 
you need to do this power, so it becomes a quick action.


Astral Wave (Astral Cone Attack)

Action Points - 6

Range - 10’ * 6’ cone

 
Description - You call forth a torrent of Astral energy in a cone, doing normal celestial 
damage with a chance for knock back 10’. Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Astral 
level.
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Astral Wall (Astral Object)

Action Points - 7

Area - 5’ * 15’

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You create a wall of Astral energy, affecting anyone coming within 5’ of it 
with normal celestial damage. 

Astral Blast (Last Resort PB AoE)

Action Points - 10

Area - 20’ radius

 

Description - when you are below 30% health, you can manifest Astral energy around 
you - doing triple celestial damage with a 20’ knock back. Physique check DC - 10 + 
Will mod + Astral level.
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Skill Sets 
How does someone without superpowers compete with those who do? They focus on 
being the best at any skill. While skills may not pack the wallop that powers do, they 
can help balance any character. After all, those with powerful defensive sets don’t have 
offensive capabilities. Learning how to fight with Kung fu or with a sword may help. 

Tech and gadgets - This character uses their technical know-how to do many kinds of 
things. They can hack computer systems and use all sorts of devices. They can also 
repair mechanical equipment quickly!


Locks and Hacking 

Door Hacking (Unlocking Action)

Action Points - 1 

Description - You hack a door with your personal communication device. Most locks 
can be opened in 1 round, though challenging keypads may take longer. 

Lock Picking (Unlocking Action)

Action Points - 1 

Description - many doors in the service tunnels have a physical lock. This skill allows 
you to unlock such a door in one round. 

Computer/device Hacking (System Unlock)

Action Points - 2

 

Tech Support
Level Tech Support Gadgets

1 Door Hacking Drone Support, Bandolier

2 Equipment Repair Pop Knives

3 Lock Picking Mag Pulse

4 Equipment Enhancement Grappling Gun

5 Computer/Device Hacking Smoke Bomb, Tech Visor

6 Equipment Restore Taser Glove
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Description - You can use your personal communication device to hack into a 
computer system. It takes three rounds to get the data you want from the system. 

Equipment 

Equipment Repair (Repair Action)

Action Points - 2

Activation time - 3 rounds 

Description - The character repairs technical equipment to full functionality within three 
rounds. 

Equipment enhancement (Equipment Enhancement)

Action Points - 0 

Description - Your technical knowledge allows you to enhance equipment with 
technological modifications. You can only improve gear between missions. 

Equipment Restore (Repair Action)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You can restore defunct technical equipment, like cyber link 
enhancements or power armour. 

Gadgets - These are the same gadgets in the gadgets power set.


Martial Arts - No matter how potent your powers are, it’s still good to know how to 
fight against your opponents face to face. Martial arts help. You can choose up to two 
disciplines - each costing one skill point per level.


Martial Arts
Level Stance Unarmed Sword Spear Dual Daggers/

Axes

1 The Miyagi Punch Swing Swipe Slash

2 The Snake Block Parry Parry Parry and Riposte

3 The Tiger Kick Hamstring Leg Swipe Opportunist

4 The Crane Leg Sweep Slash Head Attack Overhead Stab

5 The Mantis Payback Riposte Riposte Disembowle

6 The Bear Flying Kick Blade Dance Staff Sweep Throat Slit
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The Miyagi (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - This stance focuses on dodging and block. You add a +1 dodge armour 
rating and + 1 melee deflect armour rating on alternating levels. Maxing your stance 
level, you gain a +3 to both dodge armour and melee deflect armour ratings. 

The Snake (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - This stance focuses on hitting vital points. You gain +0.5 greater critical 
chance per Stance level. 

The Tiger (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You focus on ferocity to land blows against your target. You gain +1 to 
your attack rolls/skill level. 

The Crane (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You balance your attack output, improving both your critical hit range by 
0.33/level (rounded to the nearest 1) and attack rolls by 0.66/level (rounded to the 
nearest 1).


The Mantis (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0


Description - You balance your precision and defensive abilities. You again +.75 dodge 
armour rating/level (rounded to the nearest 1) and +0.33 critical hit range (rounded to 
the nearest 1). 

The Bear (Combat Stance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You enter a stance that focuses on defence and offence. You gain +.75 
dodge armour rating/level and + .66 attack rolls/level - for a total of +5 dodge armour 
rating and +4 attack rolls. 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Unarmed Combat - +1 attack rolls/skill level. 

Punch (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 0


Description - this basic attack allows you to take action without tiring you by using 
powers. It does normal force damage (modified by their power sets). 

Block (Melee Block)

Action Points - 0


Description - You attempt to block an incoming melee attack. You make an attack roll + 
melee deflect armour rating against their attack roll. If your attack roll + melee deflect 
bonus is higher, you block all incoming damage. If both numbers are the same, you 
take half damage. If you roll lower, you take full damage. 

Kick (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 2 

Description - You attempt to kick your opponent, causing normal force damage, with a 
chance for knock down - Physique check DC 6 + Physique mod + Skill level.


Leg Sweep (melee PB AoE)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you sweep your leg around in a circle, attempting to knock down any 
opponents. You do normal force damage with a chance for knock down - Physique 
check DC 6 + Physique mod + Skill level. 

Payback (Reaction Hit)

Action Points - 2


Action Points - if your blocks are successful, you can make a separate attack roll. If 
you hit, you do normal force damage. 

Flying Kick (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you do normal force damage, with a chance to stun - Will check 6 DC + 
Physique mod + skill level.
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Swordplay - +1 melee deflection bonus/level.


Swing (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 0 

Description - you swing your sword and do normal physical damage. 

Parry (Melee Block)

Action Points - 0 

Description - you attempt to block an incoming melee attack. Make an attack roll + 
melee deflect bonus and compare it to the opponent’s attack. Equal numbers mean 
half damage, higher numbers negate, lower means you take full damage. 

Hamstring (Melee Crowd Control)

Action Points - 2 

Description - You attack the inside of your opponent’s leg, causing 1/2 normal physical 
damage and -3 speed, and -1 dodge armour rating/level. 

Slash (Melee Cone)

Action Points - 4

Range - 5’ * 8’ cone 

Description - you swing your sword and it hits everything in the cone. Does normal 
physical damage to anything hit?


Riposte (Reaction Attack)

Action Points - 2 

Description - if your parry is successful, you can counterattack - doing normal physical 
damage on a hit. 

Blade dance (PB AoE)

Action Points - 4

AOE - 5’ 

Description - Going through a sword Kata, you block and attack any opponent in melee 
range. Provides +3 dodge armour rating and does normal physical damage to anything 
in the radius.
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Staff/Spear - +1 deflection armour rating/level. 

Swipe (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You make a quick swipe at your opponent, doing normal physical 
damage. 

Parry (Melee Block)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You block an incoming melee attack. Make an attack roll + melee deflect 
bonus and compare it to the opponents - equal numbers mean half damage, higher 
numbers negate, lower numbers mean full damage. 

Leg Swipe (Melee Crowd Control)

Action Points - 2 

Description - you swipe your spear/staff in an attempt to knock down your opponent, 
doing 1/2 physical damage. Knock down - Physique check DC 6 + Physique mod + 
skill level. 

Head attack (Melee power attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you thrust your staff/spear at the face of your opponent. It does double 
physical damage with a stun chance. Will check DC - 6 + Physique mod + level. 

Riposte (Reaction Attack)

Action Points - 2


Description - If your parry is successful, you can counter-attack against their attack - 
does normal physical damage.


Staff Sweep (PB Melee AoE)

Action Points - 4

AoE - 6’ 

Description - you circle your staff/spear around the battlefield - doing normal physical 
damage with a chance for knock down. Physique check DC - 10 + Physique mod + 
skill level.
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Dual Knives/Axes - dual attack - no penalties.


Slash (Melee Attack)

Action Points - 0 

Description - you swipe at your opponent with your daggers/axes. Successful attacks 
do 1/2 of normal physical damage. 

Parry and Riposte (Block and Attack)

Action Points - 2


Description - you attempt to block an incoming attack. Make an attack roll + melee 
deflect bonus and compare it to the opponents - equal numbers mean half damage, 
higher numbers negate, lower numbers mean full damage. If you counter, you can 
attack with the other dagger for 1/2 physical damage. 

Opportunist (Stealth Attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - if you go unnoticed, you can do triple bonus damage with their daggers. 

Overhand Stab/attack (Power Attack)

Action Points - 2 

Description - You attack an opponent striking downwards in an overhead attack, doing 
normal physical damage per weapon. 

Disembowel (Bleed Attack)

Action Points - 4 

Description - you slash with your axes/daggers to open up a non-invulnerable/regen’s 
stomach, doing normal physical damage and a level 2 bleed for 3 rounds. 

Throat Slit (Instant Kill)

Action Points - 4


Description - If you are unnoticed, you can insta-kill any non-invulnerability/regen 
character, doing triple bonus damage to those characters. This attack is an anti-heroic 
or villainous act.
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Ranged - Shooters and Gifted use a variety of ranged weapons to fight opponents. 
Many of these weapons are power-linked. Their weaponry can perform extraordinary 
effects - burning, freezing and shocking their enemies.


Bow - +1 attack roll/level 

Long shot (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 4 Squares 

Description - This bow attack will do more damage the farther the opponents is away. 
It does normal physical damage with +1/4 bonus damage/square the opponent is away 
from the archer. 

EMP Shot (Ranged Disable Power)

Action Points - 0

Range - 3 Squares 

Description - This arrow, if it hits the person with technical powers, disables the 
electronic equipment for two rounds. You must have this kind of arrow in on your 
person.


Taser Arrow (Ranged Crowd Control)

Action Points - 0

Ranged - 2 squares

 
Description - This arrow shocks their opponent to Stun them. This attack does normal 
physical damage with normal electrical damage. Chance to stun for 1 round - Physique 
check DC 10 + Will mod + Skill level. You must have this kind of arrow in inventory.


Ranged Skills
Level Bow Slug Thrower Energy Guns Ninja Stars

1 Long Shot Pistol Pulse Pistols Throw

2 EMP Shot Shotgun Pulse Gun Deflect

3 Taser Arrow Sniper Rifle Pulse Rifle Smoke Star

4 Explosive Arrow Assault Rifle Implosion Gun Fire Stars

5 Triple Shot Grenade Launcher Narrow Beam Triple Throw

6 Triple Explosive Shot Gatling Gun Omega Gun Triple Fire Stars
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Explosive Arrow (Ranged AoE)

Action Points - 4

Range - 4 squares

Area - 10’ radius 

Description - this arrow explodes - doing triple force, normal physical damage and 
normal fire damage to anything in its radius. All those affected can perform a reflex 
save to avoid half damage - Reflex check DC 10 + Will mod + Skill level. You must 
have this kind of arrow in inventory. 

Triple Shot (Multi-Shot Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You arm your bow with three arrows - attacking three different foes. Each 
takes normal damage. 

Triple Explosive Shot(Multi-Shot Attack)

Action Points - 6

Range - 3 squares

Radius - 10’ radius (3 targets) 

Description - Instead of using normal arrows, you use explosive arrows to spread the 
damage. This overlaps the damage of all of the explosions over the battlefield. 

Reflex check DC - 10 + Will mod + Skill level to avoid 1/2 damage. 

Slug guns - +1 attack roll/level 

Pistol (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 0

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You fire at your opponent doing double physical damage. 

Shotgun (Ranged Cone)

Action Points - 2

Area - 10’ * 5’ cone 

Description - you attack with a shotgun, doing seven separate attacks doing double 
physical damage. A target can take more damage - depending on how close they are 
to the attacker.
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Sniper Rifle (Long Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 4 squares. 

Description - This long-ranged attack is excellent for stealth attacks. The coated 
bullets do triple physical damage.


Assault Rifle (Ranged Multi-Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 3 squares 

Description - This gun shoots five bullets/round. Each does double physical damage 
with a -2 attack roll for each shot. 

Grenade Launcher (Ranged AoE)

Action Points - 2

Ranged - 4 squares

Area - 10’ radius.


Description - You shoot a grenade - doing triple force damage, normal physical 
damage and normal fire damage. Reflex check DC 10 + Will mod + Skill level to halve 
the damage. 

Gatling Gun (Ranged Multi-Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 3 squares


Description - You shoot ten bullets per round - each doing double damage. -4 to attack 
roll per bullet. 

Energy guns - +1 attack rolls/level 

Pulse Pistols (Ranged Attack)

Action Points - 0

Range - 3 squares 

Description - does normal force damage and normal photon per gun with a chance for 
knock back 10’. Physique check DC 10 + Will mod + Skill level. 

Pulse Gun (Ranged Cone)

Action Points - 2

AOE - 10’ * 5’
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Description - does normal force damage and normal photon damage with a chance for 
knock back 10’. Physique check DC 10 + Will mod + level. 

Pulse Rifle (Ranged Attack) 
Action Points - 2

Range - 4 squares 

Description - does double force and double photon damage with a chance for knock 
back 20’. Physique check DC 10 + Will mod + skill level. 

Implosion Gun (Ranged AoE Crowd Control)

Action Points - 4

Range - 4 squares

Area - 10’ radius 

Description - you create an energy vacuum, that sucks everything into it. Everything 
takes double force damage and double photon damage. Everything must make a 
Physique check DC - 10 + Will mod + Skill level to avoid being sucked into the centre.


Narrow Beam Gun (Long Ranged Stealth Attack)

Action Points - 4

Range - 4 squares 

Description - shoots a beam designed to reduce damage reduction. It lowers the 
physical damage resistance by ten points and does double force and double photon 
damage against a target. Chance for knock back 20’ - Physique check DC 10 + Will 
mod + Skill level. 

Omega Gun (Ranged AoE last resort)

Action Points - 8

Range - 4 squares

Charge Time - 2 rounds


Description - This heavy weapon is pure devastation but takes time to fire, taking to the 
end of the 2nd round to fire. Any attack interrupts the charge. It does triple force 
damage and triple energy damage to anything in a 20’ radius. It can cause knock back 
20’ - Physique check DC 10 + Will mod + Skill level.


Ninja Stars - inflicts 1 level of bleeding 

Throw (ranged attack) 
Action Points - 0

Range - 3 squares
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Description - You throw a Ninja Star at your opponent, doing normal physical damage 
and causing a bleed. 

Deflect (Ranged Deflection)

Action Points - 0

Ranged - 1 square 

Description - You throw your star to deflect the trajectory of an attack. You roll an 
attack + melee deflect bonus against the opponent’s attack roll. If equal - 1/2 damage. 
Greater - no damage. Lower - full damage. Greater+6 - no damage, hits an opponent 
for full damage. 

Smoke Star (Distraction Attack)

Action Points - 0

Range - 3 squares

Area - 15’


Description - the ninja star has a small vial of smoke that will fill the air. It reduces 
visibility by one awareness/skill level. 

Fire Stars (Ranged Debuff)

Action Points - 2

Range - 3 squares 

Description -These stars use specialized substances, doing normal physical damage 
and 1/2 fire as it cauterizes the wound. The reaction reduces the armour rating of the 
opponent by three and gives them the burn status effect.


Triple Throw (Ranged Multi-Attack)

Action Points - 2

Range - 3 squares 

Description - You throw three stars, each doing normal physical damage. 

Triple Fire Stars (Ranged Multi-Debuff)

Action Points - 4

Range - 3 squares 

Description - you throw three fire stars.
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Espionage - Some people find striking from the shadows the best way to fight. They 
use stealth techniques to sneak through situations to strike against their foes. With so 
much practice, they see how others are making similar manoeuvres, giving them a 
better chance to see them. 

Each Skill listed is separate from the others. You can pick and choose from the 
different espionage sets, but all skills would be 18 skill points.


Stealth - Your Stealth Score is - 6 + Will mod + Skill level


Hide (Self Defence)

Action Points - 0


Description - You attempt to use the shadows and cover to remain unnoticed. People 
may notice you if you move out of concealment, they can make an awareness check to 
detect you.


Concealed Carry (Surprise Chance)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You create concealment pockets for weapons and specialized 
equipment, which is hard for others to find. Unless you are pat-down, someone can 
only find hidden equipment by succeeding against your stealth score. 

Now you don’t (Self Defence - melee break)

Action Points - 2


Espionage
Level Stealth Traps Surveillance

1 Hide Snare Observation

2 Concealed Carry Trip Trap Mindfulness

3 Smoke Grenade Flash Bang Trap Sensitive Hearing

4 Stealthy Retreat Shrapnel Trap Bodily Awareness

5 Group Hide Flame Trap Rat Nose

6 Group Retreat Chain Traps Quick Reaction
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Description - You use a smoke bomb to distract and confuse your opponents in an 
attempt to hide, allowing you to enter stealth again. Your opponents will only see you if 
they pass an awareness check.


Stealthy Retreat (Self Retreat)

Action Points - 2 

Description - When a battle is turning against you, you can use a smoke bomb to hide 
from your opponents while you escape. They must make an awareness check against 
your stealth score. 

Group Hide (Group Defence)

Action Points - 2 

Description - You use a big smoke bomb to hide the entire party to help with a surprise 
attempt - grants +2 to your surprise rolls. 

Group Retreat (Group Defence)

Action Points - 2 

Description - using a big smoke bomb, you help the party retreat from combat. 
Opponents must make an awareness check against your stealth skill. 

Traps - Trap Concealment Score - 6 + Will Mod + Skill Level 

Opponents who are looking for traps may be able to see and move around them. They 
make an awareness roll against your Trap Concealment Score. 

Snare (Crowd Control Trap)

Action Points - 2 

Description - this trap will snare someone with bungee cords, ensuring the person can 
not move. They can make a Reflex check DC - 6 + Will mod + skill level to avoid the 
effect. If they are immobilised, they can make a Physique check DC - 6 + Will mod + 
Skill level to break free every round. 

Trip Trap (Crowd Control Trap)

Action Points - 2 

Description - this trap will snap a beam to trip the person crossing it. They must make 
a Physique check DC - 6 + Will mod + Skill level to avoid being Knockdown. Because 
this makes people fall forward, your allies can do double bonus damage with a flanking 
attack.
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Flash Bang Trap (Crowd Control Trap)

Action Points - 2

AoE - 10’ radius


Description - This trap will blind anyone within a 10’ radius. Blind characters suffer -4 
to the attack rolls and dodge armour rating. 

Shrapnel Trap (PB AoE Trap)

Action Points - 2

Area of Effect - 10’ radius 

Description - This trap will explode and do triple force, normal physical and normal fire 
damage.


Flame Trap (PB AoE Trap)

Action Points - 2

Area of Effect - 10’ radius 

Description - This trap will cause an exothermic reaction that does triple fire damage to 
anyone in its radius. It also burns opponents for three rounds. 

Chain Traps (Trap Mayhem)

Action Points - 4

Activation time - 3 rounds. 

Description - you’re such an expert at trap placement and chaining them together, you 
link your traps to trigger one after another. When one trap is triggered, they all go off in 
sequence doing maximum carnage to your opponents. 

Surveillance 

Observation (Sensory Passive)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You can see details other people miss, +1 awareness. If you are 
searching (1/4 movement) this becomes +1 awareness/skill level. 

Mindfulness (Will Passive)

Action Points - 0  

Description - you pay attention to your mind and thoughts, allowing you to filter 
through any intrusive thoughts you don’t want, granting you +1 to your Will checks.
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Sensitive hearing (Sensory Passive)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You focus on hearing things, even the quietest sounds, granting +1 to 
awareness checks. If you are searching, this becomes +1 awareness/level. 

Body Awareness (Physique Passive)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You pay attention to what is happening to your body, which gives you a 
+1 to your Physique checks. 

Rat nose (Sensory Passive)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You focus on smelling things so you can detect things other may not, 
granting +1 to awareness checks, improving to +1 awareness/level in searching. 

Quick Reaction (Reaction Passive)

Action Points - 0


Description - Your awareness of what is happening allows you to react to events 
happening to you. You gain +1 to your Reaction checks.


First Aid - While this skill set won’t allow you to heal your allies, it does help in 
innumerable ways. Not only can you help keep allies in fights longer, but you can help 
them in combat as well.


First Aid
Level Skill

1 Bandaging

2 2 Asprins

3 Anti-Toxin

4 Smelling Salts

5 Adrenaline

6 Resuscitation
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Bandaging (Status Heal)

Action Points - 0 

Description - Bandaging someone can remove one level of bleeding - helping them 
reduce the damage they take from bleeding wounds. 

2 Aspirins (Status Heal)

Action Points - 0

Duration - 1 turn/skill level 

Description - Using common household medication, you can help reduce the effects of 
the disease to half. 

Anti-Toxin (Status Heal)

Action Points - 0 

Description - You have basic anti-venom measures that can help someone - helping 
reduce the venom level by 1. 

Smelling Salts (Status Heal)

Action Points - 0


Description - You can remove stuns and confusion conditions from a target. 

Adrenaline (Stimulant Buff)

Action Points - 0

Duration - 1 round/level. 

Description - You inject adrenaline that gives the affected character one more action/
round. 

Resuscitation (Ally Revive) 
Action Points - 0 

Description - depending on the allies’ endurance, you have a chance to revive them 
through standard resuscitation. They awaken with one health.
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Vehicles 

Hover-cycle - These vehicles are fast and manoeuvrable, but they vulnerable and 
quickly destroyed once hit. 

Speed - 80

Manoeuvrability - A

Structure Viability - 50

Occupants - 2

Armour Rating - 20 

Customizations -

Turboboost - Triples the Speed - up to 240 mph. Adds a +5 to armour rating. 

BulletProof Facial Shield - 60 Damage Resistance - only protects front-facing 
opponents. 

Car - Cars have the flexibility of having a high cargo load, lots of occupants and good 
handling. 

Speed - 60

Manoeuvrability - B

Structure Viability - 100

Occupants - 5

Armour Rating - 18 

Customizations - 

Turboboost - double speed. Adds a +3 to armour rating. 

Reinforced Structure - doubles structure viability. 

Bullet Proofing - adds a +60 physical damage resistance. 

Wheel Weapons - does double physical damage. 

Gun Ports (2 max) - contain an assault rifle in each port. 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Van - Vans have the most storage space and occupants, but they are slower than all 
other vehicles. 

Speed - 50

Manoeuvrability - C

Structure Viability - 200

Occupants - 10

Armour Rating - 14 

Customizations - 

Reinforced Structure - Doubles structure viability. +5 armour rating 

Bullet Proofing - +60 physical damage resistance 

Wheel Weapons - does double physical damage. 

Gun Ports (4 max) - contain an assault rifle in each port. 

The Network does most enhancements, so it is vital to keep them happy with your 
work. They will ensure the potential of your vehicle. The Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang 
deals with most hover-cycle enhancements. There is more detailed information on 
modifications in the economic section of this rulebook. 

Terminology - 

Speed - In Miles Per Hour. 

Manoeuvrability -  

A - 180-degree turn in 1 round.

B - 120-degree turn in 1 round.

C - 90-degree turn in 1 round. 

Structural Viability - Takes 1 SV for every 5 points of damage. 

Occupants - The number of people that can ride in that vehicle. 

Armour Rating - This number is how difficult it is to hit and damage a vehicle. The 
rating has many factors - the strength of the vehicles' body, the manoeuvrability, and 
the speed.
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Character Disposition 
One of the most important defining characteristics of any character is their disposition. 
You can inspire allies and the public, scare your opponents or all people around you. 
As your reputation grows, it will affect conversations and how different groups will 
interact with you. 

This disposition can change over time with the moral decisions you make. Every 
mission will have decisions you can use to define your character’s morality. 

Heroic - Your character chooses to do the right thing. If a little old lady needs a cat 
saved from a tree, you’re going to do it. When an evil villain is threatening innocents, 
you will fight them. If someone is threatening the safety of the city, you will protect the 
people of Trinity City. 

Characters with heroic disposition will inspire people to be their best. They often work 
to find the best solution for all people involved. They do not use their powers to exploit 
people to get their way.


Gaining Heroic disposition -  

When you - 

Refuse rewards for helping. Doing the right thing is reward enough. 

Convince others to act on their best self-interest. 

Protect innocent people from catastrophes, villains and natural disasters. 

Heroic Disposition
Level Heroism Inspiration (attack rolls, DC Mods) Negotiation Mod

1 25 +1 Attack Rolls/DC 1

2 50 +2 Attack Rolls/DC 2

3 100 +3 Attack Rolls/DC 4

4 175 +4 Attack Rolls/DC 7

5 250 +5 Attack Rolls/DC 10
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Losing Heroic disposition - 

Killing any innocent - even if it is accidental, you will lose substantial amounts of 
heroism. 

Not helping - If you don’t support people consistently, no one will believe you are a 
hero - heroes always help. 

Killing, not subduing, villains - The public expects heroes to apprehend their 
opponents, even when the villain is a potent threat. Killing a villain is more 'forgivable if 
the hero does this rarely. 

Allowing harm to innocents - if you do nothing to protect someone, the people around 
you will expect less from you. 

Running away - if you run away from a fight against a villain, you will lose heroic 
disposition. 

Anti-Heroic - Anti-Heroes are willing to do things heroes are not. They make hard, grey 
decisions like killing a threat, where heroes try to salvage the situation. They use their 
reputation to intimidate people to get their way. 

Anti-heroes have mixed reactions because the public doesn't see them as villainous, 
but they're moral law-abiding citizens either. If they kill too many problematic 
individuals, the peace officers may choose to bring them in.


Gaining Anti-Heroic disposition - 

Take Rewards for helping others.

 

Anti-Heroic Disposition
Level Anti-Heroism Intimidation (Attack Rolls, DC checks) Intimidation Mod

1 25 -1 Attack Rolls/DC 1

2 50 -2 Attack Rolls/DC 2

3 100 -3 Attack Rolls/DC 4

4 175 -4 Attack Rolls/DC 7

5 250 -5 Attack Rolls/DC 10
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Killing villains. 

Intimidate people to convince them to do things your way. 

Allowing harm against innocents in the name of their goal. 

Losing Anti-Heroic disposition - 

Running away from a fight - No one is going to believe you’re a tough guy if you run 
away. 

Saving a villain - If you don’t kill a villain, people may think you’re losing your edge. 

Helping people for free - If you start helping people for free, people will see you as 
weak, not tough anymore. 

Always saving innocents - Most people will think you've gone soft if you start helping 
people all the time. 

Villainous - Some people want the world to burn. Villains don’t care about moral 
standards, and they don't care about grey areas either. They have embraced their 
darkness. Morality is for those too afraid to grasp power. Many think morality is a 
power game, where the powerful convince the weak not to act - so they will not 
respect anyone who helps others. 

They serve as both an inspiration for other villains, and intimidation for their opponents. 
They are masters of threatening people to get their way.


Villainous Disposition
Level Villainism Intimidation Inspiration Threatening Mod

1 25 -1 Attack Rolls/DC +1 Attack Rolls/DC 1

2 50 -1 Attack Rolls/DC +1 Attack Rolls/DC 2

3 100 -2 Attack Rolls/DC +1 Attack Rolls/DC 4

4 175 -2 Attack Rolls/DC +2 Attack Rolls/DC 7

5 250 -3 Attack Rolls/DC +2 Attack Rolls/DC 10
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Ways to get Villainous Disposition - 

Kill innocent people.

Commit crimes.

Threatening others.


Ways to lose Villainous Disposition - 

Lose a fight against anyone - No one will take you seriously if your plans never work 
out. There are many "Nobodys" in the world. 

Don’t commit random acts of violence for a while - no one will take you seriously if you 
are not breaking the law. 

Attempt to help anyone - even a rival, especially a rival. The world is all yours - the 
imagination is the limit. 

Don’t have a handlebar moustache - LOL, I’m joking, but you get the idea - always 
scheme and cause chaos. 

Terminology 

Inspiration - This character’s presence gives those fighting along with their 
confidence. Your allies and aligned people gain a bonus to their attack rolls and 
difficulty checks. 

Intimidation - This character’s presence reduces the confidence of those fighting 
against them. Your opponents have a negative to their attack rolls and difficulty checks. 

Negotiation Mod - the positive bonus a hero has when they are trying to negotiate the 
best solution for the situation. 

Intimidation Mod - the positive bonus an anti-hero gets when they are using their 
reputation to force someone to do what they want. 

Threatening Mod - the bonus a villain gets when they threaten people to give up 
whatever the villain wants.
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The Economy 
Trinity City has a cashless society. 


Being the very last unoccupied human city makes trade impossible. They must fend for 
themselves - they must grow and catch the food the 50 million people need every day. 
They must build the necessary homes each person and family needs. They must 
ensure they produce the medicine the hospitals and residents need. 


As a result, they don’t want to put any resources into maintaining a currency. 
Everything is a quota - you do your work, and the city rewards you with food, 
recreation, medicine.


Despite the rules, there are underground markets, because it’s thriving. The black 
market is booming, with factions doing their best to provide the technologies that 
people want. Organizations specifically create equipment for people with superpowers. 
They run these black market shops at their own risk - if the government catches them, 
it could be a death sentence.


In the early days, many shopkeepers died, except those in the Asian District. The 
Central Authority gave them the right to keep their shops through negotiations at the 
time.


As time went on, the Central Authority has grown more complacent of the black market 
shops - they haven’t disrupted the city’s order much. There are only a few exceptions - 
black market vehicles, energy packs and CyberLink technologies. The Central Authority 
creates all Vehicles and Energy Packs, so anyone selling them has stolen them from 
the city - which is a death sentence. And there is a city-wide prohibition for CyberLink 
technologies. The city executes anyone who installs or has implants.


As a result, most people asking for these kinds of technologies have to have pull with 
the factions that provide illegal equipment. That kind of pull only comes from loyalty - 
or you have dirt on them. The more loyal you show the organization and the missions 
you do for them, the more you earn their respect.


These factions all have their form of digital currency, which they distribute through the 
‘black net’. You can usually exchange certain currencies for others if the two groups 
are friendly. Don’t try to force the issue - some groups hate each other. If you’re trying 
to use one currency with a group that hates another - it will bite you in the ass.
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Factions 

Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang 

Disposition - Anti-Heroic or Villainous. The Gang will not work with heroic individuals - 
because heroic types won’t do whatever it takes to help the Gifted. They are reluctant 
to accept villainous people. If you cause too many problems, they will kill you. They 
want their members to do what it takes to protect the Gifted.


Currency Name - Nelks (the name for Hell)


Alliances - The Network (2 Nelks for one netty) and The Junkers (1 Nelk for two 
junkers).


Enemies with - Friends of the Shaper Cult because they hate the Gifted. They also 
have an antagonistic relationship with the Family and the Alliance since both groups 
are more ‘honourable’ than the Gang.


Joining - You must sacrifice someone who hates the Gifted to Sheynas. Because 
heroes will not do that, this is why the Gang rejects them. They only want those who 
are willing to do whatever it takes to ensure the survival of Gifted people to join.


Loyalty - Fight the Friends of the Shaper Cultists, cause problems for the Family, drug 
running in the city, gun smuggling, ranking up in the Arena, showing loyalty to Lord 
Kildari.


Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang Loyalty
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 1 0 0 200

2 25 2 1 -1 400

3 50 3 1 -2 600

4 100 4 2 -3 900

5 250 5 2 -5 1200

6 500 6 3 -6 1500
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Level - current reputation with the faction. 

Item Availability - what types of equipment you’re allowed to have. 

Alliance Faction Bonus - The bonus you gain when negotiating with a faction member 
or allied faction. 

Enemies Faction Penalty - The penalty you receive when you need to negotiate with 
someone who hates your faction. 

Payment/Mission - This is the amount of currency you will receive for missions you do 
on behalf of the faction.


Drugs - Drugs are the biggest reason why the Gang has grown over the years. People 
get hooked on anything from performance enhancers to Rapture, their most notable 
exclusive drug. Rapture gives users the ability to see a sexy person when they engage 
in any sexual activity. 

Rage/Andren/Cortix/AgileX/Staminis - You extend your abilities, but not beyond 
human potential - 12 is the highest level of any stat enhancement. 

Drugs
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Rage +3 strength 1 50

Andren +2 action regen per round 1 50

Cortix +3 will 1 50

AgileX +3 agility 1 50

Staminis +3 endurance 1 50

Super Rage +5 strength 3 100

Super Cortix +5 will 3 100

Super AgileX +5 agility 3 100

Super Staminis +5 endurance 3 100
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Super Rage/Cortix/AgileX/Staminis - These drugs use Gifted genes to enhance 
someone’s abilities over 12, but not over 24.


The drug effects last three rounds of combat. 

Taking Drugs is an illegal act. For non-super drugs, you will face escalating 
punishments from the Central Authority. After the 3rd conviction, the city banishes you 
to the Projects. If you harm anyone while taking the drugs, the city executes you. If you 
take any Super-Drug, it’s considered a criminal act - you will face immediate 
banishment to the Projects.


Bikes and Upgrades 

The DMBG are the dominant hover-cycle group in the city. They have the best 
enhancements and vehicles to offer those who are loyal to them. If you intend on using 
a hover-cycle, you need to keep them happy.


Turbo Booster - While the Gang has even more powerful enhancements for loyal 
members, they help anyone with a hover-cycle, giving the enhancements stated in the 

Bike Upgrades
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Turbo Booster As stated in Vehicles - triples the speed 1 750

Turbo Canister Fuel for the Turbo Booster (lasts 3 rounds) 1 25

Bullet Proof 
Glass

As stated in Vehicles - provides +50 physical 
damage resistance

1 200

Hell Cycle You are an official member of the gang with your 
own transportation.

2 500

Nitro Booster +50 speed boost mod 3 200

Nitro Canister Fuels Nitro Booster (lasts 3 rounds) 3 50

Gun Holster Attaches to the Handle Bar - allows a pulse or slug 
pistol to be shot

4 100

Melee Sheathe Attaches to the side - holds a melee weapon 4 100

Devil Glass 
Shield

Attaches a shield to the front of the bike - gives +1 
deflection armour rating and 50 physical damage 

resistance (front facing opponents)

4 200

Devil’s Ride This is the most top of the line hover-cycle in the 
city!

6 1000
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vehicles section. 

Turbo Canister - this is the fuel that the Turbo Booster uses. Each Canister lasts for 
three rounds. 

BulletProof Glass - this provides +60 physical damage resistance from front-facing 
targets - the glass absorbs the attack. 

Hell Cycle - This hover-cycle goes ten-speed faster than a normal hover-cycle, and is 
only available to those who are loyal to the Gang. 

Nitro Booster - much more powerful than the turbo booster - this can push your 
hovercycle to 320 speed. 

Nitro Canister - This is the fuel the Nitro Booster uses. 

Gun Holster - this unique hover-cycle attachment attaches a ranged weapon to the 
vehicle. You can use this to mount either a slug or pulse weapon. You can then fire at 
enemies if you are facing them. 

Melee Sheathe - Like the Gun Holster, this sheathe holds your melee weapons in 
place. 

Devil Glass Shield - Not only does this have the same protections as the bulletproof 
glass, but it also provides a +1 deflection armour rating. 

Devil’s Ride - This hover-cycle goes as fast as the Hell Cycle and has all the level 4 
enhancements. It has a gun holster, melee sheathe and Devil Glass Shield. It also has a 
flame turret - it can fire in a 10' * 6'- cone for normal fire damage and inflicts the burn 
status effect.


Weapons and Equipment
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Imp’s Claws +10 bonus physical damage over normal pistol 2 200

Devil’s Spray +15 force damage over regular Shotgun 2 500

Demon Breath +2 shots more per round than regular assault 
rifles.

3 400

Serpent’s 
Tongue

+2 to attack rolls, +2 critical chance 3 400

Item
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Imp’s Claws - These lightweight but powerful pistols, you can dual wield them for 
devastating carnage. They do +10 more physical damage over standard guns.


Devil’s Spray - This powerful shotgun adds +15 force damage for each pellet beyond 
the double physical damage. 

Demon Breath - This assault rifle shoots two more times per round compared to 
regular assault rifles. 

Serpent’s Tongue - This Sniper Rifle has +2 to attack rolls and a +2 critical chance as 
well. 

Fire Breath - these bullets cause an exothermic reaction, giving +10 fire damage to 
attacks and setting a Burn on the target for three rounds. 

Hell Knight Equipment - made for only the most loyal of the Gang - this will turn fire 
starter Gifted into a tour de force. 

Hell Knight Shield - This shield gives a +1 deflection armour rating. The power-liked 
version, which only works with fire starters, adds +10% fire damage reduction. It also 
causes sparks when hit by the Hell Knight Sword - short-range spray - 10’ * 6’ - 1/2 fire 
damage with the Burn condition. 

Hell Knight Sword - this weapon has the same treatment as the Fire Breath bullets. It 
can cause a burn for three rounds and does +15 fire damage. The Power-Linked 
version ups the damage to +30, and when you use it with the Hell Knight Shield - it 
does sparks. 

Hell Knight Vest - instead of ‘armour’, this vest protects you from fire. It provides 
+10% fire damage reduction and offers protection against attacks, +3 armour rating. 

Fire Breath(20) +10 fire damage per bullet 2 50

Hell Knight 
Shield

+1 deflection AC 4 300

Hell Knight 
Sword

+15 fire damage per hit 4 300

Hell Knight Vest +3 Armour AC, +10% fire resistance 4 400

Power Linked For fire starters 5 500

Effect Item Availability CostItem
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The power linked version will act as a reaction defence - those who strike you take 1/4 
fire damage.


Friends of the Shaper 

Disposition - While they say they are open to anyone, heroes rarely join up with the 
Cult. Heroes see them as they are, a group that exists solely to create division and 
violence. As a result, most people allying with the Cult are anti-heroic or villainous, 
hurting their reputation more.


Most people will not join the Cult. They are not trustworthy - only the worst of the worst 
join up. The only viral news about the Cult is violent acts. 

Currency Name - Friendship Coin. 

Alliances - The Network (4 Friendship Coins for one netty) and The Junkers (1 
Friendship for 1 Junkers). 

Enemies with - The Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang, because they kill their members. 
They are also enemies with the Family and the Alliance because both help the Gifted. 

Joining - You post a video on the Central Net saying you believe the Prophet Yi Chou 
is right. Say you accept the Gifted will destroy the City. 

Loyalty - Post angry thoughts on the Central Net to anger the Gifted. Go out and 
harass Europeans in the Projects.


The Friends of the Shaper Cult Loyalty Chart
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 1 0 0 200

2 100 2 0 -2 400

3 250 3 1 -4 600

4 500 4 1 -6 900
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Steady Hand - this pistol helps the user aim much better, granting them a +1 to their 
attack rolls. 

Home Defence - This shut gun uses slugs that shoot nine pellets instead of 7, 
increasing the damage, the ultimate way to get rid of Gifted people from your home. 

Purity Gun - With motion stabilizers, this assault rifle has no penalties on attack rolls, 
ensuring you cleanse the Gifted from the streets. 

Sniper Sense - This sniper rifle has a +1 to attack rolls and critical range. It also has a 
heat vision, so you can see people hiding with stealth fields. 

Throat Slicers - These daggers cut right through Gifted defences. They have +10 
damage vulnerability to punch through invulnerability. It has +1 to attack rolls and 
causes a level 2 bleed to prevent regeneration. 

Holy Sword - This sword has the very same bonuses as the Throat Slicers.


Weapons
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Steady Hand +1 attack roll Pistol 2 100

Home Defence +2 pellets per slug 2 200

Purity Gun Negates attack roll penalty. 3 300

Sniper Sense +1 attack roll sniper rifle, +1 critical 
range, heat seeking

3 300

Throat Slicers +1 attack roll dagger, +10 damage 
resistance penetration, level 2 bleed

4 100

Holy Sword +1 attack roll sword, +20 damage 
resistance penetration, level 2 bleed.

4 200

Armour
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Shield of Faith +1 deflection armour rating, + 3 
deflection to force and 

elemental attacks

4 300

Vest of the Righteous +4 armour ar, +10% elemental 
damage resistance

4 500

Item
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If you prove yourself loyal to the Cult, they will grant you battle armour - protecting you 
against the attacks from the Gifted. 

Shield of Faith - This shield can protect and deflect any power from the Gifted. It 
grants a +1 deflection armour rating and a +3 deflection armour rating against force 
and elemental attacks. 

Vest of the Righteous - specially designed to help against Elementalist attacks. This 
vest provides a +4 armour rating and 10% elemental resistance. 

Boots of the Path - these boots have combat abilities, allowing easy dodging against 
attacks. a +1 dodge armour rating and +1 reflex dc. 

Gauntlets of Charity - The final part of the Cultist's armour is the Gauntlets. They 
provide another +1 armour rating and +5 physical damage reduction.


Turbo Booster - for anyone who has declared the Prophet is correct about his 
prophecies, you can get a turbo booster for half price. Turbo Boosters double the 
speed of a car.


Boots of the Path +1 dodge ar, +1 reflex dc 4 200

Gauntlets of Charity +1 armour ar, +5 physical 
damage resistance

4 200

Effect Item Availability CostItem

Vehicle Upgrades
Item Effect Item 

Availability
Cost

Turbo Booster As described in the car vehicles section 1 125

Turbo Canisters Fuel for Turbo Booster (lasts 3 rounds) 1 25

Nitro Car Booster +50 speed boost 2 250

Nitro Canisters Fuel for Nitro Car Booster (lasts 3 rounds) 2 75

Bullet Proof 
Windshield

+50 physical damage resistance on attacks aimed 
through the front and back windshields

3 400

Bullet Proof Doors +50 physical damage resistance on attacks from 
all attacks through the doors.

3 500

Reinforced Structure Doubles Structural viability of the car. 4 1000
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Turbo Canisters - this is fuel for the Turbo Booster - it lasts three rounds. 

Nitro Car Booster - using Nitro, the car goes even faster - adding another 50 speed to 
the car - to 170 speed. 

Nitro Canister - this is the fuel for the Nitro Car Booster (lasts three rounds). 

BulletProof Windshield - all windshields are now bulletproof, adding a +60 physical 
damage reduction to attacks aimed at the windshields. 

BulletProof Doors - now all the doors on the car have +60 physical damage reduction 
to attacks made on them. 

Reinforced Structure - This modification allows you to double the structural viability of 
the car.


The Network 

Disposition - The Network works with anyone - heroic, anti-heroic and villainous 
individuals. They want to provide the best equipment and upgrades to help people 
fight against the Serpents. They only refuse to help people who become a liability to 
their anonymity. 

Currency Name - Nettys 

Allied with - The Family (1 Netty for 2 Wise Guys), The Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang (1 
Netty for 2 Nelks), the Friends of the Shaper Cult (1 Netty for 4 Friendship Coins), the 
Junkyard (1 Netty for 4 Junkers) 

Enemies with - they have conflicts with the Central Authority, the Peace Officers 
(antagonistic only - no fighting), the TechMaster Robots. 

Joining - Anyone can ask to sign up, but you must fight and destroy a tech master 
robot patrol. 

Loyalty - Help keep their anonymity, fight Tech Master, perform missions for them and 
pay for their services.
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Support my work


 Ethereum	 	      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    BitCoin

Social Media


Twitter - https://twitter.com/amazinggamepro

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/gaming/

AmazingGamingPro

WWW - https://amazinggamingproductions.com/


Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/
amazinggamingproductions/


Pinterest - https://www.pinterest.ca/
amazingamepro/_saved/





The Network Loyalty
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 1 0 0 200

2 25 2 1 -1 400

3 50 3 2 -2 600

4 100 4 3 -3 900

5 250 5 5 -5 1200

6 500 6 6 -6 1500
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Weapon Scraps - these small amounts of scraps can help you upgrade a weapon. All 
weapon upgrades need weapon scraps. 

Armour Scraps - these small amounts of scraps can help you upgrade a piece of 
armour. All armour upgrades need armour scraps. 

Batteries - certain types of tech upgrades to armours and weapons need batteries to 
power the effects. 

Chips - CPUs help regulate certain types of tech upgrades.


Copper Wiring - They are excellent connective materials for tech upgrades. 

Shock Absorbers - used for a variety of different tech upgrades. 

Lenses - Used to help focus beam weapon upgrades. 

Upgrade components
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Weapon Scraps (10) Used to upgrade weapons 1 25

Armour Scraps (10) Used to upgrade armour 1 25

Batteries(10) Used for tech upgrades 2 100

Chips(10) Used for tech upgrades 2 25

Copper Wiring(10) Used for tech upgrades 2 25

Shock Absorbers(10) Used for tech upgrades 2 25

Lenses(10) Used for tech upgrades 2 25

Circuit Board (1) Used for tech upgrades 3 25

Energy Emitters(1) Used for tech upgrades 3 25

Electrical Insulation(1) Used for tech upgrades 3 25

Magnets(1) Used for tech upgrades 3 25

Power-link sensor Upgrade weapons and armour 6 25

Power-link amplifier Upgrade weapons and armour 6 25
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Circuit Boards - Helps with more advanced tech upgrades. 

Energy Emitters - Used to strengthen beam weapons. 

Magnets - used to help regulate magnetic forces. 

Power-Link Sensor - Power-Linked items are only available for the most loyal 
members of the Network. This sensor reads what kind of power you have. 

Power-Link Amplifier - Again, this equipment is only for the most loyal members of 
the Network. This now amplifies your powers in the weapon or armour.


Weapon Caches
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Taser Gun Shocks someone at range - 10’ 1 100

Stun Baton Shocks someone hit - Will DC 12 - 
normal physical damage

1 100

Bladed boots Adds 1/2 physical damage to kicks 1 100

Razer Sword/Spear +1 Critical Range 1 100

Razer Axes/Daggers +1 Critical Range 1 75

Pulser Punch Does normal physical damage with 
chance for knock back 10’.

2 200

Pistol Equipment in Rulebook 2 150

Shot Gun Equipment in Rulebook 2 150

Assault Rifle Equipment in Rulebook 2 250

Sniper Rifle Equipment in Rulebook 2 250

Pulse Pistol Equipment in Rulebook 3 100

Pulse Rifle Equipment in Rulebook 3 150

Pulse Gun Equipment in Rulebook 3 150

Grenade Launcher Equipment in Rulebook 3 400

Scope Gives +1 attack roll to all gun weapons, 
+1 critical range, heat seeking

3 200

Implosion Gun Equipment in Rulebook 4 500

Item
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Taser Gun - 2 action points, does 1/2 electrical damage, with a Stun chance - Will 
check DC - 10. Only a one time use.


Stun Baton - 2 action points, does normal physical and 1/2 electrical damage. Stun 
chance - Will check DC - 12.


Bladed Boots - Dagger springs out of the toe, doing normal force damage and 1/2 
physical damage.


Pulser Punch - this gauntlet fits over your fists - your punch attacks do normal 
physical damage with a chance for knock back 10’ - Physique check DC 10.


Scope - This gives any gun the ability to see heat signatures (negating stealth - unless 
mystical), +1 to attack rolls and + 1 to the critical range.


Pulser Mod - when attached to an energy weapon, this mod will add +10 photon 
damage.


Energy and Slug Weapons are Standard equipment described in the Skill Lists.


Many Gadgeteers work for the Network. They create and sell ammo for other 
Gadgeteers, in case they are in desperate need of ammo.


Narrow Beam Gun Equipment in Rulebook 4 500

Pulser Mod +10 photon damage on pulse weapons 4 500

Gatling Gun Equipment in Rulebook 4 500

Omega Gun Equipment in Rulebook 5 1000

Effect Item Availability CostItem

Gadgeteer Support
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Tech Gun Ammo - Taser Taser Gun Cartridge 1 25

Tech Gun Ammo - Mag Pulse Mag Pulse Cartridge 2 25

Tech Gun Ammo - Healing Healing Cartridge 3 25

Tech Gun Ammo - Stimulant Stimulant Cartridge 4 100

Tech Gun Ammo - Sonic Sonic Cartridge 4 100
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While anyone can buy tech gun ammo, only a Gadgeteer can use it. Between missions, 
unless stated otherwise, all the Gadgeteer’s cartridges will replenish.


EMP Grenade - EMP grenades are usable for anyone, disrupts technologies in a 20’ 
radius with EMP blast.


Grenades and Mines
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Smoke Grenade (3) Gadgeteer Grenade 1 50

Frag Grenade (3) Explosive Expert Grenade 1 100

EMP Grenade All Characters 2 100

Trip Mine (3) Explosive Expert Grenade 2 125

Flash Grenade (3) Gadgeteer Grenade 3 125

Nanite Grenade (3) Gadgeteer Grenade 4 200

Plasma Grenade (3) Explosive Expert Grenade 5 250

Equipment
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Medipacks Uses regenerative substances to heal up to 
30 damage in 3 rounds.

1 50

Hacking 
Device

Enhances Hacking abilities - reduces time 
to 1 round

1 100

Door Opening Enhances Hacking device - opens doors 1 250

Friend or Foe 
mod

Enhances the hacking device to change 
defences IFF.

2 300

Lock device Can open physically locked objects and 
places

2 500

Advanced 
Medpacks

Uses more advanced substances - can 
revive a fallen character and heal them up 

to 60 health in 3 rounds.

3 150

Smart Rope Rope Unravels itself and uses nano 
technology to climb

3 200

Smart 
Clothing

Reduces visibility and sound of the clothes 
- +1 stealth rating

4 150

Ultimate 
Medpacks

The ultimate in healing - heals put 120 
health in 3 rounds and revives a fall 

character

5 200
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Medipacks - With specialized substances, this pack can heal up to 30 damage in three 
rounds. 

Hacking Device - The Network enhances your communication device to hack other 
electronics faster. -1 round to hack.


Door Opening - the hacking device is now programmed to hack locked doors and 
open them in less time.


Friend or Foe mod - your ability to hack into offensive robots is quicker, lowering the 
hacking time by 1 round. 

Lock Device - this device can replicate fabricated keys for physical locks in 1 round. 

Advanced Medipacks - this healing product can revive a fallen character and heal 
anyone up to 60 health in three rounds 

Smart Rope - not only does the rope unravel itself, but it also uses nanotechnology to 
help you climb faster - by 10’/round. 

Smart Clothing - with circuitry, reflective threading and cushiony foot ware, your 
stealth abilities again +1 bonus. 

Ultimate Medipacks - this healing product can revive a fallen character and heal 
anyone up to 120 health in three rounds.


Vehicles
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Hover Cycle Standard Hovercycle 2 250

Car Standard Car 2 500

Van Standard Van 2 1000

Turboboost Triples the Speed of hovercycle, doubles 
speed of car.

2 100

Turboboost Canisters Fuel Turbobooster 2 10

Bullet Proof Facial 
Shield (hover cycle)

+50 Damage Resistance against front 
facing attackers.

2 150

Reinforced Structure 
(Car)

Doubles structure viability. 3 500

Item
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All mods and vehicles in this section are the standard mods in the skill sets on page 
176-177.


Mobile Command Centre - This type of Van sacrifices some occupant spacing for 
specialized equipment to strengthen its durability and capabilities.


Speed - 50 mph

Manoeuvrability - C

Structure Viability - 200

Occupants - 6

Armour Rating - 23

Force Fields - provides +20 physical damage resistance and 60% damage reduction 
for physical, force and elemental damages.


AI system - connects with the party's communication devices to bring analysis.


The van has four gun ports with assault rifles, Bullet Proof Doors and Windows - +60 
physical damage resistance and four Wheel Weapons - Double Physical Damage.


Reinforced Structure 
(Van)

Doubles structure viability. 3 1000

Bullet Proofing 
windshield (Car/Van)

+50 physical damage resistance. 3 700

Bullet Proof Doors (Car) +50 physical damage resistance. 3 800

Bullet Proof Doors (Van) +50 physical damage resistance. 3 1000

Wheel Weapons (car/
van)

Does double physical damage. 4 750

Gun Ports (Car/Van) Contain an assault rifle in each port. 4 500/port

Mobile Command 
Centre

Van with all the bells and whistles - 
including a force field.

6 10000

Effect Item Availability CostItem
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Riot Gear - once you prove your loyalty, the Network will allow you to buy their basic 
armour and shield equipment. Riot gear is an armour set that grants a +4 armour 
rating.


Stealth Armour - instead of pure armour protection, uses padding and threading to 
help you escaped detection. +3 armour rating, +1 stealth. 

Riot shield - to ensure the highest protection, riot shields cover against most frontal 
and side attacks, offering a +1 deflection armour rating. 

Power Fist - this gauntlet uses indestructium, the metal that the soldier from the future 
helped develop. It allows unarmed attacks to do normal physical damage, and its 
repulsers do normal force damage.


Powered Boots - These boots allow you to move and dodge much better. It gives +3 
movement, +2 dodge armour rating and reflex challenge rolls. It adds a +10’ jump 
height and 20’ jump length. Gravity sinks allow you to run up walls up to 50 feet. 

Indestructium Armour - This armour provides a +10 armour rating. It also provides 
+25 physical damage reduction and +5% elemental and forces damage resistance.


Armours
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Riot Gear +4 armour rating 2 200

Stealth armour +3 armour rating, +1 stealth 2 200

Riot shield +1 deflection armour rating 2 125

PowerFist Uses Indestructium - +2 armour rating. 
Unarmed Attacks do normal physical 

damage + normal force.

3 500

Powered Boots +3 movement, +2 dodge armour rating 
and reflex challenge rolls. Jump height 

+10 feet, able to run up walls.

4 750

Indestructium 
Armour

+10 armour rating, +5% elemental and 
force defence, + 25 physical damage 

resistance.

6 2500

Indestructium 
Shield

+2 deflection armour rating, +5% 
elemental and force defence, +25 

physical damage resistance.

6 500
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Indestructium Shield - Like Indestructium armour, except it gives +2 deflection armour 
rating. It still provides+25 physical damage resistance and +5% elemental and force 
damage reduction.


The Junkyard 

The Junkyard is an independent resource gathering faction. The Junkyard doesn't offer 
any ways to join. You go down to a dark ally and buy whatever scraps they may have. 
Most people think they were recycling plant workers who realized there were abundant 
materials for crafters. They took the extras and helped people looking for quality 
materials.


Disposition - The Junkyard has no particular disposition, they sell their scraps to 
anyone who can buy them. They have no organization or enemies.


Currency Name - Junkers.


Alliances - The Family (2 Junkers for 1 Wise Guy), The Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang (2 
Junkers for 1 Nelk), the Friends of the Shaper Cult (1 Junkers for 1 Friendship Coins), 
the Network (4 Junkers for 1 Netty).


Cyberlink Enhancements
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Strengthening Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 100

Bulletproof Chest As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 150

Nanites As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 250

Stimulant Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 250

Sword Arm As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 125

Shield Arm As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 3 125

Speed Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 4 500

Rocket Foot As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 4 300

Health Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 5 600

Grappling Hand As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 5 300

Accuracy Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 6 750

Phoenix Implant As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 6 1500

Blaster Hand As described in the Cyberlink Powerset 6 500
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Weapon Scraps - these small amounts of scraps can help you upgrade a weapon. All 
weapon upgrades need weapon scraps.


Armour Scraps - these small amounts of scraps can help you upgrade a piece of 
armour. All armour upgrades need armour scraps. 

Indestructium Strip - Some of the Junkyard has valuable Indestructium strips to sell. 
These make the best armour and weapon enhancements possible. 

Batteries - certain types of tech upgrades to armours and weapons need batteries to 
power the effects. 

Chips - CPUs help regulate certain types of tech upgrades. 

Copper Wiring - These are excellent connective materials for tech upgrades. 

Circuit Boards - Helps with more advanced tech upgrades. 

Chemical Stabilizers - Helps with chemical enhancements. 

Scraps
Item Effect Cost

Armour Scrap (10) Helps upgrade armour 25

Weapon Scrap (10) Helps upgrade weapons 25

Indestructium Strip (1) Helps upgrade armour or weapons 25

Batteries(10) Helps with tech upgrades 25

Chips(10) Helps with tech upgrades 25

Copper Wiring (10) Helps with tech upgrades 25

Circuit Board(1) Helps with tech upgrades 25

Chemical Stabilizers (10) Helps with upgrades 25

Chemical agitators(1) Helps with incendiary upgrades 25

Cryo chemicals (1) Helps with cryo upgrades 25

Chemical Neutralizers (1) Helps with upgrades 25

Scroll Scraps(10) Helps with mystical upgrades 25

Flame Retardant Mat (10) Upgrades Armour with flame resistance 200

Lenses(10) Upgrades sensors and energy guns 25
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Chemical Agitators - Used for incendiary upgrades. 

Cryo Chemicals - Used for cryo upgrades. 

Chemical neutralizes - Helps with chemical enhancements. 

Flame Retardant Materials - Helps with fire protection. 

Lenses - Used for sensors and energy gun enhancements.


The Family 

Disposition - The Family is more honourable of the two dominant factions in the 
Projects. They recruit people of honest/heroic reputation, but they will recruit anti-
heroes on occasion. They need people who do "what it takes" once in a while, but they 
want more people willing to do the right thing, no matter what.


Currency Name - Wise Guys


Alliances - The Network (2 Wise Guys for 1 Netty), the Junkyard (1 Wise Guy for 2 
Junkers).


Enemies with - Devil’s Mayhem Biker Gang, the Friends of the Shaper Cult.


Joining - If you start working at one of the community projects that the Family 
operates and you do a good job, the leadership will invite you to join.


Loyalty - Helping people in the Projects, doing a good job, listening to the Don and 
being honourable.


The Family Loyalty
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 1 0 0 200

2 25 2 1 -1 400

3 50 3 2 -2 600

4 100 4 3 -3 900

5 250 5 5 -5 1200

6 500 6 6 -6 1500
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My Little Friend - The Family alters the weapons they give to their followers. This 
pistol does an extra 20% bonus physical damage. 

Boomstick - This shotgun does more carnage per slug - +10% bonus physical 
damage per spray. 

Tommyknocker - This assault rifle does 15% bonus physical damage per bullet. 

Widow Maker - This sniper rifle does +75% bonus physical damage. 

Brass Knuckles - turns punch attacks from force damage to physical damage. 

Snap Knife - this knife is concealable and does +10 bonus physical damage. 

Armour-Piercing Bullets - These bullets reduce the effectiveness of physical damage 
resistance. It gives +10 damage vulnerability.


Mob Weapons
Item Effect Cost

My little friend +20% bonus physical damage pistol 300

Boomstick +10% bonus physical damage per slug 300

Tommyknocker +15% bonus physical damage assault rifle 400

Widow Maker +75% bonus physical damage sniper rifle 400

Brass Knuckles Turns unarmed attacks from force to physical damage 250

Snap knife +10% bonus physical damage knife 125

Armour Piercing 
Bullets (20)

+10 damage vulnerability 100

Mob Drugs
Item Effect Cost

Hyper Rage +3 strength +2 action regen per round (3 rounds) 100

Hyper Cortix +3 will, + 2 action regen per round (3 rounds) 100

Hyper AgileX +3 agility, +2 action regen per round (3 rounds) 100

Hyper Staminis +3 endurance, + 2 action regen per round (3 rounds) 100
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The Family is smart enough to avoid selling drugs that exceed human potential. To 
compensate, They do help a person's energy levels.


The Family is smart enough to avoid selling drugs that exceed human potential. To 
compensate, They do help a person's energy levels. 

Negotiation Suit - This 3-piece suit says one thing, people need to fear you. It grants a 
+1 to intimidation bonus. 

Master Key - This skeleton key will open any physical door. 

Tough Guy Vest - the 3-piece suit now has a vest that helps against slug weapons. a 
+5 deflection armour rating vs slug guns and +10 physical damage reduction. 

Leather Trench Coat - This bulletproof trench coat has a +10 deflection armour rating 
against slug guns. It also grants +20 physical damage reduction.


Asian Markets 

Disposition - The markets in the Asian District are broad and diverse. Some will only 
deal with heroes, while some will only deal with villains, others will work with anyone. 
You can find someone who will work with your characters, but it may take a while.


Currency Name - Yend 

Alliances - No one. 

Enemies with - No one. 

Mob Equipment
Item Effect Cost

Negotiation Suit +1 intimidation bonus 250

Master Key Opens physical locked doors 400

Tough guy vest +5 deflection armour rating vs. Slug guns, +10 physical damage 
resistance

500

Leather Trench Coat +10 deflection armour rating vs. Slug guns, +20 physical damage 
resistance

1000
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Joining - The Asian markets are open for anyone. What you can get is always 
depending on your relationship with the shop owners and the Asian Community 
council. 

Loyalty - Inside of the Asian District, there are a small but influential group of 
individuals. They will give out assignments to those who will work with them. Most are 
spy missions or taking out dangerous individuals. They are always looking out for Asian 
interests. Helping the Asian community will earn loyalty with many of these shop 
keepers affiliated with this group.


The Asian Network
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 1 0 0 200

2 25 2 0 0 400

3 50 3 0 0 600

4 100 4 0 0 900

5 250 5 0 0 1200

6 500 6 0 0 1500

Asian Weapons

Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Quarter Staff Pike +10 staff damage, +1 Attack Roll 1 250

Spin Axes +5 axe damage, +1 Attack Roll 1 250

Katana +10 sword damage, +1 Attack Roll 1 250

Wakizashi +5 dagger damage, +1 Attack Roll 1 150

Assassin Bow +10 bow damage, +1 Attack Roll, +2 critical range 1 250

Assassin Arrows (20) +10 bow damage 1 50

Ninja Stars (20) +10 throwing star damage, +1 Attack Roll 1 50

Indestructium Katana +25 sword damage, +3 Attack Roll, +10 armour 
penetration

5 1000

Indestructium Staff +25 staff damage, +3 attack roll, +10 armour 
penetration

5 1000

Item
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Asians have been practising martial arts for a long time, adapting many common items 
into weapons. Their ingenuity astounds many 

Quarter Staff Pike - While this looks like any usual fighting staff, with a single shake a 
blade will pop out, adding +10 to the staff damage and adds a +1 attack roll. 

Spin Axes - Spin axes are a unique weapon in the Asian district. It attaches two axes 
with a nano rope to allow both short-range and long-ranged melee attacks. These 
weapons have a 10' range and do +5 physical damage with +1 attack rolls. 

Katana - The favoured sword of the Asians, capable of doing significant damage, adds 
+10 physical damage and +1 to attack roll. 

Wakizashi - This is a stylized dagger of Asian style. It gives +1 attack rolls and +5 
physical damage. 

Assassin Bow - Asians make bows with one intent, penetrating the weaknesses of 
their opponents. +2 to the critical range, +10 physical damage, + 1 to attack rolls. 

Assassin Arrows - these arrows are made for the Assassin bow, adding +10 physical 
damage. 

Indestructium versions - only people who have proven their worth to the Asian Circle 
can get Indestructium equipment. The circle will sell indestructium versions of the 
weapons and armour.


All Indestructium weapons have +10 penetration, +25 to damage and +3 to attack rolls, 
except spin axes and Wakizashi - which have +15 physical damage.


Indestructium 
Wakizashi

+15 dagger damage, +3 attack roll, +10 armour 
penetration

5 600

Indestructium Spin 
Axes

+15 axe damage, +3 attack roll, +10 armour 
penetration

5 600

Indestructium Arrows 
(5)

+25 bow damage, +10 damage resistance 
penetration

5 75

Indestructium Stars (5) +25 throwing star damage, +3 attack roll, +10 
armour penetration

5 75

Effect Item Availability CostItem
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The Asian Community continues their traditional protective gear, especially stealth gear. 
The Indestructium Stealth Suit is a recent development, bringing their protective 
equipment to the next level.


Ninja Gi - this suit helps the wearer blend into their environment - +1 stealth. You can 
wear this over other equipment. 

Ninja Boots - These boots help reduce the sound you make in the environment, +1 
stealth.


Smart Cloak - this cape hides you from detection by blending into the environment - 
+1 to stealth. 

Samurai Vest - this dense vest helps protect you from attacks, +4 armour rating. 

Gauntlets - these gauntlets protect your character from attacks, +1 armour rating. 

Samurai Boots - these boots protect you from harm, +1 armour rating. 

Indestructium Stealth Suit - The Asian Circle has innovated a stealth suit that uses 
indestructium to protect the wearer. +2 stealth, +10 armour rating, +5% energy and 
force damage reduction, +25 physical damage resistance.


Oriental Clothing
Item Effect Item 

Availability
Cost

Ninja Gi +1 stealth, can be worn over other 
equipment

1 100

Ninja Boots +1 stealth 1 100

Smart Cloak +1 stealth, can be worn over other 
equipment

1 100

Samurai Vest +4 armour rating 1 200

Gauntlets +1 armour rating 1 100

Samurai Boots +1 armour rating 1 100

Indestructium 
Stealth Suit

+10 armour rating, +5% elemental and 
force resistance, +2 stealth, +25 

physical damage resistance

5 3000
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While most people think mysticism nothing more than parlour tricks, the Asian circle 
knows better. The Asian council sells incantations that will have a vast impact on your 
gear.


You can purchase and use these materials yourself if you have the necessary skills - or 
you can have an artisan create the item for you. Artisan fees can elevate the price of 
equipment, but they can have extraordinary abilities to your equipment.


The Alliance 

Disposition - The Alliance is the highest-profile heroic faction in Trinity City. Characters 
must have a sterling reputation, and they will remove any character that does anything 

Asian Upgrades
Item Effect Item Availability Cost

Scroll scraps(10) Mystic upgrade material 3 25

Incantations (1) Mystic upgrade material 3 25

Runes of destruction 
(1)

Mystic upgrade material 4 25

Runes of protection (1) Mystic upgrade material 4 25

Runes of sight (1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of fire(1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of ice(1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of hardening(1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of speed (1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of persuasion(1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Runes of Storms(1) Mystic upgrade material 5 25

Enchanted Gem(1) Mystic upgrade material 6 250

Demonic Intervention 
(1)

Mystic upgrade material 6 500

Celestial Intervention 
(1)

Mystic upgrade material 6 500

Divine Intervention (1) Mystic upgrade material 6 1000
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unsavoury. 

Currency Name - Stoics 

Alliances - No one. 

Enemies with - No one. 

Joining - The Alliance is an invitation-only faction. They only accept people with high 
visibility and a sterling reputation - at least level 3 heroism. 

Loyalty - The best way to gain loyalty with the Alliance is patrolling, keeping the peace 
and going on missions.


The Alliance Loyalty
Level Loyalty 

amount
Item 

Availability
Alliance Faction 

Bonus
Enemies faction 

penalty
Payment/mission

1 0 All 0 0 200

2 25 All 1 -1 400

3 50 All 2 -2 600

4 100 All 3 -3 900

5 250 All 5 -5 1200

6 500 All 6 -6 1500

The Alliance Weapons

Item Effect Cost

Mega Pulse Pistol Double force damage, +1 attack roll 500

Energy Sword +20 electrical damage, +1 attack roll, +5 damage 
resistance penetration.

600

Energy Dagger +20 electrical damage, +1 attack roll, +5 damage 
resistance penetration

250

Pulse Repeater Rifle 2 shots per round for Pulse Rifle, double force damage, +1 
attack roll, +5 armour penetration

1000

Mega Pulse Gun +30 degree arc, quadruple force damage 1000

Widow Beam Gun Quadruple force damage, +3 attack roll. 1000

Item
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Mega Pulse Pistol - This pistol is the most effective pulse pistol, doing double force 
damage and normal photon damage. It can be duo wielded and has a +1 attack roll. 

Energy Sword - This sword radiates photonic energy, doing normal physical and 
photon damage. The weapon has +5 damage vulnerability and +1 to their attack rolls. 

Energy Dagger - These daggers do 1/2 physical and 1/2 energy damage, with +5 
damage vulnerability and adds a +1 to attack rolls.


Pulse Repeater Rifle - Shoots bolts that do double force damage and double energy 
damage. Shoots twice per round, +1 attack rolls. 

Mega Pulse Gun - an innovative shotgun like energy weapon shoots everything in a 
10’ * 10’ cone, doing double force damage and double energy damage. 

Widow Beam Gun - Shots a narrow focus force beam, doing double force damage 
and double photonic damage, +3 to attack rolls. 

Indestructium Energy Sword - As with all Indestructium melee weapons, this adds 
+25 physical damage, +4 to attack rolls, and +15 to damage vulnerability. Moreover, it 
does +20 photon damage as well. 

Indestructium Energy Dagger - Adds +15 physical damage per dagger, +20 photon 
damage, +4 to attack rolls and +15 damage vulnerability. 

Power Linked weapons - The Alliance can alter weapons with Power Linked 
capabilities - which will cost 2500 Stoics - but having more powerful capacities.


Indestructium Energy Sword +25 sword damage, +20 electrical damage, +4 attack roll, 
+15 physical resistance penetration

1500

Indestructium Energy Dagger +15 dagger damage, +20 electrical damage, +4 attack roll, 
+15 physical resistance penetration

750

Power Linked The Alliance can craft weapons that work with your 
powers to make you even more powerful

+500 to 
price

Effect CostItem
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Battle Armour - For entry-level Members, they offer a defensive suit that grants a +6 
armour rating. It also gives a +5 deflection armour rating for guns and +10 physical 
damage resistance. 

Battle Shields - The shield provides a +1 deflection armour rating and +5% energy 
and force damage resistance. 

Indestructium Battle Armour - The Alliance uses Indestructium to create the best 
armour. It provides a +12 armour rating, +5 deflect armour rating for guns, +25 physical 
damage resistance, +5% energy and force damage reduction. 

Indestructium Battle Shield - The Alliance makes this shield out of Indestructium. The 
guard grants a +2 deflection armour rating, +25 physical damage resistance, +15% 
energy and force damage reduction. 

Power Linked - the Alliance can take your armour and incorporate power-linked 
connections for peak efficiency. 

Alliance Armour
Item Effect Cost

Battle Armour +6 armour rating, +5 deflection armour rating for guns, +10 
physical damage reduction

750

Battle Shield +1 deflection armour rating, +5% energy and force damage 
resistance

250

Indestructium Battle Armour +12 armour armour rating, +5 deflection armour rating for 
guns, +25 physical damage reduction, +5% energy and force 

damage resistance

2500

Indestructium Battle Shield +2 deflection armour rating, +25 physical damage reduction, 
+15% energy and force damage resistance

1500

Power Linked The Alliance can craft weapons that work with your powers to 
make you even more powerful

1000
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Item Crafting and Upgrades 
Much of the high tech weapons and armour owned by people outside of the military is 
DIY. People get scraps of tech and start to experiment, which lead to many disastrous 
results after the invasion 20 years ago. The survivors taught the best techniques, 
improving the safety of the upgrades.


Whether the character has tech or mystical skills, they can enhance and create new 
items that will help. Some skilled artisans can even create brand new equipment. Item 
crafting and upgrades are essential to helping your hero become everything they need 
to be.


Equipment Upgrades 

When you buy weapons, armour or tech devices, there are options for higher quality. 
These items are more expensive, but they allow upgrading - the better the quality item, 
the more numerous upgrades you can provide with higher chances for success. 

Upgraded items can have all kinds of spectacular effects. Upgrades can create swords 
with electrical currents, armour that keeps you cold despite the most potent fire 
engulfing you, or shields that vibrate. 

There are three types of upgrades -  

1. Physical alteration - Changing the piece of equipment with other material 
components, including alterations using armour and weapon scraps.


2. Tech Upgrade - using various technology scraps to add tech effects to a 
weapon or piece of armour.


3. Mystic Upgrade - using various mystic alterations to enhance armour and 
weapons. 

Upgrades are available for characters with the right skills and powers. People with tech 
skills and abilities can provide Physical Alterations and Tech Upgrades. Characters with 
Runic powers can create Mystic upgrades. Upgrades always take time, depending on 
how involved the enhancement is - more complex means more time. 

Also, enhancements are not guaranteed - but spending more time can ensure success. 
Or, you can go to enhancer and pay for the upgrade - it will cost you whatever currency 
they want, but the enhancement is a certainty.
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Physical Alterations 

• - every single day you spend to perfect this will add +5% to the success rate. 

Keen Blade - This enhances the critical range for this weapon by +1. 

Armour-Piercing - Your weapon has a minor capability to bypass damage reduction, 
+5 damage vulnerability. 

Well-Balanced - This balances a melee weapon to improve your attack arcs with - +1 
to attack rolls.


Upgrades
Type Minimum Time Cost in Materials Success 

Percentage*
Effect

Keen Blade 2 days 5 weapon scraps 50% +10 per tech 
support level

+1 Critical Hit 
range

Armour Piercing 2 days 5 weapon scraps 50% + 10 per tech 
support level

+5 damage red. 
penetration

Well Balanced 2 days 5 weapon scraps 50% + 10 per tech 
support level

+1 attack roll

Armour Padding 2 days 5 armour scraps 50% + 10 per tech 
support level

+1 armour AC

Reinforced 2 days 5 armour scraps 50% + 10 per tech 
support level

+5 physical 
damage 

reduction

Fire Resistance 4 days 10 armour scraps, 5 
fire resistance materials

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

+10 fire 
resistance

Electrical 
Resistance

4 days 10 armour scraps, 5 
electrical insulators

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

+10 electrical 
resistance

Cold Resistance 4 days 10 armour scraps, 5 
heat insulators

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

+10 cold 
resistance

Shock 
Absorbing

4 days 10 armour scraps, 10 
shock absorberrs

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

-10 feet fall 
damage

Scope 2 days 5 weapon scraps, 5 
lenses

50% + 10 per tech 
level

+2 hit roll for 
guns, reveals 

heat signatures

Ray Focusing 2 days 5 weapon scraps, 5 
lenses

50% + 10 per tech 
level

+1 Critical Hit 
range
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Armour Padding - you improve the armour rating using armour scraps - +1 armour 
rating. 

Reinforced - your armour has minor damage resistances - +5 physical damage 
reduction. 

Fire Resistance - With fire retardant materials, your armour now can resist fire damage 
- +10% fire damage resistance. 

Electrical Resistance - Your armour disperses electrical energy - +10% electrical 
resistance. 

Cold Resistance - using heat insulators, you can better withstand cold attacks - +10% 
cold damage resistance. 

Shock Absorbing - using inertial dampeners and shock absorbers, this armour 
reduces fall damage by 10 feet. 

Scope - Guns using scopes add +2 to attack rolls, detect infrared light to reveal hidden 
objects and characters. 

Ray Focusing - this modification improves the critical range of an energy gun by 1.


Tech Alterations 

Weapon Upgrades
Type Time Cost in Materials Success 

Percentage *
Effect

Smart Gun 1 week 10 weapon scraps, 10 chips, 
1 copper wiring

30% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Unlimited bullets

Incendiary Gun 1 week 10 weapon scraps, 10 chips, 
1 copper wiring, 1 chemical 

agitator

20% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Unlimited incendiary 
bullets.

Freeze Gun 1 week 10 weapon scraps, 10 chips, 
1 copper wiring, 1 cryo 

chemical

20% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Unlimited cryo bullets.

Blazing Sword/
Dagger/Axe/Staff

1 week 10 weapon scraps, 1 copper 
wiring, 1 chemical agitator

30%+ 5 per 
tech support 

level

Sword flames - doing 
normal fire damage, with 
chance of setting target 

on fire.

Type
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• Every week you spend extra, you improve the success chance by 10%. 

Smart Gun - With tiny enhancements, the weapon uses force and magnets to fire 
projectiles. It creates these projectiles by shaving blocks of metal. You never run out of 
ammo. 

Incendiary Gun - An enhancement on the Smart Gun - it uses lasers to heat bullets. 
The ammo does normal fire damage as well as double physical damage and Burns the 
target. 

Freeze Gun - Another alt for the Smart Gun - it fires super cool bullets. The ammo 
does normal cold damage and double physical damage and induces a level 1 
hypothermia for three rounds. 

Blazing Weapon - enhancements on this sword allow it to do normal fire damage and 
normal physical damage. It sets a burn on the opponent. (Same for all other weapons) 

Shock Weapon - electrical currents in the sword cause normal electrical damage and 
physical damage. It also has a chance to Stun your opponent - Will check DC 14. 

Cryo Weapon - This supercooled weapon will slow (-3 movement) the opponent and 
cause normal cold damage and normal physical damage. 

Electro Repeater - You convert the force rifle into an Electro Repeater - it does half 
electrical damage and fires five times per round. It causes a static charge and strikes 
anything with a static charge within 5’ of the target. Stun chance - Will check DC - 10. 

Shock Sword/
Dagger/Axe/Staff

1 week 10 weapon scraps, 1 copper 
wiring, 10 batteries

30% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Electro shock - doing 
normal electricity damage 

and stuns.

Cryo Sword/
Dagger/Axe/Staff

1 week 10 weapon scraps, 1 copper 
wire, 5 batteries, 1 cryo 

chemical

30% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Freeze Effect - does 
normal cold damage and 

slows target.

Electro Repeater 1 week 10 weapon scraps, 1 copper 
wire,  5 lenses, 5 energy 

emitters, 5 chips

20% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Energy rifles are 
converted to electro rifles 
- firing 5 times per round, 

stun.

Electro Reaper 1 week 10 weapon scraps, 1 copper 
wire, 5 lenses, 5 energy 

emitters, 5 chips

20% + 5 per 
tech support 

level

Energy Sniper Rifle into 
an electro wire - chance 

to stun opponent.

Time Cost in Materials Success 
Percentage *

EffectType
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Electro Reaper - Changes a sniper rifle into an electrical gun instead - it does triple 
electrical damage with a chance for Stun unless they pass a Will check - DC 18. It also 
causes a static charge. It will chain to opponents anything with a static charge within 5' 
of the target. They take normal electrical damage with a Stun chance unless they pass 
a Will check - DC 10.


• - every week you spend beyond the stated time adds +10% to the success of the 
project.


Smart Armour - Using a variety of computer chips and armour scraps, the armour 
allows you to move faster and hit harder. + 1 armour rating, +1 strength, + 1 agility.  
Strength and agility cannot exceed 12.


Armour Upgrades
Type Time Cost in Materials Success 

Percentage*
Effect

Smart 
Armour

2 weeks 10 armour scraps, 10 chips, 
1 circuit board, 10 batteries

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

+1 armour rating, +1 
strength and agility (12 

max)

Shielded 
Armour

2 weeks 10 armour scraps, 10 chips, 
1 circuit board, 10 batteries, 

10 energy emitters

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

+5 slug gun deflection 
armour, +2 deflection 
armour for force and 
elemental damage.

Environment 
Armour

2 weeks 10 armour scraps, 1 circuit 
board, 10 batteries, 5 fire 

resistance, 5 cold resistance 
and 5 electrical resistance 

materials

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

+25% fire, cold and 
electrical resistance

Rocket Pack 2 weeks 10 armour scraps, 10 chip, 
1 circuit board, 10 batteries

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

Flight - 6 speed, 6 vert lift 
per round.

Energy 
Shield

2 weeks 10 armour scraps, 10 chips, 
1 circuit board, 10 batteries, 

10 energy emitters

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

+3 slug gun deflection ar, 
+2 deflection ar for force 
and elemental damage.

Booster 
Boots

1 week 10 armour scraps, 10 chips, 
10 batteries.

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

+3 speed, +3 jump 
height, +6 jump distance.

Mag Gloves 1 week 10 armour scraps, 1 chip, 1 
battery, 1 magnet

30% + 5 per tech 
support level

Allows you to climb up 
metallic buildings.

Blaster 
Bracers

1 week 10 armour scraps, 1 chip, 5 
lenses, 5 batteries

20% + 5 per tech 
support level

Double Force Damage.
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Shielded Armour - using shield emitters, this armour adds +5 slug gun deflection 
armour rating. It also provides +2 deflection armour rating for all other attacks.


Environment armour - using onboard computers, this armour reacts to different 
elemental forces. It can only provide protection against one element but it reduces the 
damage you take by 25% for that round.


Rocket Pack - This armour modification gives non-flyers limited flight capabilities - 6 
flight speed with 6 flight lift/round. Great way to get over height obstacles. It adds the 
speed and lift to flyers.


Energy Shield - Like Shielded Armour, the energy emitters emit a shield from your 
gauntlets. This shield adds +3 slug gun deflection armour rating and +2 deflection 
armour rating for all other attacks.


Booster Boots - These boots provide +3 speed, +3 jump height and +6 jump distance.


Mag Gloves - these gloves allow you to climb up metallic buildings.


Blaster Bracers - this converts the gauntlets of your armour into weapons. Each 
gauntlet does normal force damage and normal photon damage with chance for knock 
back 10’ - Physique check DC 14.




Support my work


 Ethereum	 	      	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    BitCoin

Social Media


Twitter - https://twitter.com/amazinggamepro

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/gaming/

AmazingGamingPro

WWW - https://amazinggamingproductions.com/


Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/
amazinggamingproductions/


Pinterest - https://www.pinterest.ca/
amazingamepro/_saved/
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Mystical Alterations 

While technology can do many things, mystics can enchant weapons and armour in 
extraordinary ways. They draw power from the Astral Plane to create powerful 
equipment. But getting a mystic to upgrade or construct artefacts may be next to 
impossible.


Mystical upgrades are very time-consuming. The Mystic must be exact when he 
sketches each rune.


Equipment Upgrades
Type Time Cost in materials Success 

percentage*
Effect**

Incantation 1 week 10 scroll scraps 100% Creates an Incantation

Protection 1 week 1 incantation, 1 protection 
rune, 1 rune of hardening

50% + 10 % per 
runic master level

+5 deflection armour 
rating, +25 physical 
damage reduction

Fire 
Protection

1 week 1 incantation, 1 protection 
rune, 1 fire rune

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+35 fire resistance

Ice 
Protection

1 week 1 incantation, 1 protection 
rune, 1 ice rune

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+35 ice resistance

Electricity 
Protection

1 week 1 incantation, 1 protection 
rune, 1 rune of storms

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+35 electricity resistance

Sight 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of sight 50% + 10% per 
runic master level

Negates Stealth or 
invisiblity

Speed 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
speed

50% + 10% per 
runic master level

+6 speed, +6 jump 
height, + 12 jump 

distance

Friendship 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
persuasion

50% + 10% per 
runic master level

+1 negotiation check

Intimidation 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
persuasion, 1 rune of 

destruction

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+1 intimidation check

Inspire 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
spirit, 1 rune of confidence

30% + 5% per 
runic level

Allies - +1 attack rolls, +1 
critical range, +10% 
bonus crit damage

Seeking 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+5 to attack rolls

Type
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• - every week spent on a runic enhancement increases the success chance by 
10%. 

** - Weapons and armour can have more runes. The higher the quality of the item, the 
more ways an enchanter can enhance it. You cannot duplicate runes on an item, only 
one keen, not five keens to always crit. 

Armour Runes 

Protection - This rune makes an armour almost invulnerable - it adds a +5 deflection 
armour rating and +25 physical damage resistance. 

Fire/Ice/Electricity Protection - The armour now reduces the elemental damage by 
35%. Unlike Elemental armour, if you have all three protections, it will lower all three 
types of damage. 

Sight - This gives googles or other eye gear the ability to see things much better. It 
allows the user to see hidden and invisible objects and people and add +3 to 
perception rolls. 

Speed - Boots now allow you to move much faster, +6 speed, +6 jump height, +12 
jump distance.


Keen 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
sight, 1 rune of destruction

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+2 critical hit range

Destruction 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction, one 1 rune of 

strength

30% + 5 per runic 
master level

+25% bonus damage on 
Critical Hits

Devestating 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction

50% + 10% per 
runic master level

+10 base damage

Unstoppable 1 week 1 incaction, 1 rune of 
destruction, 1 rune of spirit

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

+25 damage resistance 
penetration

Ice 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction, 1 rune of ice

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

Normal Ice Damage

Electricity 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction, 1 rune of 

storms

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

Normal electricity 
damage

Fire 1 week 1 incantation, 1 rune of 
destruction, 1 rune of fire

30% + 5% per 
runic master level

Normal Fire Damage

Time Cost in materials Success 
percentage*

Effect**Type
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Miscellaneous Runes 

Friendship - this rune radiates an aura of peace, allowing you to gain a +1 to 
negotiations. 

Intimidation - This enchantment creates an aura of unease, allowing you to gain a +1 
to intimidation checks. 

Inspire - This charm inspires all your allies - +1 attack rolls, +1 critical range, +10% 
bonus crit damage. 

Weapon Runes 

Seeking - Your weapon seeks out the opponent increasing your accuracy, adding +5 
to attack rolls. 

Keen - these runes make weapons far more effective at critical hits, +2 critical range. 

Destruction - your weapon will do +25% more bonus damage on a critical hit than 
before. 

Devastating - This enchantment makes the base damage of your weapon much higher 
- +10 base damage. 

Unstoppable - The weapon penetrates damage resistance to a high degree - +25 
damage vulnerability. 

Ice/Electricity/Fire - the weapon does normal elemental damage as well as normal 
physical damage. 

Fire weapons add Burn for three rounds.

Ice weapons add a level 2 hypothermia for three rounds.

Electrical weapons can stun for 1 round - unless you pass a Will check DC 20.


Artefacts 

Artefacts are magical equipment that mystics prepare. They will construct the item 
from the beginning to the end of the process, allowing them to create objects that defy 
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most comprehension.
Artefacts

Item Time Cost in Materials Success 
Percentage*

Effect

Hell Fire Gem 4 weeks 1 enchanted gem, 5 
incantations, 1 rune of 

fire, 1 rune of destruction, 
1 demonic intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

Shoots hell fire - ranged 
attack - normal nega damage, 

with nega burn.

Angelic 
Wrath

4 weeks 1 enchanted gem, 5 
incantations, 1 rune of 

destruction, 1 rune of fire, 
1 celestial intervention 

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

Shoots angelic fire - ranged 
attack - normal celestial 

damage against opponents, 
healing for allies.

Divine Wrath 6 weeks 1 enchanted gem, 10 
incantations, 1 rune of 
protection, 1 rune of 

destruction, 1 rune of fire, 
1 divine intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

Flashes the entire area with 
divine fire and light, healing 
any ally or innocent for 50 

health and damaging 
opponents for the same. No 

protection.

Armour of 
Fate**

10 weeks 2 enchanted gems, 10 
incantations, 2 runes of 

protection, 2 runes of fire, 
2 runes of ice, 2 runes of 

storm, 1 divine 
intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

+5 armour rating, +35 fire 
resistance, +35 cold 

resistance, +35 electricity 
resistance, +25 damage 

reduction, immunity to critical 
hits.

Shield of 
Faith**

5 weeks 1 enchanted gem, 5 
incantations, 1 rune of 

protection, 1 rune of fire, 
1 rune of ice, 1 rune of 

storm, 1 divine 
intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

+3 armour rating, +5 fire 
resistance, +5 cold 

resistance, +5 electricity 
resistance.

Boots of the 
Way**

5 weeks 1 enchanted gem, 5 
incantations, 1 rune of 

protection, 1 rune of fire, 
1 rune of ice, 1 rune of 

storm, 1 divine 
intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

+3 dodge armour rating, + 5 
fire resistance, +5 cold 

resistance, +5 electricity 
resistance, +6 speed, +6 
jump height, +12 jump 

distance.

Helmet of 
Redemption 

**

10 weeks 2 enchanted gems, 10 
incantations, 1 rune of 

protection, 1 divine 
intervention

20% + 5%/
runic master 

level

+3 armour ar, +25% psionic 
resistance, +25% nega 

resistance, +5 will modifier.
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• - Every additional week adds +10% to the success of the craft. 

** - these enhancements add to the benefits of a given piece of equipment. 

Hell Fire Gem - this gem connects to the dark plane of Nelk, which brings forth hellfire 
to consume their opponents. This gem does normal nega damage and causes nega 
burn. The opponent takes 1/2 nega damage each round until they die. Angelic Healing 
from Angelic Foci or Angelic Wrath gem negates Nega burn. 

Angelic Wrath - this gem connects to the heavenly realms to bring judgment and 
justice to the world. The user can use it against their opponents to do normal celestial 
damage against them or heal allies for the same amount and removes Nega burn. 

Divine Wrath - This gem connects to the holiest of the higher realms. Everything in a 
30’ radius will either take double celestial damage or healing of the same amount. It 
also removes nega burn and makes all allies immune for one day. 

Armour of Fate - The Mystic constructs the armour and the enchantment in unison. It 
gives a +5 armour rating, +35% fire/ice/electricity resistance, +25 damage resistance 
and immunity to critical hits. 

Shield of Faith - this mystical shield provides a +3 deflection armour rating and +5% 
fire/ice/electricity resistance.


Boots of the Way - boots made by mystics provide +3 dodge armour rating, +5 fire/
ice/electricity resistance and +6 speed, +6 jump height, +12 jump distance. 

Helmet of Redemption - Whether you create a hat or an authentic helm, this offers a 
+3 armour rating. It also grants +25% psionic damage resistance, +25% nega energy 
resistance and +5 to Will checks. 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Exploration and Movement 
Tales from Trinity City uses turns and rounds as time intervals. Turns are 1-minute 
intervals, and rounds are 10-second intervals. Your speed score in your agility stat will 
determine how fast you can move in either situation. Turns allow you to go 1 square 
per speed score - so 90’ to 150’. You can move 1/3 of that during a round of combat. 
Characters  take Quick actions, which don't interrupt movement, or actions that take 
time and reduce how far you can move. 

Turn-Based Movement and Actions 

While you are exploring, some actions are Quick actions, while some take time, which 
will slow your movement. When you perform a delayed action, you reduce your speed 
in that turn. Quick actions are simple tasks that take no time. Some actions take the 
entire round or turn, preventing movement. 

Quick actions include -

• Drawing your weapons.

• Activating a technical device (light source, jammer, implant, scanner).

• Reloading a weapon.


Time taking actions -

• Attacking in Melee (3/4 speed

• Picking a lock (1/2 speed

• Hack a door/computer (1/2 speed)

• Stealth (1/2 speed)

• Climbing a wall (1/2 movement climb)

• Healing or sensory power (1/2 speed)

• Searching the area (1/4 speed)

• Planting traps (0 speed)
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Encounters 
Encounters are the lifeblood of the storytelling experience. Everyone has heard of the 
feats Super-powered heroes have performed. Their crime solving skills, their feats in 
combat, their feats of daring do. Tales from Trinity City will be no different.


Encounters will have many varied aspects - from non-combat encounters to the 
inevitable duke out with the bad guys!


Every successful encounter leads to more experience, so be on the lookout for things 
you can do.


Non-Combat 

Not every mission goal requires a fight. Sometimes, you need to sneak into and out of 
somewhere. You may need to create a wall of ice to prevent a crumbling wall from 
crushing someone. And there are times you may have to generate distractions by 
hacking technology. 

Discover - you use your exceptional observation skills to find traps or hidden items in 
the environment, leading to a variety of different encounters. These include disarming 
bombs, disabling alarms, evidence gathering and analysis and many others. 

Stealth and Tracking - Using your skills or powers, you follow someone while you 
remain hidden, leading to many different types of combat or non-combat encounters. 

Evidence Gathering and Analysis - You can take time to search out an area for clues 
that could help you and your party. Once you have those clues, someone can also use 
powers or skills to analyze what the party should do next. 

Protection - You need to protect a significant individual from harm. While this can lead 
to combat, it all depends on how you go about it. It is possible to stealth such missions 
to avoid fights - but the charge may not want to escape.


Disarming Traps - If you find a trap while searching an area, you have the opportunity 
to disarm that trap. If your skill level is high enough, you can take that trap yourself. 

Superhuman Feat - You perform a task with your superpowers. 

Negotiations/Interrogations/Intimidations - Some encounters are a simple 
conversation. Some people might object to questions, so you need to convince them 
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to talk. 

Rescue - You must infiltrate an area and rescue someone the villains have kidnapped. 
Rescue encounters go hand-in-hand with protection encounters. 

Helping the Innocent - Sometimes, you need help someone has lost their dog, their 
cat doesn’t come out of the tree, or a child cries for their ballon in the air. 

Creating a Distraction - While one person may be working through an area in stealth, 
you help provide a distraction to keep them hidden. 

Disabling Technology/Hacking Computer System - Using your skills, you cause 
technological mayhem, which helps in creating a distraction. You can keep the villains 
busy with opening and closing doors, flashing lights, alarms and many other things to 
keep them from seeing your allies. 

Chases - sometimes, someone you're following sees you while you are in stealth or the 
bad guys turn tail and run. In the chase encounter, you have to outrun your opponents 
before they get away from you. 

Combat 

Sometimes the heroes have to fight the bad guy. No amount of sneaking can prevent 
that. Especially, if your clues show the bad guys have the city in peril. If you don't stop 
them, the City could fall! 

Crime Prevention - Some muggers are harassing a little old lady, or a drug deal is 
going down. Nobody is going to like someone getting involved - Are you going to let it 
happen? 

Prevention combat can lead to either normal combat or subdue combats. 

Subdue - You can prevent a crime or fight someone to submission. You keep the 
opponent alive by apprehending them. Trapping powers can subdue someone. 

Subdue combats can lead to interrogation non-combat encounters - I’ll let you live if 
you tell me what I want. 

Assassination - Somes you follow someone to take them out of the picture. 

Normal Combat - Sometimes, the bad guys are waiting for you to show up. They want 
to make an example of you, time to do something about it. 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Trapping - Instead of fighting, you lay a trap for your opponents. When they find you, 
your mines go off and resolving the combat quickly (you hope). You can either subdue 
or kill those you are using the traps.
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Combat 
The Central Authority has tight control of what happens in the City. Since the two riots 
almost destroyed the infrastructure that saves the City from the aliens, they have 
cameras and Peace Officers in the Centropolis Quarter. Violence is nearly unheard of.


But in the Projects, fights often happen. Most of the time, the Peace Officers only 
contain the violence - unless a high number of Gifted start to get involved. 

When combat is unavoidable - here are the rules to handle battles.


1. Quick Actions are engaged.

2. Initiatives are determined.

3. Players choose their actions.

4. Players make attack rolls vs their opponent's defences.

5. Damage is inflicted, modified by defences and block attempts.


Initiative 

Those with higher Agility go first. Many abilities add to Agility, allowing slower people to 
move first. If there is a tie between two people with the same Agility, they roll 10-sided 
dice. The player with the highest number goes first. Super speed gives bonuses to this 
roll.


Actions 

There are four types of actions - Instant Actions, Quick Actions, Normal Actions and 
Delayed Actions. 

Instant Actions - All actions for a person/group that surprises another are Instant 
actions. They go before the other group/persons can respond. 

Quick Actions - actions that take place the moment combat begins. 

1. Fire a ranged weapon already drawn

2. Raise a personal or AoE defence

3. Use a movement power

4. Activate a drawn item 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Normal Actions - Normal actions include any regular combat action, which includes - 

1. Attack

2. Block/Parry/Shield powers and skills

3. Using a power

4. Sending a command to a controlled minion

5. Move to a location on the tactical map


Delayed Actions - Actions that have a delay or come at the end of the combat round.


1. Reload a gun/Draw an arrow(s)

2. Line up a sniper shot

3. Prime up a secondary power to attack next round if you have a shield or block 

power operating.

4. Set up a block/parry/shield power to defend right away.

5. Draw an item to use.


Attack Rolls 

The characters and game master then make attack rolls for anyone who is attacking 
during that round.


To determine that - roll 20-sided dice. If the modified number is higher than the 
defending person's defence, the attack is a success.


Catastrophic Attacks/misses 

Natural 20s - The melee or ranged attack does triple bonus damage. 

Natural 1s - The attack is so awkward, ranged attacks become friendly fire (choose 
someone in the line of fire), or they open their defences so badly in melee, their 
opponent gets an automatic critical hit. 

Critical Range - For characters with extraordinary Perception, they can perform a 
critical hit with higher ranges. Any time they hit within that range, they do double bonus 
damage.


Damage 

You calculate damage by this equation. 

(Base Damage - (Damage Reduction - damage vulnerability)) * bonus damage/Damage 
resistance.
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For example - someone fires a gun and hits - pistols and bullets do double physical 
damage - so that is 60. But the person they hit has 60 physical damage reduction, so 
60-60 is 0. Even if the hit is a critical hit, it still does zero. If the character has armour 
piercing bullets with + 10 damage vulnerability. The attack would do 10 damage, and 
critical hits would do 20 damage or 30 damage on a Natural 20.


Base Damage

1. Force - 20

2. Physical - 30

3. Elemental - 40

4. Celestial/Nega - 50


Ranged Combat 

Characters can have ranged powers or weapons, which allows them to attack from a 
distance. Different types of weapons and powers positives have negatives based on 
the range.


Point Blank (+3 attack roll) - within 5 feet - guns, shut guns and short-ranged powers 
only.


Point Blank (-3 attack roll) - within 5 feet - bows, thrown weapons, sniper rifles and 
sniper powers.


Short-range (+1 attack roll) - within 20 feet.


Normal range (no mod) - within 30 feet.


Long-range (-1 attack roll) - within 50 feet.


Long-range (+3 attack roll) - within 50 feet - sniper rifles and powers.


Long range (-3 attack roll) - within 50 feet - shotguns.


Melee Combat 

When a player and opponent are within 5’ of each other (they occupy the same tactical 
square), they will switch over to melee combat. The exceptions to this rule are if the 
player or opponent has shotguns, handguns or use short-range attack powers.
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Action Points 

You reduce your actions points by the amount the power or skills you use. And then 
you regain 2 action points/round + any bonuses from power sets and abilities.


Defeat 

If at any time you have 0 Health then you are unconscious. If everybody has 0 Health 
then you all die. If someone in the party survives, they can help revive other party 
members based upon their endurance.


Certain powers, skills and consumables can also revive someone after defeat - with 
100% chance.


Falling Damage 

10 feet - normal force

20 feet - 2 times normal force

30 feet - 4 times normal force

40 feet - 8 times normal force

50 feet - 16 times normal force

60 feet - 32 times normal force

+10 feet - double the damage. 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Conditions 
During the course of combat, you and your opponents can have any positive or 
negative conditions affecting them. This list categorizes all the current effects for 
characters.


Negative Effects 

1. Confusion - Telepathic and mystical attacks that start confusing the character. 
They may attack their companions (30%), stand still (40%), or continue fighting 
against you (30%).


2. Stun - The attack or power was so overwhelming, the opponent stands 
bewildered.


3. Immobilized - certain powers prevent characters from moving around. They can 
still perform actions, but they lose 4 Armour Rating and any dodge Armour 
Rating they may have.


4. Feared - Certain mystical and telepathic attacks can put characters in fear. They 
run away from either a character or even combat because they have lost their 
nerve.


5. Mind Controlled - Certain mystical and telepathic attacks will change a 
character’s allegiance. They start attacking their former companions instead of 
their opponents.


6. Mind Link - A telepath has created a connection between their mind and the 
recipient, allowing them to cultivate a symbiotic relationship where you help 
each other or the telepath can use it to enslave someone.


7. Enrage - A telepathic condition where the character will attack anyone around 
them.


8. Venom - Different powers and attacks will inject venom in an opponent, reducing 
their abilities and doing damage for three rounds.


9. Burn - Most fire attacks set opponents on fire, doing 1/2 fire damage per round, 
and causes a bonus +25% bonus damage of additional fire powers.


10. Static Charge - Electrical powers leave a static charge on the opponents, 
making them vulnerable to further electrical attacks. Any electrical attack against 
a target within 5' will chain to you.


11. Cursed - Some Mystical attacks curse their opponents - lowering their attack 
rolls and dc checks.


12. Knock back - An attack is so forceful you fall backwards - losing your turn and 
taking fall damage of 10 feet if they hit something.


13. Knock down - Instead of falling backwards, you fall, losing your turn.

14. Stasis - You can’t affect anything, nor can anything affect you.

15. Hypothermia - cold powers can lower speed, attack rolls, armour rating and 

Agility checks.

16. Heat Severity - Lowers Will and Agility checks, armour rating and attack rolls.
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17. Bleed - causes constant health damage every single round unless bandaged.

18. Deafness - the character can’t hear, reducing perception checks by 2 points.

19. Defence Reduction - reduces the armour rating and or damage reduction of an 

individual.

20. Sickness - A metabolic attack that harms the player by reducing health 

regeneration.

21. Lethargy - lowers Physique, Reflex and Will checks and action point regen of a 

character.

22. Slow - lower the speed of a character.

23. Blindness - lowers perception checks, dodge armour rating and reflex checks.

24. EMP Damage - Damages technical systems that reduce the effectiveness.

25. Infect Robot - uses a virus to reduce a Robot’s effectiveness in combat and 

daily duties.

26. Dominate Robot - uses a virus to control an enemy robot.

27. Illness - a divine curse that prevents health regeneration and doubles the base 

damage caused by all sources.

28. Heavy Burdened - the character can’t go on and stops fighting.

29. Infirmity - lowers the strength, agility and endurance of the character.

30. Demonic Bond - connects the demonic foci users with his opponents, leaving 

them vulnerable to attack.

31. Nega Burn - dark spiritual energies burn until angelic healing or other divine 

powers remove it.


Positive Effects 

1. Static Charge - for super speeders, static charges help them electrify their 
attacks.


2. Damage Reduction - reduces incoming damage from different types by a fixed 
amount.


3. Damage Resistance - This reduces damage from certain types by a certain 
percentage.


4. Haste - the character moves faster on the tactical map and attacks faster as 
well.


5. Extended Senses - The character can see things that others are not able to.

6. Shape Change - the character has assumed a different form.

7. Material form - the character has become a different substance.

8. Duplication - the character has duplicated themselves.

9. Flight - Flying, like up, up and away.

10. Super Speed - the ability to run extremely fast.

11. Super Leaping - the ability to jump very high and far.

12. Stat Enhancement - drugs or superpowers that expand on someone’s abilities.

13. Action Regen - the ability to recover action points faster.

14. Immunity - an absolute immunity to a type of negative status effect.

15. Runic Animation - the ability to make an inanimate object move.
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16. Astral Form - your ‘spirit’ or ‘soul’ or ‘mind’ leaves your body and enters the 
higher realms.


17. Blessed - Different mystical effects can help characters by giving them bonuses 
to their attack rolls and dc checks.


18. Regeneration - certain powers can help people regenerate over time, allowing 
them to regain health after they take damage.


19. Protected - You can use a skill or power to protect someone from harm.

20. Anger - under the Tough Guy defence power set - people can shake off effects 

and gain bonuses to their attack rolls, damage rolls and dc checks.

21. Stealth - under certain technical and mystical power sets, people become 

invisible to normal eyesight.

22. Mind Shield - protects against telepathic attacks and detection.

23. Metabolic Feedback - You regenerate actions points faster.

24. True Sight - being able to detect anything.

25. Drug enhancement - last three rounds.
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